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Strength
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Ordinary' Extracts.

ABSOLUTELY PURE.
FULL

■

MRS. ROBERT A. SPEAR.
West Warren, Me.

MEASURE,

(No short weight panel bottles)
Although costing a trifle more than brands of
questionable merits, are so far superior In
to

Terrible

Itching and Burning!
Neck and Stomach Covered with Scabs!
“ITCHING PILES GAVE

Tu,Th&S

CARPET BEATING MICE.
taken

Carpets
up and beaten by machinery
relayed by experienced workmen. Every
carpet is beaten by itself and thoroughly
steamed which is *the best kn^wn disinfectant,
and endorsed by. all physicians.

ME NO REST.5'
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WATER CONTAINS ALL

"PECUUAR””when

THE ABOVE INDUCEWhat you need, if you need
ANYTHING, IS “THE KIND THAT CURES.”
Dana Sarsaparilla Co.:
Dear Sirs:—For years I have had a
TERRIBLE HUMOR. For months at a
time the back of my neck and my stomach
would be COVERED WITH SCABS
and would ITCH AND BURN
I took Eight
■ ■ B
Bottles of a well known remedy
that is advertised for Skin and Blood Diseases, besides other remedies, used Soaps
and Salves
a
externally without

ments?

3. a PREBLE ST.
eoatfsn

jul4

__

_

TUCtERRIBLY.

~

you

—

anybenefit Iff
| M 8$
B^B BmB^

BEST

I
also
had ITCHING
PILES bo bad I could not rest nights.
The first bottle of DANA’S SARSAPARILLA did me more ^
good than
all
the
medi ■ U
g cines I ever
used before. I ■ ■ ■*”» B continued
using It and MY NECK AND STOMACH
ARE WELL; my ITCHIXC PILES

QUALITY
FULL
VALUE

ARE CURED.
I send you

_

my/photo-C"|iS3Brg2
others

wishing
as much benefit from DANA’S
SARSAPARILLA as I have.
I remain your friend,
graph

may receive

MRS. ROBERT A. SPEAR.
West Warren, Me.
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&

DRUG CLERKS WANTED.

atflstorSthp

Military.

representatives ot tlie State by any in-

judicious or hot-headed workmen. The
efficacy of this police was demonstrated
within half an hour after the adjournment of the mass meeting this afternoon
hy the prompt arrest and escort to the
lock np of an intemperate
striker, who
questioned the wisdom of receiving the
militia

CANNOT SPEAK TOO HIGHLY
Hidden’s Magnetic Compound, Soys
Mrs. Nettie V. Andrews of
By field Mass.
Mrs. Nettie F. Andrews writes that she suffered five long years with neuralgia,
coupled with nervous prostration, female
weakness and similar ills.
Tried various
:*emedles.
Tried the doctors for miles
around. Grew worse and worse.
Was
finally induced to ta-y Hidden’s Magnetthe
of
remedies
for
ic Compound,
King
suffering wonjen. 11 Now I cannot speak too
*’ It has
she
of
it,”
says.
highly
completely
cared the neuralgia, and greatly benefited
the other troubles.
This medicine strikes
right at the root of the disea.e. and good
effect is felt Immediately.” Thus she
writes to women: “Try Hidden’s MagOf

8 A.

Humidity.;.

M.

650

Minimum ther... 66.0
Weather

Observations.

The following are the observations of
the Agricultural Department Weather
Bureau for yesterday, July 11, taken at
8 p. m., 75th meridian time, the observations for each station being given in
this order:
Temperature, direction of
the wind, state of the weather:
Boston, 80', SW, partly cloudy; New
Tork, 76' S, cloudy; Philadelphia, 74'

Do not waste money

Our

or

8 p.

0
Velocity.4
Weather.Cloudy Cloudy
Mean daily ther.. .76.0 Max. vel. wind... 12
Maximum ther... 86.0 Total precip.... 0.00

» WfSK
fen?!‘Ps
seashore.
mountains
at the

63.

Wind.SW

you. This compound is not a sarsaparilla. Is
not a decoction with mineral poisons for a base.
It is a clean, pure, honest combination of roots,
herbs and barks, fresh from God's great laboratory—the fields and woods. It ia just what
vou need to brace you up against the summer
heat Do not seek health abroad. Take Hld-

a season

M.

Barometer. 30.012 29.94
71.
Thermometer,. 722.
64
Dew Point. 65 0

and valuable time on other remedies.” This
is aouad advice. It cared her. ’Twill care

curetl at

coming medicine. All druggists. $i.
BUY IT, TBY IT, ’TWILL DO YOU GOOD.
If you are sick take our advice—try

NW, cloudy; Washington, 70', W, rain
Albany, 80', S, cloudless; Buffalo, 24' N
W, partly cloudy; Detroit, 78' SW, partly
cloudy; Chicago, 22', SE, cloudless; St.
Paul, 82', SE, cloudless; St. Vincent, 72'
NW, cloudyi Huron, Dak., 80', partly
cloudy. Bismarck, 74', NW, cloudy;
Jacksonville, 80', SE, partly cloudy.

Nawburyport, Mass

ecuted yesterday morning. His last moments were spent in uttering blasphemous cries. He gave no sign of fear.

compound is a reliable medicine. It’s very
name is suggestive, of health—pure, bubbling,
rosy-cheeked health. It sparkles with life. It
is the

Itavaehol,

HIDDEN MEDICINE CO.,
—-

lLJ>
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friends

as

brothers.

and

The

orgonization was never better
exemplified than in the graceful unanimity with which the iron workers accepted
the ,suggestions of their leaders and decifriends and not

as

foes.

To all but the

pessimist, it is irresistible that the crisis
is passed and that Homestead will know
hostilities no moreso long as the military
are on the ground and there is no
attempt
to smuggle Pinkertons into the works.
Most of the people have concluded that
Pinkertons are not likely to provoke further bloodshed by attempting to occupy
the works. The strikers regard the advent of the troops as the surest indication that the

Private Militia of Capital,

will invade Homestead
of the success

of

no

more.

Much

today’s meeting

was

due to the belief that the state militia
was ordered to Homstead as much to
prevent the bloodshed that a visit of the
Pinkertons would provoke as to quiet
the present disorder in the iron region.
The mass meeting this afternoon was

significant and its developments
awaited with the utmost interest
the
citizens on the outside.
by
The
meeting was attended by about 5000 peoand
in
this
number
was
about
ple
every
one of the men who fought the Pinkertons in the bloody battle of last week.
The meeting was called to order by
Hugh O’Donnell who, after stating that
Burgess McLuckie would preside, invited
the representatives of the press to the
■

welcome

Report.
Portland, Me, July 11,1892.

I.oral Weather

netic Compound.

for

platform.
“They are the people,”
said he, “who have created public
sympathy for us all over the United
States.
They have been our friends.”
[Applause.]
The speech of Burgess McLuokie, on
assuming the chair, was most significant.
THE WEATHER.
Although Burgess of Homestead he is
one of the most prominent leaders of
We May Get Cool Breezes on the Coast.
the strikers and shares with Hugh O’Donnell great influence over the workBoston, July 11.—Local forecast for ingmen. “The object of this meeting,”
New England: Generally fair; continued said he, “is to take suitable action for
the reception to our friends, the military,
warm except on the coast of Maine;
who will arrive here in a day or two.
cooler
in
the
after- The
Wednesday showers;
general impression is abroad that
noon or evening.
the military are dangerous people. This
Washington, July 11.—Indications is a mistake. We want every man, woman and child in this town to
for Maine: Fair, southwest winds.

EVSiddle Street.

jy9

Appointed

were

An experienced drug clerk in a retail city store. Must come well recommended and not afraid to work.
American
an
Also,
boy
living
with his parents to learn the business.
Good positions to the right ones. Address, with reference, Quinine, Press
office.
jyS
lstor8thpdlw

SOY,

Were

most

Dana Sarsaparilla Co., Belfast, Maine.
Objects that we keep ever in mind in
our drug establishment.

Police

Purpose—The War-kike Orders to

power of

What other Sarsaparilla could
PERFORM SUCH A CURE? DID YOU EVER
HEAR OF ANY? DON’T IT SEEM RIDICULOUS
POOR SUFFERING HUMANITY THAT

Foster’s Forest City Dye House
and Carpet Beating Rooms.

TOClVE

ea

AN AWFUL HUMOR!

STRENGTH and FLAVOR
as to make them much more economical
use. Sold by grocers everywhere.

3*4

Should Insult the Mill,

Homestead, Pa.—The white wings of
peace are hovering over Homestead tonight. There is not an unpleasant indication to mar the serenity of the iron region. The militia will be received with
open arms by the mill workers. The
special police one hundred strong, selected from the ranks of the strikers,will
see that no indignity offered the uniform-

They flavor as natural as fresh fruit.
(No chemicals or acids.)

Unanimously Voted That

was

Man Who

tary Should be Ducked in the River-

This

Double the

1

the Paris

Anarchist,

was ex-

friends

are about to come
here, the
safest people that you could
possibly be
with. You know you do not want H. C.
Frick or his horde, neiter do you want
Bob Pinkerton or his horde. The military
are here to defend that which it is
right
to defend—the state and the constitu-

tion, and the people and the laws.
[Cheers], -I am here to ask the citizens

Sarsaparilla

Page 3.
Fought to the death.
He’s a noble beggar.

me

military

witn

Upon Arms,

I pledge you my judgment that this is
one of the best steps that could
possibly
have been taken for our people, this
calling out of the military. I think Gov.
Pattison is acting wisely and judiciously.
He understands our cause and understands our position and so does the entire civilized world. He is a just man
and a man who will not cater to monopoly, a man who will not permit the troops
of this state, the servants of the people,
the defenders of the dignity of this commomwealtli, which is ours and as near
and dear to us as to any human being
that ever God let breathe—I say, Robert
E. Pattison will never permit an outrage
perpetrated upon a people such as the
people of Homestead and this surround-

ing community.

[Great applause.]

“It is also an evident fact that the unwashed horde of Pinkerton people are
The
again mobilizing their forces.
governor does not want any bloodshed
here. He knows by your action of the
past if that unclean horde strike our
shores, there must be bloodshed. [Applause.] The governor knows that these
unwashed hordes are mobilizing again.
It is the most desperate blow ever struck
to the Pinkertons since the organization
of
that institution.
[Applause and
voices, “We will give them anotlier.”(
He does not want us to be slaughtered
or receive further
injury at the hands of
that
Illegal, Unlawful, Dirty, Snaking Institution.

[Laughter

PRESS.
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DAILY

and

applause.]

So

your

of this town to receive our friends with
open arms and tender them one of the
grandest receptions ever tendered to any
people. [Applause]. Go down with the
reputation you have already established
as the most generous, noble and
manly of
men.
[Applause]. I do not want the
mobilized representatives that may put
in an appearance here to be insulted
by
even a hoot or a howl.
If any man is indiscreet enough to do an act of that
kind in this emergency he should be taken to the river and be ducked.
I will'be
one to help to do it.
[“Good,” “Good,”
and applause].
A brawny mill worker, with
great
serioussnes, moved that any man who
was foolish enough to offer insult to the
troops when they come, should be immediately taken to the river and ducked.
The motion prevailed by acclamation
and special policemen were instructed to
It was also
carry it out to the letter.
ordered that a committee be appointed to
inform all mill workers not present that
such action was taken.

EHFEAMS®®

GAMBLING ON ’CHANGE.
Denounced

as

Outrageous, Insidious

and Pernicious,

\ irginia, and Dolliver as conferees on
the naval appropriation bill on the
part
of the House.
On motion of Mr. Bentley of New
York, a bill was passed appropriating
$250,000 for the publication of the eleventh census.

Mr. Outhwaite of Ohio presented a
disagreeing report on the army appropriation bill, the point of contention being
the amendment of the Senate striking
out the proviso that no money shall be
used for army transportation over nonbonded railroads controlled by the Union

SENATORS HEAR OF FUTURES AND Pacific and Southern
companies.
SUNDAY OBSERVANCE.

Mr.

Washburn’s Speech

the Bill Defin-

on

ing Options and Futures—The Proposition to Open the World’s Fair on
Sunday—It Is Vigorously Opposed by
Some Senators and by Others Favored
Certain Restrictions.

————

c/HivirDtuL a

The

tution that “no person shall hold the office of President of the United States

Miners in the Coenr d’Alene

Fought

Pacific railroad

Mr. Mitchell of Wisconsin moved that
the House recede from its disagreement
to the amendment.
The motion was
lost and the House insisted on its disagreement. A further conference was ordered. The House then adjourned.

THEY

HAD

HEARD

THE

NEWS FROM HOMESTEAD.

rs
buoutbbUK,

for Hours.
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>y

National Committee Chairman To Be
Chosen Next

With

Washington, July 11.—Senator Peffer introduced a joint resolution
today,
proposing an amendment to tlie consti-

PRICE THREE CENTS

Saturday.

Son-Union Men

Chicago, July 11.—W. J. Campbell returned to Chicago yesterday.
When
seen last evening at his
home, he declared that he had

no

Began

the

Firing,

But Union Men Ended It.

idea who would be

appointed in his place. “After appointHe asked that it
“Now, gentlemen,” resumed the Buring the executive committee on Thurslie on the table. It was so ordered.
ONE MILL BLOWN TO PIECES BT
gess, “Our plan is to
day,” said Mr. Campbell, “I spent the
Mr. Chandler gave notice of his intenTo Get Every Band in Homestead.”
next day yachting in the waters about
A CAR LOAD OF POWDER.
tion to offer to the sundry civil appropriA man representing the
musicians
New York. I had hoped to call the exshouted: “I am authorized to say the ation bill an amendment appropriating ecutive committee
together and have
bands have already volunteered their
$350,000 to meet any extraordinary emer- my resignation acted upon before returnservices. [Again
great enthusiasm.]
ing home, but found it would be imposThe president of each lodge was in- gency that may arise between the ad- sible on account of
prior engagements So Far as
structed to make proper preparations for journment of Congress and the next of some of the members.
Known, the Dead Number Four
The committhe ceremonies, and the Burgess
anmeeting in December, in connection with tee will meet, however, next Saturday,
and Ten Were Wounded—Others May
nounced that he would ascertain exactly epidemic diseases.
at the Fifth Avenue Hotel in New York.
when the military were expected and
Have Died when the Car Toad of PowMr. Gray presented the statement of At that meeting my resignation will be
give notice of their approach by the town
and my successor apder Dashed Down the Grade to the
the Homestead employes for publication formally accepted
criers.
I have no idea who will be
pointed.
Some indiscreet striker suggested that in the Congressional Kecord.
chosen.
The best of feeling exists
Mill and Fxploded—The Union Men
a committee be appointed to make comMr. Washburn on Gambling on
'Change. among the members of the committee.”
Captured Two Non-Union Miners.
plaint if any member of the militia
Mr. Washburn, speaking on the House
should be guilty of unbecoming conduct
VICTORY THROUGH DEFEAT.
Wallace, Idaho,
July 11.—The
at any time, but he was
promptly sup- bill defining options and futures, impressed. “If it should be found at any posing special taxes on dealers therein, Conservatives Hope to Win After a Brief strained situation in the Coeur d’ Alene
labor troubles culminated this morning.
time,” said the burgess, “that there has and
Period of Liberal Control.
requiring such dealers and persons
been any breach of the peace by the milThe Gem and Frisco mines were guarded
in
certain
to
we
engaged
will look it up then, but we
selling
products
itary,
non-union men behind barricades,
certainly are not going to criticise their obtain licenses, said the bill was aimed at
London, July 11.—Conservative news- by
armed with Winchesters. As the canyon
conduct until they commit some act.” a system of gambling of the most papers take a
lugubrious view of the reis narrow where the mines are located,
[Great applause]. The burgess announc- outrageous, insidious and pernicious sults of the elections thus far.
They exed that he would issue a proclamation in- character, which hrmicrht. the meet n-1,1
the men behind the barricades could
viting all persons not connected with the spread and disastrous results of any press no confidence of a Tory majority,
mills and having no business in the
scheme of gambling which the wit and but attempt to console themselves by the sweep the two railroad tracks and the
city
other than curiosity, to keep away while faculties of man were ever able to devise. reflection that the Liberal
with bullets.
This morning at
majority will country
the militia were here.
At least 90 per cent, of all the business
5, a miner from the village of Gem
be
and
of
discordant
small,
composed
After these arrangements were con- of the produce exchanges and boards of
started for Burke. When opposite the
RlimmatOfl hv
nnanimmit.
trade in the United States was of ficti- and unruly elements. The impression is
mands for speeches from nearly all the tious character where property was sold sought to be conveyed that after a brief Frisco mine, he wes filed upon. He ran
Frank Fu- without ownership and without any in- and stormy season of control, the Liber- back to Gem where the shot had beea
popular leaders were made.
gula made a speech in his own language tention of delivery on the part of either als will fail to carry their pet measure of heard and soon the miners in town gathto the Slavs, explaining all that had been seller or buyer. The great
agricultural Home Rule in the form insisted upon by ered with arms.
They marched in a
done.
Jerry Dougherty made a ringing products of the country were made the Mr. Gladstone, and t.ha.t a. fresh anneal
toward the Frisco mill, located dibody
appfeal for order and sobriety while the foot ball of gamblers'.
Between the to the country tvill be taken.
that
By
militia were in the city. Dan Harris,
grain producer and the loaf-eater there time, the Tories hope, the hearts of the rectly in front of the mine. When they
president of the New York Cigar Makers’ slipped in a party saving at what price masses will be so filled with disgust at were scarcely within rifle range, a
volley
Union, spoke in much the same vein. the one should sell and the other buy, a the subordination of English issues to from the Frisco mill
greeted the miners.
“You are pioneers,” said he, “of a move- parasite that robbed them both. He as- the demands of Ireland, that the ConA regular battle ensued. One miner and
ment that must eradicate from the civili- serted that the prices of
agricultural servatives will be restored to power by
zation of this United States the blot upon products were made
one non-union man were killed and six
artificially and an overwhelming majority.
its escutcheon—the Pinkerton detective arbitrarily by boards of trade, most
It is learned that Mr. Gladstone is in wounded
during the engagement.
system.”
notably on the Board of Trade of Chi- frequent communication by wire with
Thft minorg
wonf ornmul
Several others made speeches, all cago.
Mr.
Washburn read letters the leaders of his party, and is
already- and
the
above
the mine. They
counselling order
from
cotton
brokers
after
up
canyon
that
for
in
discussing plans
sobriety,
‘legislation
declaring
the
oottnu
newParliament. so confident is he of loaded a car with 750 pounds of giant
Immediately after the adjournment of wttfr" uTfSr—h? rtft,denHnn
Mr. Lramiiiora Bl'Uee, L,onservative,
Wasburn said he could count on the finthe meeting, the Burgess issued
ard the Frisco~mjue.'’~' "wneii
gers of one hand those who had become who was elected for Holborn, will be
A Proclamation Warning All Persons
directly in front of the mill, an explosimmensely wealthy from manufactures. created a judge in order that his seat ion
not having important business in Home- It was not the tariff barons or business may be vacated, and Mr.
shattering the mill to splinRitchie, presi- ters.occurred,
The non-union men showed the
stead at this time to remain away from men who so absorbed wealth, but the dent of the local government board, who
white flag and surrendered.
They were
was defeated for re-election in the Towcreatures whom this system of speculatthe town; stating that all strangers withmarched to the Miners’ Union hall and
er Hamlets, will stand for the vacant
and gambling had evolved.
ing
in the town would be held stric ly acNo indignities were offered
Holborn seat. As the Holborn constitu- guarded.
Sundays at tlie World’s Fair.
after the surrender.
countable for their conduct anc^ dealt
ency is a safely Conservative one, Mr.
While
the
At the close of Mr. Washburn’s speech Ritchie is sure of being elected and the
light was going on at the
with in a manner warranted by the
Frisco mill, the guards at the Gem mine
gravity of the situation; demanding that further conferences were ordered on the Tories will be great gainers thereby, as
while a good lawyer, is no poli- suddenly began tiring volley after volley
the citizens of the borough assist to
naval and District of Columbia appropri- Bruce, and
Ritchie is one of the brightest into the town of Gem, riddling the
maintain order and quiet by themselves
tician,
ation bills and the Senate then resumed men in the
A citizen was
buildings with bullets.
party.
refraining from violent talking and unshot through the arm. A union miner
necessarily assembling in public places consideration of the sundry civil bill, the
was killed, and attempts to recover the
and by restraining all others to obey the
Fava Flowing Towards Nicolosi.
pending question being on the committee
body met with volleys from the Gem
officers of the borough; enjoining women amendment as to the Columbian
ExpoCatania, July 11.—The subterranean breastwork, and it was not recovered unand children to remain off the streets,
til
an hour afterward.
No more shots'
especially during the prevalence of un- sition, ana Mr. Quay’s amendment to it rumblings which began simultaneously
usual excitement, and ordering all the requiring that the exposition be closed with the outbreak of Mount Etna, Friday were returned from Gem until the armed
miners
from
were
Frisco
returned.
At 8 a. m.
less
on
the
Sabbath
night,
The
Day.
frequent today.
saloons in the borough to remain closed
The Sheriff, District
Mr. Manderson believed it would be eruption from the new fissure at the a truce occurred.
until further orders.
“We intend to see these orders obeyed” well to have some portions of the expo- summit of Mount Etna appears about to Attorney and Deputy United States Marsaid the Burgess. Special police in suffi- sition open Sunday. He would, there- cease. The principal crater shows signs shals appeared oh the scene. The train
Another stream of was stopped by the armed guards at the
cient numbers have been appointed for fore, offer an amendment to have the of renewed activity.
this purpose, and unseemly manifesta- mechanical portions of the exposition lava is flowing in the direction of Hico- Gem mine, but the sheriff took the mail
on his shoulders and passed on ,to Gem.
losi.
closed Sunday.
tions will be suppressed.
Peace negotiations were immediately set
Mr. Quay modified his amendment by
The advent of the militia has given
For
Railroad
Commissioner.
on foot, and at 12 o’clock the mine force
rise to countless rumors that the strikers making it read, “The first day of the
surrendered to the union men. So far as
recognize that defeat is inevitable and week, commonly called Sunday.”
11.—The
death
of
Hon.
Augusta, July
can be learned,
in all four were killed
Mr. Pettigrew argued in favor of Mr.
are preparing to accede to the terms of
Roscoe L. Bowers leaves a vacancy in and about 10
wounded, though there
the company. All these reports are de- Quay’s amendment. Consideration was
the Board of Railroad Commissioners to may be bodies under the Frisco mill.
nied by the leaders, and it is announced due, he said, to the petitions presented
that it is to be war to the end. Much to Congress to have the exposition closed be filled by the Governor and already Two of the killed were union miners,
and the other two non-union men.
comment has been occasioned by the Sundays. There were over 4,000 such many candidates have
put in an appearThe Frisco and Gem were the only
statement of Manager Frick in ah inter- petitions with 2,825,000 names, against ance.
It
is
that
a
Democrat
possible
non-union places in the east end of Coenr
516 petitions on the other side with 22,view today that three-fourths of the
will
be
appointed. Hon. B. F. Chad- d’ Alene. There is still considerable exstrikers would have accepted the terms 588 names.
citement everywhere but no
further
Mr. Saunders gave notice that he would bourne of Biddeford and Hon. Samuel
of the company but for the aggressive
trouble is expected. About 60 men in
conduct of an obstreperous minority,and move to lay the amendment on the Anderson are urged by their
friends,
the
mine
surrendered.
The
cause
of the
table.
now that the militia is ordered out that
Mr. Vest (rave notice of a. substitute also Hon. J. S. Richardson of Bath, strike was the demand of the union minhe expected a great majority of the
while Col. E. C. Farrington, clerk of the ers of the district for $3.50 a
day for evstrikers to return to work under the pro- for Mr. Quay’s amendment. It provides
that if the exposition is kept open Sun- board, is mentioned for the place. Hon. ery man working under ground. The
tection of the troops.
This assertion
Parker Spofford of Bucksport, who lias mine owners held that unskilled laborers
aroused the strikers to a state of days no machinery shall be operated;
previously been a candidate for the office should be paid only $3. When the minA
of
five that there shall be a cessation of labor is barred
indignation.
meeting
out, his position as councillor ers refused to accept the scale the mines
the employes and attendants conamong
hundred
mechanical
employes
not
of his appointment under were closed. The owners declared that
this afternoon adopted a resolution de- nected with the exposition, except so far the admitting
state law.
A man is required who
as is necessary to the preservation of
expensive freight rates were the cause of
men
that
the
will
never
return
claring
order and safe keeping of the articles ex- is “skilled in the operation apd manage- the reduction. A lock-out was begun
until the company has conceded every
ment of railroads.”
The
is
$2,salary
April 1st by the Mine Owners’ Associademand of the Amalgamated Associa- hibited. Religious exercises shall also 000 a
and
an

At a late hour

than one term.”

tr/vl-r.

be held on the grounds.
After further discussion, without

tonight

Perfect Peace and

The streets are almost
deserted. One reason for this is that
most of the population have retired early
to be up by sunrise tomorrow to participate in the reception to the militia who
are expected to march into the city at
that time. A committee representing
Mr. McLuckie and the advisory commit-

tee tonight were in telegraph communication with Gen. Snowden to ascertain
the exact time at which the militia may
be expected tomorrow. They informed
Gen. Snowden of the action of today’s
mass meeting and stated that information was desired that the
reception
might be timed with the arrival of the

troops.
A report is in circulation that an
tempt to install non-union workmen

atin

the Homestead mill will be followed by
a general strike of union men in all the
other Carnegie mills. When it is known
that the Homestead mills are less than
an eighth of the vast
Carnegie interests,
the importance of a general strike may
be appreciated. There is
little
very
doubt that the pressure will be brought
in
the
workmen
mills
to
other
upon
urge them to come out, but not much
reason exists to hope that such pressure
will be successful.
One or mere of the
other Carnegie establishments is already
operated by non-union labor and in the
other Carnegie mills there is no dispute
upon wages or anything else, the scale
having been signed for the ensuing
year.
on

Second Page,

ac-

tion, the Senate adjourned.

Order Prevail

at Homestead.

Continued

more

The

Fight Against

Coinage.

—

bill itself.

the House.

one

paying offices in the gift

To Build the
Free

of

Aroostook Bine.

Houlton, July 11.—A
Representa- been awarded for building
on behalf of

Washington, July 11.
tive Stone of Pennsylvania,
the minority of the House coinage committee, has prepared a draft of a report
in opposition to the Senate free coinage
bill. The report will be submitted to
other members of the minority for their
approval today. The chief points of objection which the report will urge against
the bill are that it is exceedingly crude
and clumsy in its structure, and uncertain in its effects, that the repeal of the
law of 1890 carries with it the discrediting of $100,000,000 of treasury notes outstanding, that though the notes will still
he receivable for customs and dues to
the government, the desire of the people to get rid of these, as evidenced
by the fact that nearly one-half of the
customs dues collected at New York last
month, were paid in such notes, will
lead to a rapid contraction of the currency; that there is no bullion in the treasury answering the description of that
purchased with silver or coin certificates,
and that the passage of the bill will destroy the hopes of any practical results
from the proposed international monetary conference. The plan of campaign of
the anti-silver men against the bill is not
yet finally decided upon. It is evident,
however, from talk, that they will resort
to every means to defeat a vote on the
In

expenses, so that it is

year
of the best
the state.

contract has
the Bangor &
Aroostook railroad 200 miles in length to
Contractor C. P. Treat of Chicago. His
head clerk and paymaster, F. A. Lane,
and his working boss, Mr.
Doty, are
here. Two large outfits are on the way.
of
will
furnish a
Barney Kelly
Bangor
large quota' of the men for the work

which will

now

tion and 3000 miners were throw n out of
work.
Since then, the mine owners
have been making a struggle to run the
mines with non-union men under guard.
The tension has been great for months.
The example at Homestead and the dedision of the United States Courts at
Boise making a perpetual injunction
against the miners, brought affairs to a
crisis.

The striking pavers returned to work

in New York
union men will

be pushed faster.

f

city yesterday.
keep their jobs.

The non-

—"•

V

Trying to Save His Companion.
Bath, July 11.—ffm. E. Demings aged
8 years, and Leonard D. Robinson, 12
drowned this morning.
years, were
Robinson attempted to save his companion. Both bodies were recovered.
Drowned

$5

A

A Chance

WEEK

Open

FOR

LIFE-FREE-

to Everv

Header of This

l'aper.

Boston, July 10.—The
nary announcement ever

England journalism is

most extraordi-

New
The Boston

made in
in

Globe

today- That paper proposes to
pay $5 a week for life to the man, woman
or child in New
England who guesses
nearest to the total vote for Cleveland
and for Harrison in the State of New
York in the coming election. Readers of
this notice should get The Globe at once
for full particulars, and not miss their

Washington, July 11.—The Speaker
appointed Messrs. Herbert. Lawson ofi opportunity.

Absolutely

Pure.

A cream of tartar baking powder. Highest of
all in leavening strength.—Latest United States
Government Food Report.
Royal BAiiii,ar«w»*aCo.. 106
WaU3t,NV

■

===^—..

—_

MISCELLANEOUS.

A BUCKSPORT

CIRCUS.

Ugly Jupiter, the Klephant,
page There

Continued

From

First Page.

WILL FIRE TO KILL.
Orders to the

Troops—The Army Moving
on

A Brief Narrative

Homestead,

Harrisburg, Pa., July 11—The fourth
and eighth regiments of the third brigade and the Governor’s troop concentrated here this afternoon and left for
the west at about 6 o’clock this evening,
forming the rear guard of the army adThe various
vancing on Homestead.
commands turned out with practically

Five Brothers Plug Tobacco is
the Best Chewing Tobacco that
can
be made
the
choicest
selections of the highest grade
Leaf Tobacco, used in connection
with absolutely pure ingredients
to produce a pleasant flavor and
a palatable chew.
We want your
judgment. Ask for Five Brothers
Plug. Use it once, and we believe you will always use it.

full ranks.
ders reads:

JOHN FINZER & BROS., Lonisville,

A train load of eamn enninaire and ammunition was shipped from the arsenal
today together with a brass 12 pound
Napoleon field piece and other munitions
of war. Governor Pattison said tonight
he anticipated no trouble when the

—

jy4
■■ K0i

Ky.

dtfnrmtopcol

■

-_____

Paragraph

1 of

general

or-

“The movement of troops
will only be in compact bodies. No firwill
be
ing
permitted except by order of
the officer in command.
When all other
means of quelling a riot and restoring
order are exhausted, the officer in command
of
the
shall
troops
notify the rioters that they will
be fired upon unless they promptly disperse. Should they not disperse tlie order to lire will be deliberately given and
every soldier will be expected to fire
with effect and continue firing until the

mob disappears.”

troops occupy Homestead.
Sleeping

on

the Ground.

Lebanon, Pa., Juty 11.—The first
brigade, Gen. Decher commanding, concentrated at Mt. Gretna this afternoon
and evening. The commands all drilled

"

for a short time until the drenching rain
storm obliged them to seek shelter. Gen.
Decher received no final orders tonight
and all is still in the dark. Tonight the
men are
sleeping in rough and ready

fashion.

Pur. Blood, Perfect Heelth."

Weak and Weary
Women
find relief

can

Kickapoo

Indian

Sagwa

We do not consider it necessary to
go into details. A hint is sufficient.
Mrs. JOHN HARTMAN, Forest City, Iowa, says:
*'/ cannot express myself strongly enough for
Kickapoo Indian Sagwa. / was in a bad condition
when / heard of it--was weak, no appetite,
almost constant headaches, and felt tired and
dragged out all the time, i was discouraged, sad,
and melancholy.
Two bottles of Kickapoo Indian
Sagwa restored me to my own seif, and I bless the
day it was brought to my notice."

Remember that it is Nature’s own
certain, safe, and reliable remedy.
All

druggists.

Indian 5alve
Kickapoo
heals ail
sores.

35 cents.

mhlO

TTS&w

Extension is

but Kitchen Extension is better. Wider knowledge of better cooking pro-

good,

better health
and comfort for everybody.
means

Science

never

do

us

better service than

by

the

can

multiplication of the
ing schools which

cook-

make
and methods available for .even the
healthful

means

~

most

rpodest home.

will lULLRt
The
for

vegetable substitute
lard, is science’s latest

gift

to the kitchens of the

world.
has

Every

woman

cooked

who

meal,
knows that lard is disagreeable in use and unhealthy
ever

a

in its effects.
Cottolene is

a most

satis-

substitute
clean,
delicate and far more economical. At your grocers.

factory

—

N. K. FAIRBANKS CO.,
CHICAGO, and
6 Central Wharf, Boston.
mhl9

eodly&w

GRATEFUL-COMFORTING.

EPPS’S

COCOA.

BREAKFAST.
thorough knowledge of the natural law*

which
the operations of dieestion and nutrition and
y a careful application of the fine properties of wellselected cocoa, Mr Epps has provided our breakfast tables
with a delicately flavo red beverage which may save us
It is by the judicious use of
many heavy doctor's bills.
such articles of diet that a constitution maybe gradually
built up until strong enough to resist every tendency to
disease. Hundreds of subtile maladies are floating around
us ready to attack wherever there is a weak point. We may
escape many n fatal shaft by keeping ourselves wcllfortltied with pure blood and a properly nourished frame.

•‘Bv

a

govern

—"Civil Service Gazette

Made simply with boiling water or milk. Sold only in
half-pound tins, by grocers, labelled thus:

JAMES EPPS & Co., Homoeopathic Chemists,
London, England

mar26_STu&wly
The

special plans and policies ill

by file UNION MUTUAL LIFE
have
COMPANY
INSURANCE
gained high favor with insurers as
evidenced by its large increases in
Sena for particulars
new business.
of its policy plans.
use

••

Pittsburg, Pa., July
nounced

11.—It is an-

what is considered

good authority that the Carnegie Steel Company
is about to begin a prosecution against
on

the leaders of the Homestead riot for
conspiracy and murder. The company
is said to have retained several of the
best criminal lawyers of western Penn-

sylvania.

The one bright spot in the dull, listBuckspobt, Me., July 11.—Jupiter,
the ugly elephant purchased by the less play of the Lowells yesterday was
Washburn circus of the Forepaugh show, filled by catcher McAuley, who played
fine
broke from his keepers here Sunday as
as
a
has
been
game
while being taken from the car, snapped seen
on
home
the
grounds
the chains which bound him and started for many a day. McCarty was very wild
through the town, trumpeting and giv- and kept McAtdey on the jump all the
time and some of the stops he made
ing every evidence of rage.
were
In front of the stable of Jere Bridges
simply phenomenal. McCarty
on School street, three horses were standpitched poorly and when there came a
ing which were crazed with fright upon lull in his wildness and he put them over
his approach. Two dashed away at ter- the plate he was hit hard, as 13 hits with
rific speed, and the other darted into the a total of 19 and 12 flies, part of them
stable where for a few seconds he trem- caught, to the out-lield, will show.
The home team played a new pitcher
bled like a leaf and then dropped dead.
A little farther along a man who stood named Bowley from Sanford, who had
in the yard of an unfinished house had the heavy-hitting Lowells at his mercy
just time to step behind a tree when he and the way he held them down when a
saw the elephant coming.
In a short
hit meant a run was a pleasure to see.
space of time, thinking the animal had
passed, he stepped out and the elephant He gave six bases on balls, four of
turned and made for him.
which should have been strike outs, but
The man jumped into the window and
at long intervals' would Umpire Mconly
tiU
up hiails IU tllv BCUUUU BlUiJ, W 1111(3
the beast abandoned the chase and pass- Donnell awake from the trance which he
was in, and when he did Bowley
ed along.
got
The elephant took tree after tree of a what belonged to him, but MoDonnell’s
diameter of four inches and twisted them moments of wakefulness were few and
completely off.
He passed one church just as the far between.
lie run geuing was a
morning service had closed, causing a
very uninterestfright among the people and a scattering ing part of the game. When the opposfor safe positions which would have
club will make so many errors that 13
been ridiculous had it been less serious. ing
For five hours the elephant had full hits, one bf them a home, will only earn
swing, and the people watched the two runs, it cannot be otherwise. The
streets from their windows, none daring visitors’
only earned run was a home run
to venture out, not knowing where ho
by McAuley.
would next appear.
The work of Burns, Rogers and Flynn,
for the home team, was slightly better
BRIEFLY TOLD.
than that of the rest of the team, while
Small pox and a panic in consequence two fly catches by Reagan and the catchof it are reported from Victoria, B. C.
ing of McAuley and McGuane’s play at
Dr. Pasteur is suffering from chole- third were good for the visitors. The
rine, a disease resembling cholera and score gives no idea at all of McAuley’s
now epidemic in Paris.
The attack is
work, which was gilt-edged, while Bowsaid to be a mild one.

_i

SMOKE M

ley’s pitching

The Cologne Gazette
threatens to
make some ugly revelations. It declares
that the editor of the Hamburger Naehricliten attempted recently to enlist its
services in the Bismarck campaign, and
that Prince Bismarck himself contributed
articles to the Cologne Gazette, which
the editors were obliged to refuse to

_

ahiit flown.

FAST ONES WILL BE THERE.

Friday

burn will also be in attendance. On Friday there will be the three minute race,
2.36 class and a running race. Saturday’s
races will be in the 2.45, 2.30 and fouryear-old classes. The entries closed late
last night, Last evening, with a.number
more to come, in the tlirce-minute class
in

tl.o

as

any

tti

Ta were- entered; in the running
| other thafi uie annual suspension
the sliding scales for the ensuinsr vear are were four fast ones; in the 2.45 class a
adjusted.
big field of 17 had been received; in the
Governor Pattison was asked what
2.30 class seven were on the list and the
provisions the laws of Pennsylvania
made for preventing the entry of armed youngsters were represented by five likebodies of men.
ly ones in the four-year-old class.
“Very strict provisions are made,”
he answered, “provisions I shall see rigSTATE TOPICS OF INTEREST.
idly enforced. But the 324 Pinkerton
men on the barges were not armed until
Saturday night, a bay horse, weighing
after they entered the state. They seabout 1200 pounds and valued at $150,
cured their arms and ammunition at
was stolen from the
pasture of G. W.
Lock No. 2, at least I am very
credibly Grant in Lyman.
informed to that effect.”
“What is your opinion of the plan of
At the muster of the Maine
the
introducing armed bodies of hired watch- shooting matches will include militia,
a company
men, like the Pinkertons, into the settleteam match, individual match, Gatling
ment of labor disputes?”
match,Gatling company team match,
“That is a question extremely likely to gun
staff match, individual skirmish match
be brought under my official notice and
and exhibition match.
I must decline answering it.”
Of his action in refusing Sheriff UnThe state officials whose terms will exCleary’s demand for the militia, he
said:
“The law is very clear on this pire during Governor Burleigh’s adminpoint, and leaves me no other way to istration are: William T. Haines, trusact.
Besides, Sheriff McCleary has not tee of the State College, July 23; Samuel
demanded
military aid as yet, but H. Allen, warden of the state prison,
only suggested it. The statutes express- November 30; Henry O. Stanley, comly provide that military aid shall not be missioner of fisheries, December 27. The
furnished the civil authorities until the term of office of Henry W. Clary, inspeclatter have exhausted every means in tor of prisons and jails, expired July 6th.
In the coui-ts, Percival Bonney’s term as
their power to quell the trouble. The
county is responsible to the mill owners judge of the Cumberland County Superior Court ends October 16; that of A.
for the preservation of their
property.
Did not Allegheny county have to pay W. Shaw, police judge of Westbrook,
December 26; Ezra C. Brett, Bangor,
four millions dollars of
damages in the
railroad riots of 1877? It is a very easy December 26; General Charles Hamlin,
matter to talk about calling out the reporter of decisions July 19.
militia, but not so easy to call them in
again. Witnesss the coke riots last year
Tlie preparatory work towards continwhen the militia were out more than
the building of the Bar Harbor
uing
two months.
The militia have a very breakwater was
commenced

A

Chicago

Scheme for

Fighting the

Chicago, July 11.—There

Hated

appears

to

determination on the part of organized labor to form military companies
within their ranks to combat the Pinkertons when the next clash between capital
and labor occurs. The leaders of the various labor organizations in this city when
be

which the breakwater extends.
The
of stone from the island has
raised a big kick among some of the Bar
Harbor visitors as the island is directly
across from the bay shore, and
they are
afraid that the dig into the bluffs will
spoil some of the natural scenery.

taking

Finkertons.

a

2
1
3
3
0
1

TB. PO. A.

E.

2

4

I

l

l
5

oT

l
9

3

2

0
0

1

13

19

27

TB.

19

"4

AB.

E.

PO,

A,

McCarty, p.
Sullivan, ef.
Rudderliam, rf_ 3

0
0
1
0
2
0
0
O
0

0
0
1
2
1
0
0
1
0

O
0
1
2
4
0
0
2
0

3
1
2
10
1
3
1

0
2
12
4
1
0
2
o
1
0
2
3
0
0
3
0
0

Totals.30

3

5

0

27

B.

Hawes, lb. 4

Hart.lss.
McGuane, 3b.
Reagan, 2b.
McCauley, c.
Carl, If.

4
2
4
3
3
3
4

B.

6
1

9

12

Portlands.1

0

3

5

0

0

2

1

3—15

Lowells....,-0 00102000—3
Earned runs—Portland. 2; Lowell, 1. Two
base hits—O’Brien 2,

.A

Platt, Sullivan. Home
runs—Rogers, McAuley. First base on balls—
4, riyuij, lYLuise, iviuuuaue z, nicAuiey,
Carl, McCarty, Rudderham. First base on erStruck out—
rors—Portland,

OBITUARY.
Conductor Frank York.
On

A Detroit lady over seventy
years of
age has ahead of hair which turned
from white to a jet black—the color it
Was in her girlhood.

A GREAT JULY CLEARANCE SALE
—

-.

=

■

BEFORE

Our Semi-Annual
EVERY SALE POSITIVE.

We would ask our
sr -t——

:ogers;
pitches—Mc.,
..
Left on bases—Portlands, 12; Lowells,
Carty.
6.
Time of game—2 hours. Umpire—McDonnell. Attendance 400.

■

■

customers

to

Stocktaking

!

NO GOODS EXCHANGED.

be patient as
ciiuii customer

our clerks
as quickly

will

probably

as

be very busy, but

-„—

This

Game Wag Poorly Played.

Brockton, July 11.—Brockton won a
poorly played game today. Attendance
250,
Innings.1 23456789
Brocktons.6 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 2—12
Woonsoekets.1 1 4 0 5 0 0 0 0—11
Base hits—Brockton, 13; Woonsooket, 9. Errors-Brockton, 6; Woonsocket, 9. Batteries—
Lincoln, Doe and Burke; Sullivan and Burrill.
This One Was Farcical.

Lewiston, July 11.—The home team
won a farcical contest
today. Attendance 234.
Innings.1 23456789
Lewistons.0 7 1 2 1 0 4 0 2—17
Lawrences.1 0100010 x— 3
Base hits—Lewiston, 18; Lawrence, 7. Errors—Lewiston, 3; Lawrence, 11. Batteries—
Maguue and Donahue; Karins, Call and Regan.
This Was Like the Rest.

Pawtucket, July 11.—Pawtucket lost
today through poor batting. Attendance
250.
♦Innings.1 2 3 456789
Salems..1 2002000 x-

5

Pawtuckets.o 0010001 0—2
Base hits—Salem, 9; Pawtucket, 6. Errors—
Salem, 3; Pawtucket, 3. Batteries—Nolan and
Bergen; Burke and Richards.

played yesterday.

CORSETS.

Shirt Waists and Blouse Waists.

35c

pair.

150 pairs regular 50c quality Ladies’ Corsets,
all sizes, 25c pair.
pairs Ladies’ Corsets, colors white, drab,
pink, blue and black, all sizes, for 48c pair, regular 75c quality.
100

This is the second sale we have made on
these celebrated Corsets this season. The name
is on the Corset, but we are not allowed to use
it in print. Call for the $1.00 Corset, sale
price
48c, and save 62c on each pair.
One case Summer Corsets, the famous Summerette Corset, we shall sell them at this sale
for 39c pair.
Our $1.25 and $1.50 Corsets you can buy during this sale for 98c, to reduce the number before stock taking.

League games

AT PITTSBURG.

Daly.

AT CINCINNATI.

First Game.
Cincinnatis.1 0400500 2—12
New Yorks.3 21 2 00000—8
Base bits—Cincinnatis, 10. New Yorks, 12.
Errors—Cincinnatis, 6; New Yorks, 4. Batteries—Chamberlain, Dwyer and Vaughan;
Crane and Boyle.
Second Game.
Cincinnatis.0 OOOOaOoO— 4
New Yorks.0 0 0 0 2 0 0 O 0— 2
Base hits—Cincinnattls’ 7; New York, 6. Errors—Cincinnatis, 3; New Yorks, 1. Batteries
—Mullane and Vanehn: Russie and O’RonrkP.

The Boston Journal says that McConnell &. Sliaws, commission leather dealers
with hemlock tanneries at New Limerick,
Me., are embarrassed but exDect to come
out all right.

GENTLEMEN’S SHIRTS.

First floor, centre counter,

First counter, right side, first floor.

This line of goods is the
largest and most
complete in the store. We must have the room.
this sale the entire stock of Ladies’ and
JJttrfng
Children’s Waists will be closed at cost. Sale to

This is one of the largest and best stocked !»epartments of tire kind in the state. Shirts of all
kinds.
Large men, small men, tall men and
short men can all be fitted here, at 246 Middle
Street.

today.

commence
$ -50 Ladies’

Waists for

$

no

ng

••

3 98

4.00

4

One lot Boys’ Outing Flannel Blouses,
60c and b2Vao oualities, all at
39c each
A variety of Ladies’, Gents’ and
Boys’ Belts,
in Leather, Silk and Velvets, at about one-half
the regular prices.

SUNSHADES and UMBRELLAS.
Each one in this stock was bought direct from
the manufacturer this season.
The stock is
large. The prices clipped, to move them quickly. It is an opportunity for you. Sale to commence

WHITE SHIRTS A SPECIALTY.

7?

1.00
1.25andl.50“
6.00 silk

today.

At the head of the list, in
stands the Senator, man’s

full linn

nf

fn* infncta

we

.1

dies. The very best garment made. It supports stockings and undergarments from the
shoulders, has no stiff cords or useless harness
to bother. It (its beautifully and with perfect
ease aud freedom.
Will wash and wear splen-

didly.

Ladies’ Jersey Ribbed Vests, 25c quality,

™arke^t0
neck and sleeveless,

r
Low

is l-3c

very fine quality.
Ladies’ Jersey Ribbed Vests. 60c quality,
V neck, short sleeves, also
high neck
and long sleeves, for
35c each
75c quality Jersey Ribbed Vests for
50c
Children’s Jersey Ribbed Vests for
13 l-3C

BASEMENT.

150 dozen, were made to sell for 25c,
Our Price 13 l-2c Each.
The latest for ladies are the Colored Handkerchiefs in the new styles and colorings,

Best Possible Manner at About the Cost of
Material.
When bought In small quantities
Ready-made Muslin Underwear gives you better fit, more comfort, greater satisfaction: it is
easier, handier, and altogether more satisfactory to buy the garment ready-made, whether

Our Price 13 l-3e Each.

Splendid values in 5c Handkerchiefs.

Night Gown,

The entire stock at reduced prices at this
sale.

Corset Cover, Chemise, Drawers
Skirt, Apron, Infants’ Slip or what not, than to
buy the material. Ladies only in attendance at
this counter, and lull satisfaction guaranteed
Prices range from 12V2c, 25c and 50c to any
and all of the higher prices for choicest
goods.
1 liese goods will be found in our
Basement, on
the centre counter.

Children’s Pure Linen Cluny Lace Over Dresses, imported to sell at $6.00 each, the real value,
Price For This Sale $1.79 Each.

J.UVHU1

In

■>

favor.

two

a

short bosom Shirt

wiv

Q46

The Grandest

ON THE

same

price.

COLLARS AND CUFFS.
We keep a full line of the Earl & Wilson's fine
Linen Collars and Cuffs, including all the latest
novelties ill all sizes for Men ana Boys.
Also
a full line of the Barker Brand of Collars and
Cuffs. A splendid line of Gents’ and Boys’
Neckwear in Pour-in-Hand, Teck, Bow, and
Windsor Ties, ranging from 19c to Sl.oo.

BASEMENT.

Ladies’ Wrappers and Tea Gowns.
best qnamy
$1.25 quality, in Pink, Blue and medium
shades, choice designs, stylish make, for 98c.
$1.69 quality in a great variety of colors, light
medium and dark, entirely new designs of cut
at SI >25

eatili.

The $2 and $2.50 qualities in
Pongees, Percales, Prench Batiste and Cambrics in the verv
newest styles, as dainty and
pretty as ingenuity
b
y
can design for »l.19 each.

and Pleasure Resort
CONTINENT.

Wonderful Glen Springs.
Swansbonme,

of the Boston
leader of orchestra.

Symphony

OPEN JUNE 35th.
Telegraph

vard are

Larrabee,

Unsurpassed Cuisine.

For

ia

MiddLie Street.

Scenery, Greatest Health

W.

anu

The Wonder Shirt is a fast seller and when
you remember that the price is only 35o you
will not wonder why we sell so many. Examine
it and see if you ever saw a shirt like it for the

Navy Blue Storm Serges at 50c, 62 l-2c and 75c per
great bargains ; also the Imperial Serges, 45 inches
wide at 69c, 46 inch 75c.

G.

uviiau/.iii

Unlaundered 65c.

Our Portland Pride is without an equal at
laundered. 60o unlaundered.

A fine line of

Manson

perfection,

60c

each

Our stock of Ladies’ Muslin Underwear is
now more complete titan ever.
It is here in
greater quantities, larger variety and greater
scope, notwithstanding the thousands of dozens
sold by us m the past seasons. Each-successive
season we And our sales
largely in excess of the
last, assuring us that our determination to keep
this the Ladies* Muslin Underwear Mart is
appreciated more and more, on ladies finding
out that with the great stock we have to select
from it does not pay to make Muslin Underwear.
The garments are here in perfect fit, all
the grade material, lock-stitched and in the

We have reserved two more cases of the Odd
Lots and Samples from one of the largest manufacturers ip Belfast,
Ireland, of Ladies’,
Gents’ and Children’s Handkerchiefs.

Our

rapidly gaming

First floor, right side.

to

bosom friend.

You can with impunity let many things go by
default if your linen is all right, and there is not;
shadow of an excuse why it should not be
immaculate and perfect when we are offering
for $1.10 our Senator Shirt.
There is no shirt
like it in the country for solid satisfaction.
It
is in fact absolutely perfect in fit, workmanship
and material.
Unfaundered $1.00 for 85c.
Our Bonanza Shirt, made of the famous Landon
Cotton, reinforced front and back, solid gussets
and hand made button holes,
We consider it
equal to any $1.00 Shirt in the market. Unlaundered 75c.
For 75c The Forest City,

have a

regard

a

--1,

The celebrated Double Ve Waists,

HANDKERCHIEFS.

The National League.
The following National
were

CORSETS.

Children’s Corded Corset Waists, 50c quality,

*

The Boston Globe reports that Mrs. C.
H. Fislte of Old Orchard has caused the
arrest of Detective Keed for conspiracy.

frlidtf

Innings.1 23456780

Saturday morning, Frank York, for
nearly 20 years a conductor on the Old
AT CHICAGO.
in
to
the
matter
all
questioned
regard
confirmed the rumor that the working Colony railroad, died at his home in Chicagos.0 0 0 0 O 2 0 0 0—2
Bostons.0 0000201 x— 3
people intended arming themselves. Ben Dedham Centre, Mass. He was born near
Base hits—Chicagos, 5; Boston, 4. Errors—
Garland of the Gas Fitters’ Union, said: Portland in 1846.
He was a member of Chicagos. 2; Bostons, 4. Batteries—Hutchin“We propose enlisting and arming 1,000
son and Schriver; Nichols and Bennett.
the following societies:
Constitution
men.
We want James O’Connell, PresiAT CLEVELAND.
dent of the Building Trades Council, as Lodge, F. and A. M.; Contentment Lodge Clevelands.0 100022 1 1—7
No.
Colonel. I can raise a company easily
1020, Knights of Honor; Avery Oak Philadelphias.... 1 0101000 2—5
Base hits—Cleveland, 14; Philadelphia, 7.
enough. So can A. C. Boyd, business Lodge, No. 36, Ancient Order of tjnited
of
the
Errors—Cleveland, 2; Philadelphia, 1. Batagent
Building Trades Council. Workmen; also of Forest Lodge, I. O. O. teries—Davies
and O’Connon; Weihing, Esoer
We will open our enlistment papers to- F., and the Order of United Conductors. and Cross.
A widow and two daughters survive him.
morrow and will organize companies of
AT ST. LOUIS.
100 men. They will be armed, drilled
St. Louis.2 0010000 0-3
and equipped. We will join the State
Baltimores.0
0002010 1—4
The Large.t Garden*.
militia if necessary, but the prime object
Base hits—St. Louis. 8; Baltimore, 7. ErIt
be
the
effervescence of the rors-St, Louis, 2; Baltimore, 2. Batteriesmay
of our organization will be to fight the
only
exuberant imagination of a sensational Bernstein and Buckley; Cobb and Gunson.
Pinkertons whenever they are called in
to fight workingmen.
correspondent, but one of the guild, in
Yachts at Boothbay.
the course of a very interesting letter,
Boothbay Hakbob, July 11.—The
Congressmen Going to Homestead.
says that there is an immense garden in
Washington, July 11.—The sub-com- China that embraces an area of 50,00® Eastern Yacht Club, on its annual
square miles. It is all meadow land and cruise, arrived here at 4.30 today, bound
mittee of the committee on judiciary,
charged with the investigation of the is filled with lakeB, ponds and canals. to Bar Harbor. Yacht Dorothy Q., Dr.
Pinkerton system in general and the Altogether it is as large as the states of Walter
Woodman, owner, and three
Homestead troubles in particular, left New York and
Pennsylvania combined. guests on board, is also here.
here for Pittsburg this evening on the
7.30 train.

We cannot address tills to our friends alone, for
we have so many, yet there are those whose
patronage we have not yet got. We cannot address
these alone for we cannot slight our friends who have
already become, our patrons, so we address this midsummer greeting to everyone.
All through the paper you will find various firms
advertising special bargains. That’s a good plan and
we do it ourselves, but today we will give you a little
change. We won’t mention anything special because
there is so much in the different departments—the
Furniture, Clothing, Furnishing, Boots and Shoes,
Hats, Dry Goods and Crockery. We are making
special prices in all these. To find out about them
you must come and visit ns.
This week will be a pleasant one for going to the
islands and it frequently happens that you lose your
boat. While waiting step up to our store and you can
pass your time pleasantly while waiting for the next
boat. We are so near the steamers that it is convenient for everyone to step in on their way to the boats
and that saves carrying bundles a distance. Cottagers
especially appreciate this advantage. There’s a little
bit of human nature, we’re guilty of.
When a lady
her
fitted
gets
parlor newly
up she is uneasy until
she shows it to her friends.
Well, we’ve got some
furniture that is extremely handsome and we enjoy
having people admire it. IncidentaUy, of course, we
want to sell it and the prices are all right. Remember the special prices we offer this week.
THE ATKINSON COMPANY.
Very truly,

while

seen

Monday
salutory effect on turbulent strikers morning, under the direction of the con- Pittsburgs.... 0 0100 0 3J/vi>~7
Brooklyns.0 2 2 1 2 0 O 0 0 1—8
while they are present but their withW. S. White of Rockland. A
tractor,
Base hits—Pittsburg, 7; Brooklyns, 16.
drawal is exceedingly likely to cause a
large part of the filling stone will be Errors-PIttsburg,
2; Brooklyns, 3. Batteriesrenewal of hostilities.”
taken from Round Porcupine Island,from Tenney, Miller and Trask; Foutz, Kinslow and
THE WORKINGMEN’S ARMY.

TO EVERYONE:

X.0WE1.LS.

will be there and the fast ones from the
stables of B. F. and F. H. Briggs of Au-

entries;

FOETEANDS.
AB. B.
B.

Totals.48 15

Saturtlay.

On

-wjotco toil

good

MIDDLE, PEARL AND TINE STS.,)
July 11, 1892.
I

Anms, If. 6
1
1
3
0
1
Clymer, 2b. 6
0
0
3
8
1
o
Flynn, ss. 6
o
1
3
o
Morse, rf. 6222000
Platt, c. 6
2
3
4
9
0
1
1
2
Bowley, p. 6
2
0
9
0

Friday and Saturday of this week
the lovers of fine horses, and they are
Hard Calling Them in Again.
numerous in this vicinity, will have a
Baltimore, July 11.—A staff correschance to see some rare good trotting at
pondent of the News of this city SaturWoodfords Park. Nelson and his string
day had an hour’s talk witli Governor
Pattison about the situation at Homestead. “In the first place,” said the governor, “the newspaper accounts of the
trouble have been exaggerated beyond
I did not know of any difficulmeasure.
ty at Homestead until I arrived at Harrisburg from Atlantic City and received
private despatches there. I read in the
papers while coming over m the train

as

O’Brien, cf. 4
Burns, 3b.. 6
Rogers, lb. 4

PATTISON’S EXCUSE.
Delayed Calling Out Troops Because It Is

was

A MIDSUMMER GREETING.

this year, except
possibly the pitching of
Carey in one or two games. The score:

publish.

and

MISCELLANEOUS.

Three.

teen Runs to

The Races at Wood fords Park Next

MISCELLANEOUS.

The Portlands Won Without Effort-Fif-

the Ram-

Sunday.

whiTe"

Extegsiog.
University

and Murder.

that the Orvrneffiifv

Kltcvjetj

cesses

Conspiracy

last in Nature’s

at

remedy, the celebrated Kickapoo Indian Sagwa. It never fails to
relieve woman’s manifold ills. Try
own

$1.00 a bottle.

LEADERS TO BE ARRESTED.
Report Says They Will Be Charged With

on

MISCELLANEOUS.

A DAY OF POOR GAMES.

and Post Office in house.

further information and circular&address C. R.

ju!7,3mo

MILLIKEN, Prop.

MISS A. L. SAWYER
has removed from Brown Block, 537
Congress St., to Centennial Block, 93
Exchange St., and will re-open her
Shorthand School and Typewriting
office, September 5.
jyl
eodtf
Tlie new business of the UNION
MUTUAL LIFE IN8URANE COMPANY for the month of May was
seventy-six per cent above the May
average for the preceding fifteen
years.

•

miscellaneous.

King’s
Is the Monarch of Health and
King of Blood Purifiers. It
brings health to your body, roses

vigor

your cheeks,
cures

to

your
your muscles,
when all else fails.
to

mind* strength
and

King Manufacturing
Bridgton, Me.)
jy4

Conflict

.Lion and

Sarsaparilla
to

FOUGHT TO THE DEATH.
Terrible

n'

ilynrmtcol

a

Between

a

HE'S
A

Cinnamon Bear.

Sometime ago two brothers, old prospectors and hunters, who have been in
the hills for years and have seen many
strange and startling sights, report
having seen one of the most thrilling and
desperate fight they have ever witnessed.
They were camping in a canyon that
comes into the main San Antonio canyon from the west, about one and onehalf miles below the miners’ camp.
They had been out during the day prospecting on the south side of Baldy, and
had started for camp near sundown,
when they killed a deer, which delayed
them till dark.
They hung the deer in
a tree rather than
pack it to camp over
the rocks in the dark, the place where
they left the deer being only a short dis
tance from camp in the west fork of the
canyon.
Thev had hardly rolled themselves in
their blankets when they heard an unearthly roar and scream, quickly followed by other roars and screams, as
though a whole menagerie of wild beasts
had been turned loose. It rook them but
a few moments to determine the cause of
the disturbance.
So, dressing quickly
and taking their rifles, they started to see
the fun.
By crossing the canyon in
which they were camped they got to a
from which
of quite a

point
view
in-;...

mi—fi

V.tmMiMf

Mr. THOMAS PETEBS.

ANOTHER SOLiDIEB.
SAYS:

X AM CURED,

mm TO IJMSEH’S SUIT,
Under date of Aug. 21, 1891, he writes:—
I am now seventy years of age,
and have been out of health for the past fif-

teen years, especially for the last five years.
I have suffered everything but death from a
Stomach trouble. I would have Palpitation
of the Heart, distress after eating, sharp
Pleurisy pains in my sides, and became so
bloated by spells that it was with difficulty that I could get my breath. I would
be so nervous that night after night I
have set up, unable to sleep. I employed
the best Physicians, and would get
but the old troubles always came back, until
I used Groder’s Botanic Dyspepsia
Syrup.
That removed all the troubles.
I can now eat heartily, my food
digests
properly, and the Constipation has disappeared. I have not enjoyed so good
health as I do now since I came home
from the army.
My wife has also used the Syrup with

relief,

good

satisfaction.
Yours respectfully,
Thomas Petebs,

Winslow, Me.

OTJR faith in
THE MEDICINE.

Tn DDftUC
I U rKllVr

On and after October 1,1891, we give every
person selling our medicine the privilege of
six bottles for $5.00, ana guarantee
selling
that in case it does you no good you can
receive your money back. Bead guaranty

We claim to cure Dyspepsia, Headache, Sour Stomach, Heartburn,
Kidney Complaint, Neuralgia, Distress after
eating, Palpitation of the Heart, Colic, Nervousness, Doss of Sleep, Dizziness, Irregularity of the Appetite, Pleurisy Pains, Bloat,
Wind on the Stomach, Hacking Cough, and
Constipation. And why will it cure? Because it is Relaxing, Purifying, Soothing,
with every bottle.

and Healing. It is compounded from the
purest roots and herbs, free from Alcohol
or Morphia.
It is harmless to the smallest
child; children like it, and it is far superior
to Castor Oil and all other preparations.
Call for Groder’s Botanic Dyspepsia
Syrup. None genuine unless bearing our
trade-mark, the Beaver.

THE GRODER DYSPEPSIA CURE COMPANY,
WATERVII.ee. MAINE.

POND’S EXTRACT
Should he, like

-“V"

Yoh can’t tell when you will
most want it—the POND’S
EXTRACT,— and you had
better have it ready. Use it
freely in all cases of WO UNDS,
BRUISES, CUTS, CONTUSIONS, LACERATIONS, for

HEADACHE, TOOTHACHE,
EARACHE, INFLAMED
EYES, SORE FEET, LAME
MUSCLES, also for SORE

THROAT, HOARSENESS,
RHEUMATISM, NEURALGIA, wherever you have PAIN
and whenever INFLAMMATION exists, and you will
quickly find that you have been
saved a great deal of pain. Did
you ever try

POND’S EXTRACT OINTMENT?
It is wonderful how well it acts
in all cases where an ointment
is applicable. It is a remarkable cure for PILES. Only 50
cents.
Sold by all Druggists.
no

and just beneath the tree
the deer and two other animals,
a moster California lion and an immense
cinnamon bear.
They had smelled out
the deer and had come for a feast, each
little expecting the otherf but there they

they

deer,

saw

substitutes for these

goods. Manufactured solely by

POHD’S EXTPIG^

The

am

1*
gig
L
O
g,j
Q
R
~

Standard and Scientific Specific
Remedy for

RHEUMATISn,
NEURALGIA,
and Kindred Diseases.
Prompt relief; permanent

cure.

Sold by all druggists. $1 per bottle; S for $5,
Beautiful picture free to any address.

THE ATHLOPHOROS
New Haven,

S,

Janie

COMPANY,
Conn.

Tu,Tli,S.ceS6mnrm

SMOKE AN

America,

if not in the

world, is the celebrated Mount Morgan, of the Mount
Morgan kennels, situated at Mile Square,
Yonkers, N. Y. His height at the shoulders is fully thirty-two inches, and his
show weight is about 180 pounds. He
is massively built, being very heavy in
bone, with full neck and shoulders, and
his fore and hind quarters are magnificently developed.
His body is of a rich orange, tawny
color, his breast, feet and the tip of his
tail being as white as snow. But the
finest feature of this remarkable dog is
his head, which competent critics acknowledge is without an equal in his
class. Yet he has a value apart from
his mere merits as a dog. Before he
came to America he
was frequently
sent through the streets of London soliciting alms for various charitable purHis extraordinary intelligence
poses.
renders him peculiarly adapted to such

enemies to them than they
to each other.
Finally the two brothers knowing
there was nothing to fear from the two
exhausted champions,
levelled their
rifles, and after five shots had been fired
the two mighty brutes had ceased their

were

struggles, having gained what each had
tried to do for the other, for the two
fighters of Old Baldy lay dead. There
California lion that measured 8
feet 4 inches from tip of nose to tip of
The bear, a
tail, a king of his race.

lay

a

cinnamon, was a monster of the species.
As near as they could estimate he would
have weighed 1,000 pounds.
Each was
a mass of cuts and
wounds.
The lion
had one foreleg crushed and mangled,
as though from a bite, and the bear was
:ut from muzzle to tail by the knife-like
daws of his more active opponent.

gj

the Earth Cease

Revolve T

to

It is well known that Darwin harbored a carious opinion in regard to the
revolution of
on its axis.
He
believed that there was a resisting medium in space.which was gradually retarding the earth’s rotation and consequently
lengthening the day. Prof. Stone also
entertains odd opinions on this subject.
He was first to notice that Hanson’s
lunar tables did not accord with the
evidence respecting the moon’s movements, derived from actual observation
or from
the study of ancient eclipses.
In explanation of this discrepancy it was
suggested by some noted astronomers
that it may be apparent only and due to
the change of speed in the earth’s move.os—,
ment.
Delaney has proved that, owing to the
movement of the tidal wave in a direction
opposite to that of the earth’s rotation,
the earth’s rate of rotation must diminish, but so imperciptibly as to be hardly

the^arth

noticeable,

even

after the

lapse

of cen-

turies.

Sir George Airy, who labored
for years in going through the same
process of inquiry, at first'obtained a negative result, but subsequent investigation
caused him to admit that there was a
retardation.
Since the last named gentleman published the results of his investigations scientists have accepted the
doctrine that the day will increase until
it will be as long as a lunar month 1
Prof. Ball, the learned “Astronomer

Royal,”

goes further and assumes
that the solar tide will lengthen our day
until it will be equal to a year of 365
uojo

ui

even

ubucr

pioscui/

asiroqo*

mers, not as “Royal” as Mr. Ball, perhaps, but equally as learned, argue that
the length of the day can never exceed
the present lunar month, it being ap-

parent to all that lunar influence would
prevent any day-lengthening beyond
that limit. At auy rate these prospective

long days are too far in the future to be
special interest to advocates of the
eight-hour system.
Method of Mine Ventilation.

A novel device has been used to produce an air current in a shaft in Pennsylvania. A small steam pipe enters
the top of a wooden airway for a depth
of nine feet, and the steam escaping
from this pipe causes a rush of air
So
which obviates the use of a fan.
considerable is the effect of this steam
jet that 8,U64 cubic feet of air is carried
out at the outlet of the shaft every minThis system has been so successute.
ful that it is regarded as more practical
than the air fans now in common use.

notice it every time.
Annie—Why I never do»
“What!”
“I mean on my Fred.’
“Qh i"

j tv

MOUNT MORGAN.

will be suitably inscribed with the name
profiting by his services, so that every one will know toward
what object they are contributing.
When
'cessary, he will be sent on a
house to house canvass, for he is so sagacious that he can be taught with the
of the institution

greatest

Unfortunately,

ease.

no

_^-.y-rcr

Take the Press for the
Only 50 cents a month.

Campaign.—

dry goods.

J. R. LiBBY,

Ladies Oxford Ties

J7R.

DRY

Grand Sale

LIBBY. J. R. LIBBY.

AT-

-op—

PARASOLS.

LOW PRICES.

--Ol.PJ-33-

»

Low Cut Shoes.

HOSIERY and

'

19c. Neckties.

UNDERWEAR.

$6.00 Parasols for
5.50
5.00
4.00
3.75
8.00
2.50

Fine assortment of Men’s best 25c
this sale 19c. each.

Jfeckties,-during

39c Neckties.
Superb line of Men’s best 50c Neckties,
will be sold for a few days at 39c each.

12 l-2c Hose.

The farmer who turned his attention
years ago to the breeding of large,
high stepping carriage horses is now
reaping hia reward.
City people are
calling for them in constantly increasing number. The first thing an American city man does when he
gets rich is
not to go baqk and bny the old farm, as
he dreamed he would in youth, but to
get a handjfome city house on a fashionable avenue and set up his carriage.
An Impostor.

Eulalie—That handsome young man
who has been so attentive to me is an

i1 artist.
my

dear,

couldn’t

mistaken,
you
if he was a real artist he
afford to spend the summer

|n the count—
—i-

sure

-’t.

for

124c pair.

Men’s Linen Collars,
styles, 12^c each.

a

grand exposition

37 I-2c Hose.
Women’s fine imported Fast Black
Hose, Hermsdorf’s Dye, 374c, or three
pairs for $1.00.

39c Hose.
Women’s extra fine Fast Black Hose,
drop stitch, marked down from 50c to
30c pair.

Black Lisle Hose marked

Isaac

€.

and Vine Streets.

Atkinson, Gen. 31an

at 25c a

(all new)

pair.

10c

25c

Hosiery.

Black, Shaw Knit Hose, (in
Also
seconds) 50c quality, at 25c pair.
Cashmere, Merino, Balbriggan, Sanitary,
and colored cotton, all at 25c pair.
Men’s Fast

2lc Underwear.

“

*«

“

“

«

“

“

“

“

“

are

all

new

$3.75

•

3.50
3.00
3.00
2.75
2.50
2.00
and in the latest
are

very

In small sizes only, 51, 5f and 6.
Regular $1.00 quality of 5 hook Suede Kids,
in best tan shades, at 49c pair.

Lisle

Improved Slater Sock, brown
and gray mixed, seamless, very serviceable, 10c pair.

“

$1.00 Rid Gloves for 49c.

Hosiery.

Men’s

Gauntlets,

39c.

Women’s Lisle Gauntlet Gloves, very
popular this season, and the above lot
ire cheap at 39c.

33 l-3c Handkerchiefs.
Men’s

Hemstitched Japanese Silk
20 inches square, actual
l-3c each.

Handkerchiefs,
value 50c, at 33

12 l-2c Handkerchiefs.

Men’s Summer Shirts and Drawers, 25c
quality, at 21c each.

39c Underwear.

Men’s and Women’s Handkerchiefs in

great variety of styles and in different
qualities, all to be sold at the one price,
i

12 l-2c.

Men's

50c Underwear.

Men’s

White

Shirts

Merino

and

I9c
One lot

Handkerchiefs.

fine Embroidered Linen
Handkerchiefs at only 19c. each, or 8 for
$1.00.
of

Drawers, (usual 75c quality.) Also extra
weight Balbriggan and Blue Mixed at

Bargains in Finer Grades from
75c n; lo $2.00.

Middle, Pearl

value,

extra

Balbriggan Shirts and Drawers,
down from 02c \o 50c. Also, a fine as50c quality, 39c each.
sortment of Fancy Colors, including drop
stitch, boot patterns, etc., at 50c pair.

oi

Desirable Shoes at popular prices.

Men’s Linen Cuffs,

50c Hose.
Women’s

quality,

25c Linen Cuffs.

Women’s imported Fast Black Hose,
Hermsdorf’s Dye, in plain and drop
stitch, worth 374c. Also, Fancy Colored
Hose, including boot pattern, all to be
sold at 25c pair.

this week we
shall have on sale the
largest and most attractive assortment of Ladies’ Summer Footwear
ever seen in Portland.
These goods are new
and have been selected
from the most stylish
patterns of the season.
This is not a closing
out or bankrupt sale, but

extra

The above

“

styles, and at the reduced prices
jreat bargains.

latest

25c Hose.

50c each.

Cotton Underwear.

$1.00 Underwear.
Finish Balbriggan Shirts

Men’s Silk

and Drawers, very superior goods, at
§1.00 each.

Although we made very low prices, it
gratifying to state that our sale of
Cotton Underwear has been a
is

GREAT SUCCESS.

Children’s Hosiery.

We have therefore replenished

the

stock with the most

12 B-2c Hose.

which were sold in

Children’s Fast Black, Ribbed Hose,
sizes 5 to 9}, excellent value at the price,

and the sale will be

THE DEMAND
FOR

—

One

Frye's Amandine
indicates that it is the
most delightful toilet
preparation in the mar-

6 to

8},

25c Hose.

& BANCROFT.
8c

12 l-2c

PIANOS

Very Fancy

or

Plain

25c

at

NO. 114 1-2 EXCHANGE ST,

Vests.

Women’s Jersey Vests with fancy
colored stitchings, 17c quality for 12}.

RENT; ALSO

OP.OANS

Jersey

Women’s

Jersey Vests.

P. HASTINGS’.
AS

Tooth-Food.
This medicine for babies prevents anc
cures pains of teething and
resulting
diseases, not by putting children to sleep
■vith an opiate, for it contains no harmful
drugs, but by supplying the tecth-forming
ingredients which are lacking in most
mothers’ milk and all artificial foods,
It is sweet and babies like it. gi.oo a
Send for pambottle, at all druggists.
phlet, “Teething Made Easy.”
THE REYNOLDS MFG.
Cincinnati, o.
jn2

slOKEM

Onio

are

One of the best life insurance comand one that is coming to the
•ontin the regard of the insuring
public, is the UNION MUTUAL
of Maine.

Jersey Vests.

50c

is made by
trade, wider,
and three inches longer than others, perfect fitting, and has no equal at the price,

10c extra if laundered.

50c

25c to 50c each,

J.

Ego

Shirt.

All

we

guaranteed

Street.

superiority

of
a

Satisfaction

in every

ENDYMION CLOTH 8 1-2c,

service, well

ask to convince anyone

of the

particular.

10c extra if laundered.

A very fine Cotton Dress Fabric, 32
inches wide, in beautiful styles, which
have been selling for 25c. We purchased
the balance of a wholesale stock at a low
price, and shall offer them at 8 l-2c.

Cotton Dress

Fabrics, 10c.

Tussah Cloth, Satin Chevronne, best
Satine, Shantong Pongee and
Llama Cloths, worth 12 l-2c to 25c, all
marked down to 10c.
American

Night Shirts.

Fine

Men’s Night Shirts, trimmed, of good
material, and would be good value at 75c.

$1.00

Night

Shirs.

Men’s Night Shirts, made of twilled
and very heavy cotton,
handsomely
trimmed, §1.00 each.

jys

num-

Cotton Dress Goods.

country.

made, of good material, and which is
usually sold for 50c.

R. LIBBY, J. R.

Congress

Please ask to be shown the above
bers.

43c Eureka Shirt.

50c

Jersey Corset Covers

CHEMISES,

satisfaction;

Is the best 50c Shirt in this

$1.00 Silk Vests.
low

$1.00.

25c, 38c, 75c.

Same shape and fit as Seneca, superior
material and workmanship.

fair trial.

Women’s Super Extra Jersey Vests,
Silk and Lisle in blue and pink mixed,
and Balbriggan in the different styles.
All rare bargains at 50c each.

12 l-2c, 17c. 25c, 38c, 50c, 75c,

75c Bonner Shirt.

the above unrivalled line is

Vests.

Women’s Silk Vests, in colors,
%eck and sleeveless, $1.00 each.

CORSET COVERS.

improved

AIWATS gives

Women’s fine Jersey Vests, 50c quality,
long and short sleeves, high and low
neck, in black and fancy colors, bleached
and unbleached, at 37}c each.

CO.,

TTh&Sm3

Sanies

37 I-2c

25c, 38c, 50c, 65c, 75c,

for fine retail

special order,

Jersey Vests, high and low

neck, long and short sleeves and sleeveless, in back, and a great variety of fancy
colors, and in bleached and unbleached.
Also, Summer Gauze at 25c each.

38c, 50c, 65c, 75c, 88c, $1.00,
$1.25.

50c, 75c, $1.00, $1.25.

Is an excellent shirt for

W.

freely.

NIGHT ROBES.

“Eureka.”
The “Seneca”

a

j

CLASS

very

“Ego,”
$1.00 Seneca Shirt.

Jersey Vests.

small lot of Women’s Jersey
Vests at 8c each.

Only

FOR SALE OR

“Seneca,”
“Bonner,”

WOMEN’S UNDERWEAR
jy7eodtf

so

at 19c

Children’s Fast Black Hose, double
knees, extra heavy, 7 and 2 ribs and 1.
Never fails to suit. Also, Russet Shades
to match shoes, all at 25c pair.

EASTMAN BROS.

OUR UNRIVALLED LINE.

Children’s Fast Black Hose,

case

regular 25c quality, sizes
pair, or 3 pairs for 50c,

SOZiD El'S"

FIRST

We give below the prices of the numbers that are great value, and which sell

I9c Hose.

—

popular numbers,
such large quantities,

CONTINUED.

12}c pair.

or

some

12 l-2c Linen Collars.

Women’s Fast Black and Colored Hose,

good quality,

decl7

Tlie life of a working bee is only four
five weeks in the flower season. Six
weeks, therefore, will serve to change
the breed of the whole hiveful if an
Italian queen is introduced at this time.
She lays from 1,000 to 2,000 eggs a day.
Handle the ndder and teats of a heifer
that is intended for milking from the
time she is a calf. Pet and tame her
from the beginning.

GOODS.

Men's Furnishings

-op-

ac-

curate account has been kept of his collections while in London, but they are
known to have amounted to many thousands of dollars.
'Mount Morgan, or Hero, as he is called
in private life, was born in England on
the 10th of June, 1887, and arrived in
America by the White Star steamer
Tauric on Feb. 23 last.
His sire was the champion prize winner Save, and his dam was Sabrina.
He
is a brother of the renowned Lord Bute,
who died on May 13 last at the Menthon
kennels, Phoenixville, Pa. Lord Bute
had won over twenty-six first prizes and
weighed 225 pounds before his last fatal
illness.
Although somewhat smaller than his
brother was, Mount Morgan is much
more typical, and for this reason is considered by many the superior animal of
the two. Certainly no dog could excel
him in temper and intelligence. His
gentle manners show his admirable
breeding, and he might be allowed to
roam free through a drawing room filled
with the choicest bric-a-brac without
the slightest fear of his breaking a single
article.
His life at the kennels at Mile Square
is simple and very much to his liking.
He breakfasts at 8 o’clock on oatmeal
and milk or half a pound of dog cakes.
This meal serves him until 5 in the
afternoon, when he dines on cooked
meat with gravy, bread, potatoes and
two or three raw eggs. About twice a
week he is given raw meat with his
dinner. He is kenneled in a large horse
box, in ono corner of which is a comfortable bunk, filled with clean rye
straw, which serves him for a bed. But
he is not kept confined there. He takes
plenty of exercise, walking and running
from eight to ten miles each day.
The owner of this wonderful dog has
wisely decided never again to exhibit
him at bench shows. He asserts that
Mount Morgan has made his record, and
considering the risks encountered at
shows does not care to expose him to
them. Already too many valuable animals of the St. Bernard breed, imported at large cost, have died, and it would
be a sad thing if this noble brute should
be numbered with them.

Cora—I’m

^P*

BEE SALE

During

Almost Trouble.

Nellie—I can always tell my Charlie
has been smoking when he kisses me. I

GOODS-

"9»

9m

task.
Mr. Ernest A. Lvnde, his present
owner, is now having a barrel shaped
money box, mounted in silver, made for
him, so that he can make himself useful
to the public institutions of Yonkers.
The box will be fitted with a key which
will be given for a stated time to each
of the hospitals and charitable institutions in turn. The noble appearance of
the dog will undoubtedly attract the attention of all who see him, and when he
approaches them in a beseeching manner, raising his right paw as if to beg,
there is little likelihood that any will
pass him by unnoticed. The money box

rolled apart, only to lie and snarl at
each other, unable from their terrible
exertions ,to do more.
But there were
near worse

■

DRY

a

a

New

one

Magnificent St. Bernard Bog to Solicit
Money for Charity.
The most typical St. Bernard dog in

fight to the death. Struggling
and rolling, biting and clawing, scratching (and screaming, did the monsters
fight, only breakiug away from one
another long enough, seemingly, to regain their breath and strength, when at
it they would go again with roar and
scream.
Thus they fought for over an
hour, when, torn, bleeding and completely exhausted, evidently dying, they
was

of

ITH-LO-PHO-ROS

miscellaneous.

BEGGAR.

were, fighting over the carcass to sec
which was to be master of the situation.
Their roaring and screaming awoke a
thousand echoes in the canyon, which
made the fight more dreadful still.
It

Will

ALWAYS ON HAND.

Take

When they gained the top of the point
they saw just below them, not 100 yards
away, what had caused the noise. They
could see the tree where they had hung

a

WEDDING
'RING
1

they could command a
piece of the western

canyon.

their

NOBLE

A

Mountain

Ginghams, 16 2-3c.

We have purchased the balance of a
Jobbers’ Stock of 2200 yards Ginghams,
12 inches wide, in beautiful style, made
to sell for 37Jc. Our price will bo 1C go
per

yard.

LIBBY, J. R. LIBBY,

Congress

Street.
du

Congress Street, ca

Jhr»

PORTLAND DAILY PRESS.

that all who favor free coinage
will vote for the consideration of this
bill at this time. There are
probably
some who will look
upon the revival of
the silver question at this time as
assume

AND
MAINE STATE PRESS.

Subscription Rates.
(In

Daily

advance) $6 per year; S3 for six
50 cents

month.

months; $1.50 quarter;
The Daily is delivered every morning hy
carrier anywhere within the city limits and at
Woodfonls without extra charge.
a

(Not in advance), invariably at the

Daily
rate of

a

$7

a

year.

State Press, (Weekly) published
every Thursday, S3 per year;Sl for six months;
ro cents a quarter; 25 cents for trial subscrip,
lion of six weeks.
Maine

Persons wishing to leave town for long or
short periods may haye the addresses of their
papers changed as oiten as desired.

Advertising Rates.
In Daily Press $1.50 per square, first
week; 75 cents per week after. Three insertions or less, $ L.00 per square.
Every other
day advertisements, one third less than these
rates.
Half square advertisements $1.00 per week,
first week; half price each succeeding week.
“A Square” is a space of the width of a

inch long.
Special Notices, on first page, one third additional.
column and

one

Amusements and Auction Sales, $2.00 per
square each week. Three insertions or less
$1.60 per square.
Heading Notices In nonpariel type and classed
with other paid notices 20 cents per line each
insertion.
Reading Notices in reading matter type
26 cento per line each insertion.
Want, To Let, For Sale and similar advertisements, 26 cents per week, in advance,
for 40 words or less, no display. Displayed advertisements under these headlines, and all adtisements not paid In advance, will he charged
Pure

at

regular

rates.

Maine State Press—*1.00' per square
insertion, and 60 cents per square for
each subsequent insertion.
In

for first

Address all communications relating to sub
senptions and advertisements to Portland
87 Exchange Street,
Publishing Co.,
Portland. Me.

PRESS.

THE

TUESDAY,
FOR

JULY

12.

Benjamin Harrison.
PRESIDENT,

WHITELAW REID.
GOVERNOR,

FOR

Some very peculiar correspondence
has passed between Mr. James W. Meserve, chairman of the Democratic District committee, and the Hon. M. P.
Frank. Mr. Frank was the candidate of
the party two years ago in this district,
and was entitled

awfully fearful lest> Mr. Frank
not accept a re-nomination that he
wrote to him on the subject, calling his
attention to the magnificent run he made
came so

might

two

uieayes,

±>.
OF

PORTLAND.
that

Argus promises

Mr. Swett’s

the dilatoriness of the Govern-

Though
or of Pennsylvania has been greatly
his discredit there is
his

credit,

that

this to

having finally

to

be said to
made

up

act, he has acted with
efficiency. That is to say lie has ordered
a force to Homestead so large that in all
probability the rioters will see the folly
his

mind

to

of resistance and will submit

with

out

A smaH force sent there
any I fight.
would undoubtedly precipitate another

bloody

encounter.

brilliant.

more

The force sent

by the

“I sank to the seat exhausted, thinking I must have been several hours at
work, when I heard Mr. Wiljcins exclaiming; ‘You’re the luckiest man I have
ever seen.
With a broken pole you
have landed that tarpon in just fifty-six

minutes.’ It was true, I had broken the
record, but, let me tell you, I had to re-

reported

—OF

U VI 11 lUtV/lOOIl

A

U

AO

saying

UUU

of

the

Thousands,

*CIJ

res.

the leaders in

the courts.

The true policy for them is
to preserve the best of order and decorum, and avoid any violation of law'what-

will tend
have

That

6

position

of decided ad

vantage. But to continue to resort to
lawlessness, to keep on defying the law
of the land, is certain not only to array
The Governor of Pennsylvania has at against them all the civil, and if need be
last done the right thing. He ought to the military power of the State, but also
have done it the day after the Pinkerton to alienate from them all public sympaencounter. It was then just as evident thy.
as it was on Suuday that no sheriff’s

governor will probably
without firing a shot.

restore order

themfrom the property they had taken
possession of in violation of law. After
the strikers have ceased their defiance of
the law the question of their treatment by
the company will be in order, and it is to
be hoped that in some wayrtlie facts may
be so clearly exposed as to enable the
public to judge whether the cut down
was necessitated by the conditions that
existed, or whether it was a wanton attempt to get something without paying
If it proves to have
a fair price for it.
been the latter publio sentiment will be
on the side of the workingmen, and public sentiment is a very powerful factor in
such cases.
His

city marshal has been consistent and satisfactory to our citizens generally
and as regards the prohibitory law, in line with
course

as

that of his immediate predecessor, who in his
annual report says, “The enforcement of the
prohibitory law by Sheriff Cram and his depu.
ties has left Jittle in this direction for the police
department to do save to keep the peace and
afford such assistance as the police could properly render,” and of fifteen hundred arrests reported last year by the police there was but one
"common seller,” two “illegal transportation,”
three “liquor nuisance” and one “single sale.”
The Swett record in this particular cannot be
consistently criticised by the Press.—Argus.
If Marshal Swett’s record has been all
right what shall we say of yours? For

weeks now you have been alleging
that the city was infested with an army
some

of bottle

peddlers who
ing “split.” Now you

wore

freely

sell-

defence of
Mr. Swett that the sheriff has so effectually enforced the law then there is
nothing for the Marshal to do in that
connection. Both these statements cannot be true. If the city is infested with
bottle-peddlers then there is something
for Marshal Swett to do. If there is noth'
ing for Marshal Swett to do then the city
cannot be infested with bottle peddlers.
say in

Mr. Bland has succeeded in getting the
Stewart silver bill on to the calendar oi
the House with a favorable report, and
Wednesday and Thursday of this week
have been set apart by the committee on

rules for its consideration. On Wednesday the House will decide whether the
bill shall be taken up for consideration.
If it decides unfavorably that will end
the matter. If otherwise then a vote
will probably be taken on Thursday,
The chances of the bill’s getting a hearing are uncertain. There is undoubtedly
a majority in the House in favor of free
coinage. But it is by no means safe tc

(From The St. Louis Republic.)
There is on exhibition in an Olive
street store window one of the finest
specimens of the tarpon fish ever caught
in Southern waters. It is the property
of the St. Louis University, and it was
presented to that institution by Mr. Soo
Newman who caught it with hook and
line in the bay off Naples Fla., in April
last. It lacks but a couple of inches of

Newman

Mr.

lowing

account

long,

and

All

SKODA DISCOVERY

GO,, BELFAST,

wages,

made

FRYE’S

Allll

catch,
record, the best then being about

a new

as we

wanted to make

two hours from the time of a bite to that
of landing a tarpon. I was fishing with
aoout

eigiuy ieeroiiNo. io line ana one ol
the best rods and reels made in the
country. I had my line out but a short
while when suddenly there was a click,
click at the reel, and almost simultaneously up shot seven feet of the prettiest silver fish that ever glittered in the
sunlight. You know the tarpon always
jumps clear of the water the moment he
strikes a baited hook. As soon as he
struck the water again there was a report
as sharp as a pistol shot, and my pole
snapped right in the centre. I was cliagrined and disappointed, for I felt then
that my chances of ever landing that fish
were
remote.
Nevertheless I
very
grabbed the pole where it was .broken,
and with my right hand on the reel,
waited for his majrsty to slacken up
after his first run
He jumped four
times clear of the water while running
away, my man in the mean time following him up in a boat as fast as possible.
Then I began to reel in the line, and
after what seemed to be an hour I had
to the boat to be
him near enough

the best
That’s our story.
Try one. 10 cents.

in your pocket to apply
to your face, neck and
hands, and you will find
it soothing and cooling
to the skin, preventing
sunburn and tan.
—

SOLD BY

the gaff hook.

No soone'-.did the taruon

dtf

80

TRADE mark registered.
i' Hctory, Poston.
CO.,

S. S. SLEEPEK &.

jly!2eodlw

No. 95 Milk St.,Boston, July 1.
1892-

StepheiR.Small,

B’way,

New York

City.

All expenses of transmission of bonds delivered at either of the above agencies will be
paid by the Atchison Company.
Pending preparation of engraved bonds, the

J. M. DYER.
jy7e<x»f

THESE CERTIFICATES HAVE BEEN
LISTED ON THE STOCK EXCHANGES
IN BOSTON, NEW YORK AND ABROAD.
Income Bond Scrip of any class will be received for exchange, tile same as the bonds, in
amounts not less titan $100, and in even hundreds or thousands.
Holders of any of the bonds called for exchange, under Circular 63 of Oct. 16, 1889,
upon presenting their bonds to any of the
Agencies mentioned, can effect the original and
present exchanges at the same time.

President.

Hr Altentiott of livestors,
Is invited to the Securities of tiie Northwertern
Loan Company of Minneapolis,
Minn.
This company was founded in 1872, incorporated under the laws of Minnesota in 1884,
anu had on .Jan. 19th 1892, according to the report of tile public Examiner and Superintendent
of banks of the State of Minnesota.

Guaranty

Capital

Stock

i

on

Paper Hangings and Friezes,
for next 30 days.
Samples
now ready to show.
SHORT & HARMON.
LORING,
ju21

ORAL AND WRITTEN INQUIRIES concerning this Plan and applications for Circulars
and blanks for use thereunder can be made of
any of the above agencies, and of J. W. REINVICE PRESIDENT. ATCHISON
HART,
COMPANY, 96 MILK STREET, BOSTON.
of
the Board of Directors.
order
By
GEORGE C. MAGOUN, Chairman.
J. W. REINHART, Vice l*resident.
eodtf.
jy2

greatly to its advantage.
Inquiries by mail promptly answered.

CHAPMAN BANKING CO..
187 Middle Street.
eodtf

Ju2

Music Store 4X3
feb5eodtf

Well
Posted
Is the man, who, like William
E. Currier, of Kennebunk, Me.,
knows what he needs and where
to get it.
Mr. Currier was sick
for 5 years with severe stomach
trouble. Then he tried

1

!

ALLEN’S
SARSAPARILLA. ;
He has taken two bottles and
says he is cured
good appetite
feels perfectly well.

T

JLl^#

JULYINVESTMENT
WE OFFER

of Portland 6’s

City
City
City

DEERING CIRCUS GROUNBS,
In all its mighty magnitude, its overpowering
greatness, its richness, and all comprehensiveness. Glorious hippodrome races, arenic stars,
startling stage sensations, mammoth double
menagerie, trained annimal exposition, etc.
Grand, rare, radiant and romantic street parade
at 10 a. m. Two complete exhibitions at usual
hours.

ADMISSION 35 CENTS
jyl215Hlent col

GRANITE

NOW IS THE TIME TO BUT

“

1907
1897

“

of Calais 4’s
1901-1911
“
of Bangor 6’s
1894
“
of Bath 6’s
1898
“
Town of Dexter 6’s
1897
City of Cincinnati, 0. “
6’s
1894
City of Cleveland, 0. “
6’s
1897
“
1893 to 1896
City of Toledo, 0.5’s “
1895 to 1899
City of Canton, 0. 5’s
City of Stillwater,
“
Minn. 5’s
1921
Portland Water Co.
“
Cons. Mort. 4’s
1927
Maine Central R. R.
“
First Mort. 7’s
1898
Maine Central R. R.
Cons. Mort. 5’s and
“
7’s
1912
Portland and Kennebec
“
R. R. 6’s
1895
Leeds and Farmington
R. R. First Mort.
«
6’s
1896
Duluth Street Railway
First Mort. Cold
“
5’s,
1920
First National Bank Stock.
Casco National Bank Stbak.
Portland Water Co. Stock.
Particulars regarding any of the
above securities furnished upon ap-

plication.

Guaranteed
;

ep~

riiira
wure

**77%™
£ on.

ah

Druggists.
Allea’s Sarsaparilla Ce.. Woodfords, Me.

A specialty made of interest and dividend
paying bonds and stocks for investment. Correspondence invited. It will only cost you one
cent to'send for our daily market letter, and the
card we Issue, giving our methods, terms, origiB
nal suggestions on speculation; also our ideas
on “bucket shops.”

Boston

Office,

125 Broad St.

CASINO

LONC ISLAND,
Afternoon and Evening Performances.

The New York Ideal Opera Company
In the Great Nautical Comic Opera,

H.

PINAFORE.

S.

M.

Specialties of'all kinds

the opera.

Every afternoon

a

be

will

introduced in

dance will be given in the

Grand Hall.
Music will be furnished by a first class orchestra.
Grand band concert every afternoon and evening at 2 and 7 p. m.
Bound trip tickets, Portland to Long Island
by Harpwell Steamboat Line with admission to
dance or performance 25 cts.jly!2dt( i

14th.

Admission 25 cents; boys 15 cents. Ladies
free to grounds and grand stand. Game begins
at 3.30.
jyl2d3t

ORCHARD BEACH CAMPGROUND

ADVENTS

W. H. ALBERTSON &

CO.f
38 Kilby st., Boston. Mass.,
Bankers and Brokers.

tu,th&Satlmo

jyl2

CAMP MEETING,
HOME INVESTMENT.

Jaane 35tli Continu-

ing until Jaily 5th.

SALVATION ARMY

City of Westbrook, Maine,
CAMP MEETING,
4 PER. CENT BONOS,
July 9th until July
19th.

DUE 1901.
Population

7,000

Assessed Valuation $3,054,923.25
Total Indebtness In-

cluding this issue
We

New York Band will be present
and contribute to the interest of
tlie meeting.
Orchard Beach Camp Meeting tickets 45 cts.
Portland to Old Orchard and return 45 cts.
Ask for Camp Meeting tickets.
eodtf
Jy3

$93,102.30

recommend this Bond

to
for

SUMMER TOURISTS
Are

WOODBURY

T

Fully Appreciating

MOULTON, Frye’s Amandine
WITH

Cor. middle and Exchange Sts.

QUINCE

PORTX.A3XTX), ME.

utf

jul

PORTLAND

BONDS.

We have for sale the Portland & Rochester Railroad
Terminal Bonds, interest
guaranteed by Boston &
Maine Railroad Company.
FRED. E. RICHARDS & CO.

for inflamed feet and bunions, as well as for tan and
sunburn.
It is a luxury.
—

SOLD

BY

—

RINES BROS.
1y7eodtf

dtf

]e*J

HOSE!
Rubber and Cotton Rubber Lined,
Hose Reels and Nozzles; best

prices.
quality,
CHASE & SONS &
lowest

janio

KNABE.
piano

This

CO.,
MAINE
d6m

used at

and is commended

all

concerts

ONION
<iOdti

as

by

FIRST, by such great

lights in the musical firmament

as

DR. HANS VON BULOW,
EUGEN D’ALBERT,
mid

SMOKE AN

ju23

is

MISS NEALLY STEVENS,

57 and 59 Kennebec Street.
PORTLAND,

SWAN &BARRETT,
BANKERS,
|
Middle Street, Portland, Maine.
f 186
je!7
-U

:::

Thursday, July

STOCKS.

—

Doses 50 Cents:.

SPRING

:::

bawkehs,
1902-1912
Due,
“

^

PORTLAND,

Saturday, July 16tli,

—

128

Times Greater and
Grander Than Ever.

AT

Trust Funds.

City of Deering 4’s

Order Slate atChandler’s
Congress Street.

RAILROAD SHOW.

Base_Ball.
PORTLANDS *sT LEWISTONS,

parties desiring investment

City

H. E. MILLS,
Piano
Tuner.
ALL

i

paid in.$1.250,000.00

Surplus fund,.
125,000.00
Additional Liability of stock
holders under laws of Minnesota $1,250,000,00
It has never passed a dividend, or defaulted
a
payment. In a letter written by its Vice
President to us on the 27th of June, lie says,
“We are today mailing checks to our stock
holders, the seventeenth (17th) semi-annual
dividend at the rate of eight (8) per cent per anWe will add Twenty-Five Thousand
num.
dollars to surplus account July 1st.”
We are offering for the present, at par and
accrued interest, The Gold Debenture Bonds
of this company, issued in denomination of $50,
$100, $500, $1000, bearing interest at the rate
of 6 per cent, payable semi-annually.
These bonds are fully secured by a deposit
of real estate and other loans, with its Trustees,
and also by a guaranty fund.
We also offer Prime Commercial Paper,
Guaranteed by this Company, in every case
secured by ample collaterals, at current rate
of interest.
We have handled large amounts of this paper,
and in every instance it lias been promptly paid
at maturity.
We solicit the most searching
investigation
into the methods and affairs ol the company,
as when ever this lias been made it lias been

TO ENABLE THE COMPANY AND ITS

Packed in 3 to 5 pound boxes and 2 pound
cartoons. Try it. It is the best.

!
I

Cashier.

dtf

AGENCIES TO PROMPTLY CARRY OUT
THE EXCHANGE OFFERED HEREIN,
HOLDERS SHOULD DEPOSIT'' THEIR
INCOME BONDS BEFORE JULY 13, 1892

IRWIN BROS.

MarshallR. Coding,

proceeding with despatch,
Negotiable Certificates of the Company and
Depository will be delivered Income Bondholders, to be exchanged without unnecessary delay for the former in due course.

CODFISH.
“Diamond Wedge Brand.”

:

time

work upon which is

City of Portland 4’s

_je!8_lmo

on

febl4

eodtf

TO BE HAD AT
GROCERS.

corpora

BARING BROTHERS & CO., LIMITED
8 Bislioyisgate-within, London, E. C.

—

Prices reduced and cut

gaffed.

“But here was another difficulty to be
met. My man was alarmed at the size
and strength of the tarpon and declared
that he was afraid to gaff him with his
hook, as he was certain lie would lie
After
pulled overboard.
persuading
him that, I could rescue him in case of
he
was
such an accident
induced to make
the attempt of landing the monster with

in small or large amounts
draw interest from the first
day of each month.

Milk St., Boston.
UNION TRUST CO, OF NEW-YORK,

WALL PAPERS.

of only
stock.

a

the

our

UNION TRUST CO. OF NEW-YORK,
At Office of Atchison Co., 95

and thus secures skilled workand

Cigars
Are

tarpon: “It was a lovely April
morning when I proposed to Mr. Wilkins
friend from Rochester N. Y. that we
take a trip down the bay for tarpon.
We had separate boats and a man to row
It was. understood that in the event
us.
either of us got a bite the other was to

in

are now being received for exSecond Mortgage Bonds, Class A,
Ulan of Conversion, in effect June 1,
1892, by tlie following appointed agencies:

ME.

frnen,
eeper’s Eye

Theatre._

Big, New All Feature

Income Bonds

OUR FACTORY

Pays best

Accounts of individuals, firms and
received on favorable terms.

under tile

flesh, and am PERFECTRY CURES.
SKODA’S REMEDIES did It all.
ALONZO C. DOW.
Monardo, Aroostook Co., Me.

monster

time

FRED E. RICHARDS, President,
W. W. MASON, Vice President,
C. G. ALLEN, Cashier.

Jly25

When out boating keep
small bottle of

Take Casco Bay Steamers, Custom House
Wharf.
Reserved seats for sale at Stockbridge's. Fare for round trip with admittance
to theatre, 25 cents; Children, Half price. Reserve seats, lo and 20 cents. Boat coupons
admit to
jylldtt

The Greatest 25c Show on Earth

change into

this

weighs nearly

gave a reporter the fol
of how he captured the

dtf

PORTLAND NATIONAL BANK,

Biggest “Silver King" Yet Caught.

feet

Buckfield
July 1st,
Certificates due
1898,
1893 and 1895, can exchange the same on a safe
and profitable basis for tne First Mortgage
Bonds of the Portland Si Rumford Falls Railour
office.
Particulars given on
way, at
&

my31

Story of the Taking of Perhaps the

being seven
170 pounds.

of Rumford

Falls
Railroad Company bonds duo
HOLDERS
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Street,

New Scenery,
play every week.

every afternoon and evening.
New Music, New Songs, New

COMING SOON.

UNDER CIRCULAR NO. 68.

eared to live.
After using 3 bottles of SKODA’S DISCOVERY, with SKODA’S LITTLE TABLETS, the PAIN has ALL REFT my
BACK, 1 pass my water naturally,
appetite good, have gained much In

ONE TARPON’S FIGHT FOR LIFE.

The

la* i4 elated.

Incorporated 1824.

Income Bond Conversion

couraged, and'hardly

_

posse could be raised of sufficient numbers to cope with the strikers, and wrest

road Company Securities.

P. O. Box 346.

SHI

the workmen will have placed
in a

Free

MB.,

deposits.

Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
Railroad Company,

time, I was suffering with SEVERE
PAINS in my RACK, continually growing worse, frequent passing water
maa a A eta and often passing
*4. MS BROOD in consider.
■ a
able quantities. Have
advised with, and taken medicine from,
the best Physicians in this section,
without any benefit, they telling me I
BRIGHT’S DISA UFA a aa had
I became disK ■ a B 8 IB EASE.

ness of their cause, and if the company
refuses to accept this means of settle-

ment

a

POH.TIiA3XTD,

Interest allowed

TO HOLDERS

untimely

Physicians Fail!

Carnegie Company.
to inspire public belief that
confidence in the righteous-

themselves

an

Skoda Discovebt Co. :
Gents:—For the past four years, I
have
been losing flesh, running
and
becai«wiiMpu down,
EHt r 8 ST r fcr came much ema-

act inside the law to propose arbitration
for the settlement of their original dis-

they

who fill

18

KATH LEEN

tions

FRED E. RICHARDS & CO.

THE—

Comedy Co.,

uu

•*

application.

Call and Get Prices.

BRIGHT’S DISEASE CURED,
AFTER

ever; and then after convincing the public that they intend to be peaceable and

pute

Out

grave, through some form of KIDNEY DISEASE, might be SAVED
by the USE of a timely REMEDY.
When the Kidneys fail to perform
their duty, the Whole System becomes diseased, and DEATH surely follows.
'No more CONCUUSIVE EVIDENCE, of the WONDERFUL
CURATIVE PROPERTIES, of
SKODA’S DISCOVERY and SKODA’S LITTLE TABLETS, in severe
forms of KIDNEY DISEASE,
could be given, than the following testimonial :

property again to its
probable addition of a

with the

Ko.

A STARTLING FACT!

can

owners, with the
a prosecution of some of

CO.,

SAVINGS DEPARTMENT
ALONZO C. DOW.
Monardo, Me.

McCailum’s Home
-OF-

6s
City of Portland
City of Bath.4s

Deposits

pursue. The
result of it would be the calling out

only

policy that they

SIXES.

Appearing in the beautiful Irish Drama entitled

MM Falls & Buckfield Rail-

11 Hi

that after that takes place the workmen
will “swoop down upon the works again
and take possession of them.” Now that
is a progx-amme which the workmen cannot afford to carry out. From the standUUCU

Now

THEATRE, PEAKS ISLAND.

McCallum, Manager, 4th Season.

P. J.

-OF-

SALE

We

PAVILION
—

-FOB SALE BY-

MAKE MONEY
By Purchasing

THE

Portland Water Co.

rightful

as

AMUSEMENTS.

Monday Evening, July llth.

li.M.PA \SO\ &

Closing

owners, the question arises, what will
take place after the militia is withdrawn.

V/A

Will

You

—

and a desirable assortment of
other securities for investment
paying from four to six per cent
interest.

At the

Assuming that the National Guard of
Pennsylvania will succeed in restoring
order at Homestead and delivering the

worst

necessarily
a countifeit,

to issue

BECAUSE

main in my cottage for three whole days
afterward in consequence of the sport.”

looked, but in vain, for a reply from Mr.
Meserve, expressing his deep regret that
“circumstances beyond his control” had
compelled Mr. Frank to decline. Probably Mr, Meserve is too much overcome
by the suddenness and unexpectedness
of the blow to utter his feelings coherently at present.

One of the strikers is

Is not

Roman style.

the trouble to ado that his
declination must not be construed as
indicating that he thinks the Democrats
have no chance of carrying the district.
On the contrary he is full of enthusiasm
and believes that the outlook for the Dewas never

FINANCIAL.

$15,000

that the

again of the National Guard and the

enforcement of the laws if elected sher.
iff shall be “honest, impartial and conservative.” “Conservative” is good.

I had reeled him to the side of the boat
the second time Robert took good aim
and with a powerful lunge drove the
hook right into his gill just as lie was
about to make another jump.
He then
lifted him bodily from the water into
the boat, and in a twinkling had thrown
himself on him and nailed the struggling
giant on the bottom in genuine Grseco-

and takes

mocracy

FINANCIAL.

accident.
“I knew my only chance of getting
that tarpon was in gaffing him as soon
as possible for with my broken pole the
strain on me was terrible, and I felt I
could not play him much longer.
When

intimating
Democracy were just dying to re-nominate him. Mr. Frank in reply says that
circumstances beyond his control will prevent his acceptance of are-nomination,

toration
The

ago, and

years

j/VJUU

Henry

by usage to a re-nominMr. Meserve a few days ago be-

nation.

property into the hands of the

PRESIDENT,

FOR VICE

inop-

portune, as likely to unfavorably affect
the Democratic chances in the
coming
election, and inasmuch as the bill cannot become a law will deem it unwise to
consider it at this time. It is on these
men and the
Republicans most of whom
are opposed to the bill from
principle
that the anti-free coinage Democrats defend to defeat the bill.
Whether there
1; enough of them remains to be
seen,
but the probability is that there are.

MISCELLANEOUS.

feel the steel than he made a sudden dive,
the liook and pulling Robert
almost into the bay. Off he went again,
jumping eight or nine times more, until
lie carried out nearly my entire 800 feet
of line. Then I began reeling him in
again, my man at the same time getting
another gaff hook and fastening a line to
the handle so
as to
avoid another

snapping

a

liost ot others.

The

general

agency

THURSTON'S PIANO HOUSE,

3 Free St. Block, 12 Free St.,Portland.
8. THURSTON.
aprll

dtt

FIRST DISTRICT CONVENTION.

SWORD FISHINGSeveral

The Republicans of the First Congressional
District will hold a convention in Reception
Hall, Portland, on Wednesday, July 27, at 2
o’clock p. m. for the purpose of nominating a
candidate for Representative in Congress, and
of transacting any other business that may
properly come before them.
The basis of representation will be as follows:
Each city and town will be entitled to one delegate, and for each 76 votes cast for the Repubin
lican candidate for governor
1888,
for
an
additional
delegate, and
a
votes in excess
40
of
fraction of
76
votes, an additional delegate.
Vacancies in the delegation of any city or
town can only be filled by residents of the town
or city in which the vacancy exists.
The District Committee will be in session at
the hall at 1 o’clock on the afternoon of the
convention for the purpose of receiving the
credentials of delegates.
By order of the Republican District Committee.
ANDREW HAWES, Chairman.
S. W. JUNKINS, Secretary.

Portland, July 4,1892.
SHE WANTS 30,000 DOLLARS
For Injuries Received

on

the

Boston

&

Maine.

J&tmapy 22,1891, it will be remembered
Engineer Bonney, on a wild engine, ran
into the regular morning passenger train

FREE KINDERGARTEN.

Portland Vessels Engage in this

Exciting Industry—Habits of the Eish
and Dangers of the Fishery—Uncomfortable Surprise of a Monhegan Fisherman.

The schooner Emma Wixom, of Harpswell, was in the harbor Saturday fitting
out for sword fishing. Portland is quite
a centre for this
industry, and the schooners, with the platform and iron railing
for the spearman, are seen quite frequently in the harbor. Most of the fishermen who fish for haddock in the winter

try

sword

fishing

at this season.

In

the fleet which is now in the vicinity of
No Man’s Land and Martha’s Vineyard
are a dozen or twenty Portland sail.
This fleet will gradually work East with
the sword fish, finally reaching the Bay
of Fundy, where has been one of the
best fishing grounds of late years.
Sword fishing is at once exciting, perilous and remunerative.
Last year
sword fish sold as high as eleven cents a
pound in this port, and a single fish will
often

weigh

500 or even IC00

pounds.

from Portland to Saco at Scarboro
station, and there were several casualties.
Miss Andrews, now of Springone
of
the
sufferers
vale, was
and
she
has
suit
brought
against the road for $30,000 claiming injuries to her spine. The case has been
handed over to JudgesVirgin and Libbey
for settlement as to the amount of damages to which Miss Andrews is entitled
and was brought up for a hearing in
chambers yesterday.
Some five or six
witnesses were examined including Dr.
Mayberry of Springvale wh&re Miss
Andrews is living. Drs. Gordon, Weeks
and Pendleton will probably testify this
morning or tomorrow. During the day
the judges will visit Springvale and hear
Miss Andrews’s testimony. She was not
present yesterday. Hon. H. H. Burbank
of Saco appears for the plaintiff and Hon.
Geo. C. Yeaton for the road.
The road
admits its liability but claims that the
amount of damages
asked by Miss at once is off at lightning speed. He
The case will generally dives down to tliejdepths of the
Andrews is excessive.
_____1_
v.
e.
last several days.
i-UPiO
tllO
UCUjlUUUf UUU
later comes nearer the surface. An old
Book.
Republican Campaign
sword-fisherman of Portland says that
An agent is now canvassing the city
after having gone to the bottom the fish
for subscribers to the Republican camalways starts away in a southerly direcpaign book soon to be issued by John K. tion, The reason for this
may be in the
and
49
47
Boston.
Hastings,
Cornhill,
fact that on this coast such a direction
The book will contain the life of Benjaleads to the open ocean. The cask, at
min Harrison by Gen Lew Wallace, and
the other end of the 600 feet of line is
the life of Whitelaw Reid by an eminent
relied on to mark the location of the fish
author. The book will contain 600 pages
when he shall have given up; and the
and will be profusely illustrated.
Befisherman proceeds to harpoon another
sides the lives of the candidates the book
victim.
will contain articles on protection by
The sword fish lives from five to ten
Gov. McKinley; on the Pan-American
hours after it is harpooned, and at any
Congress by Hon. W. E. Curtis; on time in that
period he is a dangerous
postal service-development by Postmas- customer for the fisherman.
Indeed,
ter General Wanamaker, and on Reeiproc ty bv the Hon. Eugene Hale. There sword fishing is one of the most dangerwill also be contributions by Secretary ous as well as most exciting of all the

Rusk, Secretary Noble, Secretary

Foster
and others. To each subscriber to the
book will be given a six months subscription to The Christian, a seventeen
page religious paper published in Boston.
Maine Rivers and Harbors.

The following appropriations for Maine
are contained in the rivor and harbor
bill which has passed both Houses of

Congress:
Camden liarbor..$ 12,000
Rockland harbor.
30,000
York Harbor.
9,000
Portland harbor.
30,000
Portland Back Cove.
20,000
Belfast harbor.
10,000
Bar Harbor. 60,000
Mooseabecbar. 16,000
Bagaduee river.
5,000
Kennebec river, of which $6,000 may
be expended. 100,000
Narraguagus river.
7,500
Penobscot river.
40,000
■Saco river. 25,000
Harraseeket river.
16,000
And the following surveys are ordered:

Rockland harbor, Tennant’s Harbor,
Yinalhaven habor,
Carver’s Harbor,
Owl’s Head Harbor,
French’s Beach
harbor, Lincolnville harbor, South Fork
Bagaduee river, George’s river, Portland
harbor, channel near Hardy’s Point,
Pembroke.
Maine Press Association.

The members of the Maine Press Association started yesterday noon for their
annual excursion to Eangeley Lake. The
party met at Leeds Junction and proceeded in the afternoon to Farmington.
Among the people from this part of the
Btate who will enjoy the excursion are
Colonel John M. Adams and members of
his family.
They will return next Sat-

urday.
MUNICIPAL COURT.
BEFORE JUDGE GOULD.

Monday—Wm. C. Ferguson.
Intoxication;
30 days in county jail.
Patrick J. Malla and Thomas Keenan. Intoxication ; each fined $3 and costs.
Thomas Conroy. Intoxication; fined $5 and
costs.

Ellen Greeley and Ann Dickinson. Common
drunkards; each three months in county jail.
Fannie M. Cameron.
Abandonment of a
child; bound over to the grand jury in the sum
of $500.
Sarah Cox. Search and seizure; discharged.

variety

of

x

enterprises pursued by

our

fishermen. Not many years ago some
Wood Island fishermen str uck a large
sword fish, that darted away with great
rapidity when he was harpooned. By
some mishap one of the men got his leg
entangled in the coil of the line that was
being hauled overboard with irresistible
force and rapidity. The fisherman was
pulled overboard from the very midst of
his horrified mates and disappeared beneath the waves. They made frantic
efforts to recover the line, and finally
succeeded. They brought up a thousand pound sword fish, but the body of
their mate had disappeared forever.
A number of years ago a curious incident came to the attention of Captain
Ben Willard and Captain Haskell, the
latter now of the Ben-Hur. Two Monliefishermen were hunting
sword
sh from a dory. They struck a large

fan

which at
once
responded by
darting at the dory. The fish went under
one,

it, and rushing up with great velocity,
drove his long sword completely through
the bottom.

One of the fishermen was
sitting on the seat just over the place
where the sword came through. Before
he could move the long bony blade came
through the seat, tore through the seat
of his trousers and drove up his back between his skin and his skirt. The fisherman was not in the least hurt; but a
more astounded man never set foot on
Monhegan. The fishermen lost no time
in getting to land in their leaking dory;

where their story
der.
Hon.

was

received with

won-

Charles F. Ubby Before the Young
Men's

Bepublican Club.

Hon. Charles F. Libby gave a delightful informal talk to the members of the
Young Men’s Republican Club last evening. His subject was the Minneapolis
He said that while the
convention.
great convention had now passed into
history, there were many incidents of it
which the newspapers had not told, and
which illustrated well the purposes and
The
temper of the great gathering.
speaker referred in the most complimentary terms to the hospitality of the peo-

ple

of

Minneapolis, especially

visitors.

to Maine

But the attractions and enter-

prises of the two great cities were neglected on account of the supreme interest attaching to the convention itself.
Mr. Libby described the scenes during
the presentation of candidates and the
balloting graphically, and with the introduction of many entertaining anecdotes.
A vote of thanks

was

passed before

adjournment.
At the business meeting preceding the
address four new member were voted in.
Ancient land Mark

lodge’s Picnic.

The special steamer of the Casco Bay
line engaged by Ancient Land Mark
Lodge, will leave Custom House wharf
today at 10 o’clock, will stop at Peaks
island, and after an hour’s sail will land
the party at Great Diamond island. The
shore dinner will be served at the Portland Club house at 1 o’clock.
Those
unable to take the sail may take one of

the regular isnoraiBg boats,

Tear's Work of the W. C, T. U.

Eastern Promenade Region is Becoma Popular Dwelling Place In these
Days—Progress of Building this Year.—
Rise

of the Press:
The first year of the W. C. T. U. free
Kindergarten closed Thursday, June 30,
with a celebration of the Fourth of
July,
and the children were sent home rejoicing in paper soldier caps and real flags,
and with their minds filled with the idea
of the freedom of our country and the
beauty and power of our flag, ideas
which cannot fail in helping to make of
them true and loyal citizens in the future.
Many of the mothers were present this last day and expressed themselves as much pleased with the advantages that the Kindergarten has given
the children, and the effect that it has
had upon them, and several expressed a
desire that it might be continued through
the summer in order that the little ones
might be kept out of the streets.
During the year, 27 children have been
in t.liA lrinHArfra.rtAn

nnf. innlnrHnnr -fiiro

For a

relations have been established between

the two kindergartens and unconsciously
the feeling of the “brotherhood of man”
has been fostered in both classes of children. From this list of donations it is

evident that many people

are

interested

in the kindergarten and many more
would undoubtedly give to this worthy
object if its wants were better known.
The influence of the kindergarten upon the children has been most marked.
The aim of the kindergarten is character
building and I think no one who visited
the kindergarten at its beginning and
then again at its close could have failed
to see the great gain that the children
had made in self-control, unselfishness
and harmony of feeling. There has been
a great change, too,
in the matter of
cleanliness. Many of the children who
had to be most thoroughly washed every
day now come quite clean. I feel that
the power of self-control that these chiland touches the root of

the temperance

question.
Mrs. Beck, the kiiidergartner,has done
her work most faithfully and has gained
a great hold on the children and the

mothers as well. The young ladies of
the kindergarten training class have been
of great assistance to Mrs. Beck and
have made it possible for much better
work to be done than could otherwise
have been accomplished for a large number of children to be cared for.
In closing this report, I would bespeak
the interest of the benevolent people of
I would invite
Portland in this work.
each one to visit the kindergarten at 36
Oak street, and see for himself what is
being done, and what connection this
work has with the temperance cause.
Personal enthusiasm has much to do
with the success of any work, but an intelligent understanding of that work is
also necessary to its perfect accomplishment.
It is earnestly desired that this kinder-

garten should be kept open through the
summer for the benefit of the children
who will otherwise be on the streets.
The sum necessary for this purpose is
$50, nine of which have already been
pledged. Will not the people whose
children are enjoying the benefits of
country life, remember these little ones
who are not so fortunate?
All contributions will be gladly received at 47 South
street.

Florence M. Scales,
State Superintedent of Kindergarten
work for W. C. T. U.
Pavilion

Theatre.

Kathleen

was played to
large -and
pleased audiences at both performances yesterday.
The Kathleen

much

the rise has been from 10 or 12 cents
15 or 18 cents; on Becket street from
or

12 cents to 20

company.

Miss

Pollock in

“On the

Bowery” was most cordially received.
Mr, Gray in his new songs was very
?ood. The new musical team, Franklin
and Johnson, caught on in great shape.
The Ride Through Three Cities.
A prudent lady boarded an electric car
the other day for a ride to Westbrook.
The day was fine, the car new, and evarything propitious for a good ride until
the conductor came around.
“How much is the fare,” she asked.
“Ten cents.”
“Ten cents! I never heard of such a

thing.”
“That is the rate.”
“Why, I have travelled all

jountry,

and never

yet

over

the

have found a

city

that I could not ride through for five
tents.”
“Yes, Madame, hut you never yet rode
through three cities tor that amount,”

or

and

on

to
10

Eastern

20 cents to 25 and

There

seems

to be little doubt that at

early day there will be a
residences along the Eastern
an

row

of

fine

Promenade

from the Cleaves monument towards Fort
Allen Park. It certainly might be made
ane of the finest avenues in the world in
all those respects which depend upon
beauty of location.
The Portland Railroad’s extension in
the direction of Fort Allen Park has undoubtedly helped this portion of the city
and the people there are looking for still
Eurther extensions at no distant date,
with
electric power substituted for
iorses.
The Promenade itself has been
greatly
mproved by the changes in the roadway
which has been moved over between the
■ows of trees, while the borders have
seen laid ofE into lawn.
This work was
jegun last year and continued this.
About thirty-five houses have been
jrected on Beckett, Morning, Vesper and
Eastern Promenade streets within five
mars; and there is more building this
mar than ever before.
Mr. Enoch C.
tichards who is considerably interested
n real estate in this part of the
city, has
luilt 20 of these houses.
This year is marked by a great deal of
;
ictivity in real estate. Lots have changed
lands quite briskly, and much building
las been projected.
Most of the houses
1 ange in value from $2500 to $7000, al"
1 hough Mr. John Randall is building at
1 he foot of
Vesper stajeet on the Eastern
Vomenade an elegant house that will
1 irobably nost fifteen Or twenty thousand
lollars. Some of the best of the smaller
] louses are Miss Rebecca Bowie’s, on the
of
! lorner Vesper and Congress streets,
dr. Everett Johnson’s, now being built
< in
Congress street, and Mr. Alpheus
Iriffin’s at 58 Congress street.
The extension of Morning street, which
s now being made towards
Congress
t treet is afEording opportunity for con, iderable building.
Comfortable houses
if two-and two and a half stories, costing
i rom $2500 to $4000 are going up on this
treet, the owners being Mr. Geo. F.
jord, Mr. Jas. Webber, Mr. Enoch C.
lichards, James E. Flannagan and Miss
foung. Miss Young's house is to be a
i Jueen Anne.
On Beckett street Mr.
lolin Chisholm has underway a two and
'• I half
story house. On Congress street
dr. Peter Watts is
building a fine two
; md a half
story house; Albert Perry a
landsome two
story house; Enoch
lichards a two and a half story and
•Everett J ohnson a new two and a half
tory house.
On Beckett street David Murdock has
luilt a two and a half story house. On
1 his portion of Congress street Mr. Alfred
lichards has completed a two and a half
tory house; and within a year the large
Blake house on the Promenade corner
] las been completed.
All the progress on the Hill has not
1 ieen confined to the regions
bordering
< in the Promenade.
Below the Observa<
ory, in the vicinity of Warren street, a
( lozen new houses have been built in the
ourse of the last two years.
Upon the whole the Hill is the boomj ng portion of the town just now.

Tlie Electric Koad Again.

Great niamono

Island.

ways.
Alderman Cordwell, chairman of the
committee on highways, thought that
the railroad had desired to do the right
thing, and that to change the grade
would cost more than $300.
President Warren said that at the
meeting on the premises the council had
voted unanimously as to lowering the
He disliked to difgrade of the street.
fer with the Mayor in this matter, and
would like the opinion of the city solicitor.
City Solicitor Lyon gave it as his opinion that the order did not require two
readings, and that it was within the duty
of the street commissioner to grade the
street

—-WILL SHRV13 =L—

City
Alderman Skates stated that the city
had at the present time a total indebtedness of $110,500 and that after the bills
accruing were paid, the treasury would
The

not

(

own

to hear his sermon.
The Grand Trunk Tax.

The mandate of the United States Suj reme Court ordering judgment for the
tate of Maine vs. Grand Trunk Railroad
( lompany for the amount of the tax sued
f nr,assessed against the said company,has
l een forwarded to the clerk of the Unite d States Court in this city. The
petition
f nr re-hearing is denied. Under this decisi jnthe state will receive more than -fKiO,0 W.

T H T. S

have

over

WEEK..

Corner Exchange and Federal Streets,
j J12

codtf

HANDKERCHIEFS.
We are showing a very large assortment of New Patterns in White and Colored Bordered Handkerchiefs.

FOR THIS WEEK

Finances.

$10,000.

He

additional loan of $5,000.
Alderman Cutter offered

suggested

an

propriating $1,000

order ap-

an

for the

city expenses,
in addition to the amount already appropriated, which would bring the assessment up to two per cent.

President Warren snggested a different
way of reaching the desired result by
giving authority to the assessors. He
thought well of a loan of $5,000 on a longer time than contemplated, in order that
a lower rate
of
interest
might be
realized.
Alderman Skates then presented an
order authorizing the city treasurer' to
borrow $5,000 for a period of ten years at
rate of interest not
cent.
a

four per

exceeding

Alderman Cutter objected to increasing
the bonded debt. He thought that with
a new valuation to come next year, there
would be little trouble in getting tempo-

rary loans at four per cent.
The order as offered by Alderman
Skates had a passage on its first reading.

The

FREE TO ALL

by authority duly granted.

Mayor Webb said that he should not
feel justified in approving the order.
It
would take the street down at least three
feet in front of Kimball Eastman’s store.
Alderman Cutter thought that sufficient discretion already "lay with the
street commissioner.
If the
mayor
would not approve the order of course
could
a
twothey
pass it by
thirds vote.

ordered

assessors were

on

of Alderman Cutter to increase the
ment $1,000.

motion

assess^

Petitions Presented.

We wish to call special attention to the following values in Ladies’ and Men’s Handkerchiefs.
Ladies’ Colored and White Embroidered Handkerchiefs in new designs.
Plain hemstitched in various widths of stitching
and Fancy Edged Handerchiefs at 12 l-2c each.
Ladies’ White and Fancy Bordered Handkerchiefs in a large variety of new patterns 25c each.
Wien’s Colored Bordered Handkerchiefs in fancy
figures and stripes, IOc each.
Wien’s Colored Bordered, plain, all linen, and a
special value in Unlaundered Handkerchiefs,
12 l-2c each.
Wien’s Fancy Bordered, White, all linen and
hemstitched of various widths, 25c each.
Our line of medium and higher grade Handkerchiefs, for men and women, is very large, embracing the newest and most desirable patterns of
embroidery as well as quality of material.

RINES

BROS.

Of Frank

Carpenter and 10 others for
arc light on Central street; referred.
Of citizens for an investigation into
the sanitary condition of Beaver pond;
referred, after a statement by the chair
that Geo. P. Wescott, who held the title
to the pond was willing to transfer
it to the city without cost.
The pond
was formed by the building of the old
canal.
Of Charles G. Woodman for
caused by change of grade in

damages
street; re-

ferred.
Of school
committee, for land for
scool purposes; referred.
Of W. S. Jordan and others for an arc
light on Haskell street; referred.

Sunday.
Alderman Winslow
presented the
Portland rules for the guidance of ballot
clerks, and the city solicitor was directed
to investigate the matter.
S. F. Tufts was elected ballot clerk in
Ward 3, vice T. H. Snow, resigned.

Adjourned

to first

Monday

CAMPAIGN
FLAGS!
BEST

QUALITY

in

August.

^GUARANTEED

"5TOVE5
'PURNACE5

RANG£5

BUNTING!

Harrison & Reid printed on bottom.
All complete, ready to hang. 6 to 40
feet. Prices sent on application.

CHARLES

] \ P. STEWART

DAY,;

544 Congress Street.

___jelStu&satlmo

Miscellaneous.

The Mayor was authorized to appoint
another special policeman for service on

and
i\ & W.

Ranges

A Famous
French Chef
once wrote:

With oscillating

“The very soul of

cooking
the finest

stock-pot

stock-pot,

and

is

structed.
Continuous

Liebig; Company’s

Greenwood Garden and Cushing’s Island
Steamboat Co.

sued

to

Peaks

and

Islands

not

and

used

up

can

be

kept

Guaran-

material.

Perfect in

workmanship,
and operation.
C. A.CUMMINCS.

finish

Portland, Me.
d2m

Iota Cooley & Son.

Cushing’s
will

centre

may27

be

paid for at their face
value upon presentation at the ticket office, Casco Bay Steamboat Company,
taken

fire

without any trouble.
teed made of the best

Genuine only with
signature. Invaluable
in improved and economic cookery.
For
Soups. Sauces and
Made Dishes.

The management of this line, having
sold the steamer S. E. Spring to Boston
parties, announce that they have made
arrangements with the Casco Bay Steamboat Company to carry all Cushing’s
Island
All tickets ispassengers.

draw

grate, have the most
perfect combustion, the freest
burning and clearest fire.
The most economical, cleanly
and durable Ranges ever conanti-clinker

is

the

CO.

!)val Fire Box

Extract of Beef.”

and

Oils
.ubricating, Burning and Leather
Axle

Custom House wharf.
L. G. Means, Agent.

and Gasolene, Tallow,
and
Machinery Greases, Parafine Wax
and Candles, Cod Liver Oil for
Medicinal Purposes, and all
Kinds of Fish Oils.

raphtlias

MARRIAGES.

OIL

In Bath, July G, Rev. A. Frederic Dunnells
and Miss Lillian B. Humphreys.
In Bath, July 6, Fred L. Parks of Winnegance
and Miss Grace A. Lake of Charlestown, Mass.
In Georgetown, July 4, Frank E. Lawrence
and Miss Nancy Penney, both of Bath.
In Dexter, July 2, Owen S. Swanton of Dexter and Miss Eflie Davis of Sangerville.
In West Poland, July 4, Geo. B. Foster of Poland and Miss Jean E. Ross of Scarboro Beach.
I n Palmyra. J une 25, Frank E. Spaulding of
Pittsiield and Miss Jeanette Heveua of Palmyra.
DEATHS.

lay.

Rev. B. L. Whitman preached a very
interesting sermon at the new hall Sun( lay. Among the congregation were not iced several Portland people who tamo

ADVERTISEMENTS.

W. L. WILSON & CO.

cil.
President Warren thought that there
had been no informality on the part of
the city council. He thought it came into the regular expenditures for the high-

■

Mr. X. C. Cummings and family have
1 noved into their cottage for the summer.
A little son of Mr. H. M. Jones, while
1 (laying on the wharf accidentally slipped
'verboard Saturday. He was rescued by
Jr. Fred King.
Mr. J. B. Look of Waltham, Mass., is
f
pending a few days with Mr. J. B.
J rish.
Mr. John H. (Danielson, conductor on
1 he Boston & Maine, has taken the
J fields cottage and will move down to-

NEW

Consid-

The July meeting of the Westbrook
city council was held last evening, Presi-

of

P.5 r.pnta

<

__

cents;

Promenade from 15

of Florence Hamilton was an excellent

performance, her acting and dressing of
the part being exceptionally fine.
Mr_
McCallum as Terrance is, as many of his
friends claim, the ideal and is always
most pleasing in this character. All of
the parts were taken in a most commendable manner by the rest of the

Flectrio Road

dent Warren in the chair.

portion

promenade, Becket, Vesper and Morning
streets real estate has been rising steadily
in value, until it is selling for from 30 to
40 per cent more now than it brought
five years ago. On Morning street lots
that sold for 10 cents a foot then bring
20 or 25 cents now.
On Vesper street

as

picture from Owen, Moore & Co.,
plates and finger bowls for the lunch table from Band’s crockery store, three pictures from Mrs. S. D. Bumery, a clock
from Ira Berry, Jr., dustpan and brush,
whisk broom, soap and sponge holder
from Mrs. Morse, 200 cards from Stephen
Beri'y, kindergarten material, including
two sets of balls and several packages of
weaving mats from Miss Norton.
The
children
of
the
Spring
street kindergarten have brought their
pennies for the children of the free kindergarten, and with these pennies have
been brought five trade pictures and a
picture of Froebel, the founder of the
kindergarten. In this way very friendly

time the Eastern

sweep from the open ocean beyond White
Head Passage around to a glimpse of the
White Mountains on the left.
But the
idea has been generally accepted that
cities grow* towards the West; and while
building operations have marched steadily toward the Western Promenade, the
Eastern has been left to sweet-fern
bushes, cows and goats.
But within five years an unobtrusive
but steady change has been going on.
In that portion included in the Eastern

nv

is a

long

the

Mayor Webb stated that an order had
in natural beauty in no way inferior to passed in reference to the grading of the
the Western. Many think it superior on electric railroad, which had not received
his approval, and raised some objections
account of its combination of ocean,
bay
and inland scenery, extending in a broad to the legality of the action of the coun-

have

them have been the mothers of the children, who in this way show their appreciation of the kindergarten.
Besides the contributions of money
for the support of the kindergarten,
many necessary articles have been donated by generous citizens. Amon them

East Five

and

ADVERTISEMENTS.

ered by the City Fathers.

the city- seemed to be very backward in
its growth. The Eastern promenade is

urgent requests to come again,
with many expressions of appreciation for what she is doing for the
children.
“My child has improved so
much since he attended kindergarten” is
frequently heard. Of the 60 callers who
have visited the kindergarten, several of
well

the

gy-

and with

as

in

Estate

of Real

Years.—The Hill Awakes from Its Lethar-

attended for a few days
These 27 children represent 23
only.
families. The kindergartener has visited in all these families, having made in
all about 75 calls.
In all cases she has
been received with the greatest kindness
who

Finances

ing

To the Editor

NEW

WESTBROOK AFFAIRS.

The

Kindergarten.

six

The method of getting the fish affords
an opportunity for great
sport. Like
the shark the sword fish can be seen for
a considerable distance
by his back fin,
which protrudes above the surface of the
water as he swims.
But unlike the
shark the sword fish moves steadily, with
the upper tip of his tail also out of water,
as rigid and steady as the fin itself.
The
sword fish also generally go in shoals.
The sword fish is captured by means
of a long spear or harpoon.
To the shank
of this spear is attached a stout line
about six hundred feet long; and to the
end of the line is made fast a stout,
water-tight cask. Each harpoon is good
for one swordfish, and a schooner usually carries a considerable number of
them. The fish may be harpooned from
'dories or from the bowsprit of the
schooer. In smooth weather the dories
are used, but in rough weather the bowsprit is the only safe place.
The harpooning of the fish is fine sport.
The spearman either throws his harpoon
at the sword fish, or makes a thrust. In
either case no attempt is made to retain
control of the harpoon, for the great fish

n

The FirBt

BUILDING ON THE HILL.

July 11, Mrs. Johanna, wife of
Reagan, aged 65 years.
papers please copv.l
this city. July 11, Stephen Eagles, aged 69
?ears 3 months.
[Funeral on Wednesday afternoon at 2 o’clk,
it late residence, No. 51 Chapel street.
In Standisli, July 9, Miss Mary Trickey, aged
53 years 10 months 21 days.
In Charlestown. Mass., July 9, Mary A., wife
if John G. Anthoine, aged 46 years 8 months.
LFuneral this Tuesday afternoon at 2 o'clock,
Inn the Methodist Church, Duck Pond.
In Pittsfield, July 5, Miss Effie Holmes, aged
18 years.
In Madison, June 2S, Mrs. Carrie McKenney,
iged 42 years.
In Anson, June 29, Albert K. Walker, aged
15 years.

BARRELS, TANKS AND CANS.

13 and 35 Commercial
maylS

PORTLAND, MAINE.

St.,
dtf

(KaseSanbonfc

In this city,
lie late John

Seal Brand •
•
Coffee.

[Boston
In

Java and Mocha

—

justly called

“

The Aristocratic Coffee of America.”

This is the Coffee served in the Japanese Garden

at

the Pure Pood Exhibition.

whole roasted (unground) in 2 lb.
air-tight cans.
get free 24 beautiful photographs of Eastern T.if», Address,
CHASE & SANBORN. Boston, Mass.

Always packed

I

Flowers
DENNETT the Florist,

570

Congress Street,

I

You can

We sell only to the trade.

MAINE TOWNS.

SUMMER RESORTS.
Items

of

Interest

Gathered

miscellaneous.
by

Corres-

J. H.

pondents of the Press.

E, A. SAWYER, Proprietor.

Raymond.

'Now open for permanent and transient guests.
Shore dinners a specialty. Parties entertained
short notice.
ju292mo

“LAWSON

MOUSE,”

South Karpswell, EVIe.
pleasant seaside liotel has been greatly
improved, and is now supplied with ail the
modern improvements, including hot and cold
sea, water baths.
Scenery unsurpassed; good
bathing, boating and fishing. Open for guests
June 15th, 1892. Special rates for parties.

THIS

KARPSWELL HOTEL COMPANY, PROPRIETORS
For
J.

accommodations or particulars apply to
POOLER, Manager, Portland, Me.
max24-tf

Guests.
[From Our Regular Correspondent.]
There are in North Raymond two distinct mineral springs, the Raymond and
Wilson springs, with a hotel connected
with each. The hotel, at
Raymond
Spring is owned by Clias. E. Small, will
accommodate 25 persons and has a good
run of business.
Guests for the summer are: Clerk oi
Courts
C. Stone,

and

family,

■\7V23X_.C.'OiVI33.

FOR WOOD OR COAL.

Gold Ciarlsi Portalo
with its many valuable

Range,
labor-saving improve-

suggested by over fifty years' experience.
Hade in every variety and style
wanted, by skilful mechanics,

ments

from,the best materials.
We warrant the CLARION to comprise more improvements than
any other make.
Its great sales prove the fact that It
leads all competitors.
Sold

by

wide-awake Stove Dealers. If not for
sale in your loc.ilitv,
QEND for 32-page booh < send to the maker's,
c
who will inform you
} O
of testimonials.
c how to purchase this
ceiebrated Range.
Manufactured and for sale by

\

$

“Si. WOOD, BISHOP & 00,
FOR SALE BY

A. R.

ALEXANDER,

22 Monument Sq., Portland, Me.
-AKD-

H. T. BOYNTON,
95

apr28

Main St., 'Westbrook. Me.

eod6m

THE

or

WORLD.

small.

PORTLAND SCREEN
OFFICE AND

Our Regular Correspondent.]
Mr.
Gleason, of Gloucester,
Mass., occupied the pulpit at the Congregational church last Sunday afternoon
and evening.
Rev. Daniel Greene, lato pastor at this
place, has received a call from the united
churches at Monson and Abbott.
The adjourned parish meeting is called
to meet next Saturday evening at 7.30
o’clock.
Miss L. Gertrude Tewksbury has gone
to Mount Vernon on a visit to relatives.
Mrs. C. H. Blanchard arrived home
from Camden last week, where she has
been on a visit to relatives.
Not much haying was done the past
week on account of weather. There will
be quite a falling oft' from last year, not
more than two-thirds, and some places
not over one-half.
The following is the list of officers of
the Cumberland Centre Band organised
on Tuesday
evening of last week:
President—W. Id. Rowe.
Vice Presidents—Benjamin Whitney, ft. J,
Porter.
Secy, and Trea*.—P. M. Leighton.

ME.
PORTLAND,’eodtf
_

VISITORS.

LADIES’
Theo Ties and N. Y. Slippers in many

shades,

and half sizes.

all sizes

It All In.

o,

o.wlonoloood otowo doolov..

MISSES’ and LADIES’

litter, dust, smoke, or kindlings to bother with;
coal range furniture works perfectly on them;
no wicks to trim or labor of
cleaning stove to prevent smell; a flame of absolute purity; no odors
imparted to anything cooked or baked on them.
in expense ot material used will pay for
Saving
stove in twelve months’ use. A model of cleanliness, handsome, durable, economical, and positively non- explosive. Investigate.
PORTLAND,—Nelson Tenney, C. H. Crocker,
F. & C. B. Nash, O.
M. & D. W.
Nash,
C. A.
Cummings, Akeley & Wilson. T.
F. Foss & Son, A. R. Alexander.
SO. PORTLAND, C. A. Tilton.
WESTBROOK. H. F.
WOODFORDS. F. E. Wheeler,
Boynton.
CUMBERLAND MILLS. H. S. Hudson. OLD
ORCHARD BEACH,
N. E. Hill.
BRUNSW1CK, Adams & Ridley. John Furbish. RICH-

COMPANY.
jyn

3t
MISCELLANEOUS.

GEO.

TWENTY-FIVE
I[FIFTEEN
DRED DOLLARS will
TO

HUN-

secure an interest
and management of an established business.
Please investigate.
Address H. B. M„ this
office.
12-1

Congress

streets.

6-1

country board.
PARTIES—wishing
dress M. C. BURNELL. Gorham,
Box

$6.80.

by wearing Brown’s Russets, Oxfords

and Bluclier Bals.
YOUTHS’ and BOYS'

Ad-

Me.,

23-4

sign of gold boot.

BROWN,461 CongressSt.
BDAHTCH STORE,
:

:

944

:

afternoon on the Eastern
a pocket-book containing cash,
two keys. Will the finder please leave al
THIS OFFICE, and receive reward.
12-1

also

Portland
"POUND—Between
A
with a sum

pockeFbook
have the
40, Raymond, Me.
owner can

same

by

and Raymond, s
of money in it. The
calling at BOX No,
12-1

astray—A bay horse, white foot
about six years old. The owner will prove
property and pay charges. JOHN E. TOMP
SON, Standisli, Maine._
8-1

FOUND

Congress Street.
eodtj
°

have

found the
FOUND—I
Earth, for Rheumatism

BUMOWES’ improved

Greatest Cure

or,

and Neuralgia ir

their worst chronic forms. I suffered twelve
years and tried every known remedy. Sufferers
write to me and enclose stamp.
MISS E. S.

ORR East Harpswell, Maine.

jyld&wlmo*

BANK BOOK LOST.

SAVINGS

been notified in

writing,
required
WE by Revised Statutes, Chapter
47. Section
have

as

112, by Mrs. Margaret Washington of Portland
Me., that her Deposit Book No. 65,88(5 is losl
and that she desires a duplicate book issued tc
her.
MAINE SAVINGS BANK
by Alpheus G. Rogers, Treas.

Portland, Me.,

HARD OVER NIGHT.
WITHOUT STICKING
WITH HIGH GLOSS.

8 FLOOR AND 12 ARTiSTIG WALL COLORS.
THE GARY-OGDEN CO., Sole Manufacturers,
".4 OLIVElt

ST., ROST O V.

COOK, EVERETT,
WHOLESALE

AND

&

RETAIL

PENNELL,
AGENTS,

137 & 139 middle St., Portland, me.
apr23

eod3m

June

27,1892. ju28dlaw3wl

THE

stockholders of the Atlantic & St. Law-

rence

Railroad

Company

are

hereby

noti-

fied that their annual meeting, for the choice of
a Board of Directors and for the transaction of
such other business as may legally be presented, will be held at ten o’clock in the forenoon of
tile first Tuesday, the second day. of August
1892. at the office of tile Treasurer of the company in Portland.
F. R.

BARRETT,

Clerk of the Company.
Portland, July 9,1892.
jy9,S&Tutd

People of different circumstances

necessarily requires contracts materially differing in charter. The policies
UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY are framed
so as to cover every conceivable requirement of the intending insurer.
of the

Apply

at 41
6-1

machinery and models to
WANTED—Light
make; I also do all kinds of engine,
TO E
June

mill and mowing machine repairs;
and fittings in stock. HOLLIS CENMACHINE SHOP, Hollis Centre, Maine.
28th, 1892.
jy29-8

to have
flag. The place
WANT—You
to
buy is at KYAN & KELSEY’S, No. 243
a new

Commercial street.

23-4

—----—-

--S-

TTr ANTED—People to know the MUTUAL
»
RESERVE FUND LIFE ASSOCIATION,
170V2 Middle street. Free policies. Cash surrender. Paid up value. Incontestable. Average cost $10 pur 3000. 3V2 millions surplus.
Call and see our ten year policy. Smart agents
wanted, llig money.
19-tf
call at your store
house
WANTED—To
and pay you cash for old rags,barrels,

Iron, rubbers, bottles, metals of all kinds. If
you have any of the above please drop me a
postal. Address C. li.
WISH, 131 Green
street,

city.n-itf
to

buy from $1000 to ,$15,NOTICE—Wanted
000 worth of east-olf clothing; I pay the

highest
and

price for ladies’ dresses, gents’
children’s clothing, ami gents’ winter overcash

coats; call, or address letter
LEVI, 07 Middle

or

postal to S.

street.__auglOtf
a

lino

UJUVV.

II1J

FEMALE

an

a

take the

manage economically. Address MRS. H., nurse; or M. housekeeper,
PRESS OFFICE, Portland, Me.
6-1

lady desiring to spend few
WANTED—A
weeks in
Portland would like
a

or

near

a
un-

position

as seamstress by tire day or
week;
derstands cutting and fitting; can give good refAddress MRS. A. ELKINS, Island

erences.

Pond, Vt.6-1

WAKTTBI>.
A girl to do general
housework in a family of
four.
References re-

quired.
MANSON G. LARRABEE,
jly7dlw
246 MidcLle

Hall’s Vegetable Sicilian Hair Renewer re
the hair and its natural color.

stores

Ruined.

Proprietor—What are you taking bad
there?
Waiter—Customer sent this beefsteak back
says he couldn't cut it.
Proprietor (examining it)-Take it back to hin
and tell him lie’ll have to pay for it. We car
never use it again; he
has bent it all out o:

IN

LET—Seaside Cottage, with furniture,
located a little beyond Portland Dead, in
Cape Elizabeth. Pure, cold spring water;
everything desirable; rent nominal. Apply to
(I. W. VERRILL, 191 Middle street, Portland,

TO

Me.

E, T. BURROWES & CO., 70 FREE ST., PORTLAND MAINE.

eod2m

LET—Ft. ..tshed summer cottage of eight
rooms, situated near Cape Cottage, spring
water piped into house, meals may be secured
at hotel if desired; price reasonable.
Address
CHAS. J. WATERHOUSE, 269 Com’l. St. 12-1

TO

LET—Near Western Promenade
TO house,
ten rooms, steam heat, bath

a new

and
the
latest styles, cool cellar, very desirable, near
Congress St. For further information apply to
N. S. GARDINER, 185 Middle St.
12-1

laundry, modern throughout, finished

in

LET
At 697 Congress street
be
TO found
the choicest variety of turnouts of
—

can

in Maine, consisting in part of Berlin
coaches, landaus, coupes, coupelettes, for weddings, parties, funerals, railroads or steamboats, etc.; also phaetons, buggies, surrys, cabriolettes, buckboards, wagonette for six, vizaking for nine passengers; cabriolettes and surrys, with or without tops, to let without horses;
teams to let by the month or season. FERNALI)
& SAWYER, the stablers, 097 Congress street.
any stable

upstairs
$20.

A small genius, aged tour,
by his grandmother a new

was

being taugh

prayer, the

othe;

It was in verse, and ran thus:
“Jesus, gentle shepherd, hear me;
Keep thy little lamb touight.”
“Grandma,” said the little boy, “do you

sa'

MARINE INSURANCE COMPANY.

and reliable Company is
THIS
the most
ing Marine Risks
terms.
old

on

now

writ-

favorable

If you desire Marine Insurance, write the
Company for rates and terms.
Correspondence solicited and given prompt
attention.
L. N. PAINE,
LEWIS NICKERSON,
President.
Secretary.
may2
d6m

MISS E. P. MANN,

of

Boston,

formed a class for Out-of-door Painting in
Water Colors, during the month of July 1892.
Applications addressed to care of Mr. FRED
KENDALL, Great Diamond Island.
Terms the course of Ten lessons, SIS; Single
has

This is not only just as good”
as others, but far better. One
trial will support this claim.
WUIlamw & (Jmlcton, Hartford, Ct.

apr28

lessons *2.50

JyOlw

several years, the tide has been
a way to waft the
UNION MUTUAL forward in the
current of continued and increasing
success. Its policy contracts taken
as a whole are the most liberal of any
in the market.
For

steadily flowing in

SOLD
EVERYWHERE
eod4m

prayer?”
‘•well, not exactly.”

that

she answered. “Wliv?’
’Cause, if you said it, you’d have to let till
‘little lamb’ go. and say‘keep the old sheep!’
—Boston Traveller.

SMOKE A\T

A bright, blooming complexion comes of the
good blood made by using Ayer’s Sarsaparilla

Positive Proof.
Merritt—Did Johnnie have a good tune oi
Fourth?
Brown—He must have had. The doctor savi
he won’t be able to leave his bed for a week.N ew York Sun.

dr.
es

1851.
The Old Standard Family Medicine.
It regulates the bowels, assists digestion,
and cures those diseases arising fromadisordered stomach or liver, such as: Constipation, Biliousness, Indigestion, toss of
Appetite, Headaches, etc.
BEST REMEDY FOR WORMS KNOWN.
Price, 35c., 50c., and $1.00. At all druggists,

J.

Or of the Proprietors.
F- TRUE &. CO., Auburn, Maine.

yl6

TT&-S&wtl4

STEPHEN BERRY,

renewed

ac

STREET.

motes tlie

ae

Kidneys and
annihilates
Rheumatism quickly.

WRECK—U. S. Kngineei
Portland

Congress street,

June 2,1892.
Notice is hereby giver
to all persons interested in the wreck of the
schooner “Isabel Alberto,” and the cargo there
of, sunk in the southern part of Rockland Har
bor, Maine, that unless said wreck shall he re

moved by July 13,1892, the United States will
proceed to remove it in accordance with law
Sealed proposals, in triplicate, will be received
at this office until 3 p. m., on Wednesday, Jul>
13,1892, for the removal of the above named
wreck. The attention of bidders is invited tc
the Acts of Congress approved February 26,
1885, and February 23, 1887, Vol. 23, p. 332
and Vol. 24, p. 414, Statutes-at-Large.
Foi
specifications, forms of bid. and information
apply to this office. PETER C. HAINS. Lieut,
Colonel of Engineers.
jelO, 11.13,14jyll, 12
ENGINEER OFFICE. 537 Congress
Street, Portland, Maine, June 25, 1892
—Sealed proposals for completing the construe
tion of Stone Wharf and for rough stone in Jet
ty at mouth of Kennebunk River, Maine, wii;
be received at this office until 3 p. m. Wednesday, July 13,1892, and then publicly opened.
Specifications, blank forms, and all available
information will be furnished on application tc

US.

this office.

jy2,4,o,6,ll,12

■»]■ S. ENGINEER OFFICE, 537 Congress
Street, Portland, Maine, .Tune 22, 1892,
—Sealed proposals for construction of rip-rap
mouth of Saco River, Maine, will be reat
jetty
ceived at this office until 3 p. nt. on Wednesday,
13.
July
1892, and then publicly opened. Spec!
tications, blank forms, and all available information will be furnished on application to tills
office.
jy2,4,5,0,ll,12
OFFICE, 537 Congress
Maine. June 22,1892

jy2,4,5,G,ll,12

tivity,

Bladder,

ant

success.

JIalaria

am;

A. B. Butler, so long engaged in the Dry
Goods business in this city, has entered the employ of ,T. R. Libbv, the well known dry goods
merchant on Congress St., where lie will be
pleased to meet all his friends and customers,
who will receive his personal attention, and the
benefit of the best inducements this popular
house is able to offer.
"'*

building lots
IjiORdry;SALE—Splendid
three minutes walk from
one

SALE—In the western
POR
a
eight room house in

part of city an
good repair. Gas,
Sebago, furnace heat; good sized lot, fruit trees,
handy to R. R.. at a low price if applied for at
N. S.

once.

L.

8-1

LET.—On Long Island,
TO cated,
furnished cottage
to all

Respectfully b

butleb
dlw

ErCushing, Proprietor

Fong Island, Casco Ray, Portland, Me.,
Is prepared lo furnish Societies. Clubs, Excursions, Church Picnics, Private Parties, and the
public generally, with Shore Dinners, Clan
Bakes and Chowders of every kind at reason
able rates. Bathing Houses, Base Ball Grounds
and Groves connected with the Hall, and are
free for the use of our patrons. Long Island is
one of the most pleasant
Summer Resorts ir
Casco Bay.

Hoarding
iun2U

and

Lodging by

the

day

at reasonable rates.

or

week

eodlin

a

of

pleasantly
five

lo-

rooms

handy
steamers; good water and Kitchen
conveniences, Apply to F. BRUNEL, Room 16
Oxford Building, 185 .Middle street.
8-1
let—About July 25th
Tenement
house corner Eastupper tenement in
to

an

new

Promenade and Congress St.
For particulars call on J. H. Blake, Widgery’s Wharf or at
the house evenings.
7-1
ern

LET—Two nicely furnished cottages
Town Landing, Falmouth Foreside,
containing six rooms, one an open fire place,
water near, steamer five trips a day to city, fare
10 cts. Address C. I). Haskell, on premises or
N. S. Gardiner, 185 Middle St., Portland. 6-1
near

LET—Two

rents at the
newly
TO Sterling homestead,
Peak's Island. Apply

to Seth

finished

Sterling, Deputy Sheriff’s office, Port-

land, Maine.

4-4

Cumberland

TO Grand Trunk railroad station,Foreside
two storied
LET—At

near

a

house, stable

and

carriage house, eight

rooms,
furnished, near the shore.
Best facilities for
boating and bathing. Terms very low for the
season.
For particulars apply to HENRY S.
TBICKEY, No. 9 Exchange St.
2-2

street._

sale—At Gorham

village, two storied
FOR
house, barn, 65 acres of land, including pas-

turage and woodland, 100 grafted fruit trees,
sundry small fruits, water carried into house,
eight minutes walk from centre of village. S.
O. CARRUTHERS, 44 Hampshire street, Port

land.__

LET—Money to loan on first and second
X mortgage and any good collaterals.
We
also buy commercial paper and loan life insurance policies three years old.
W. P. CARR,
Room 6, 2d floor, No. 185 Middle street 30-2
riio LET—For the season, a furnished cotH
tairti nn "Pnol.-c Tclnnrl
carnn
iflm.-l
and plastered. Inquire of F. C. WHITE. 480
19-tf
Congress street.

FOR
ready

for

inspection;

dence solicited.

will sell

cheap;correspon-

C. P. MATTOCKS, Portland,

Me.

6-2

the pleasant healthy village
of Gorham, house containing twelve room#
arranged for one or two families, choice location, two minute’s walk to station, near schools
and churches, for sale at a bargain by G. D.
1-2
WEEKS, Gorham, Me.

FOR

sale—In

9-1

TMCYCFES FOR SAFE—Two expert Colum
-19 bia. 52 and 56 Inch will be sold at a bargain; also 2 Butcher byclometers. and other
bicycle supplies will be sold very low. Call at
E. B. ROBINSON & CO., piano rooms, 400 Cnn8-1
gress St.
second hand jigger.
DENNISON & CO., Nol74

SAFE CHEAP—A

FORSARGENT.

Commercial street.

28-4

SAFE—Elegant set ot modern style
drug fixtures; hand made, finished in ash
and walnut; consists of prescription counter,
sales counter, labelled drawers, patient medicine cases, etc.; a rare chance to secure a valuable set ot fixtures for less than one-third their
cost; will prepay freight and charges to any
piace within reasonable distance. C. B. DAD2tf
TON, 57 Washington street.

FOR

SAFE—In the village of New Gloucester
FOR
(Lower Corner), the nice residence ot lie
late Mrs. I. H.

Keith.

COTTAGES TO UET-Some Of
the best
SUMMER
cottages in Portland harbor to let.
of A. M.
summer

SMITH, Portland,

Imquire

16-tf

I.ET—Store 278 Middle street, near Monument square, now occupied by Cyrus
Lowell. Tnis store has been occupied as a boot
and shoe store for over 20 years.
Possession
given July 1st. CHAS. MCCARTHY, JR.

110

SAFE—Farm of 100 acres in City of
Westbrook, on Cumberland street; one
mile from East and West End; known as
Hussey larm. Inquire of C. E. GRIFFIN.
Cumberland Mills. Me.
14-8

FOR

EXPE WED RETAIL ilRV GOODS

SALESMEN
-AUNTIS

SUPERINTENDENTS
~W airtYtoci.
First-class, experienced, retail Dry
Goods salesmen wanted for onr varions
deparments; also retail Superintendents and Floor Walkers. Apply to Mr.
KRAMER, at R. II. WHITE & CO’S,
Boston.
3t
jyo

Steamboat For Sale.
Tbe sound and serviceable steamer
the “City of Richmond,” 600 tons,
and having 61 staterooms, now running between Portland and Maehias,
on the route of the Portland, Mt. Desert & Maehias Steamboat Company, is
offered for sale, delivered at either
Portland or Rockland, after July 1st
next. She may now be seen on her
For description and
present route.
terms apply to PAYS03V TUCKER, General Manager, Portland, Mt. Desert &
Maehias Steamboat Company, Portland, Me.
may3-dft
WLU

COMPANY,

25

__

AGENTS.
wanted to sell
agents
WANTED—Alive
able bodied
the cheapest life insur-

UllITl

E.B. ROBINSON & CO.
(ESTABLISHED 1847.)
Have removed to their elegant warerooms,

400 Congress St.,
high grade 37IiV3VOS and
oriGriVivs at prices that defy competition.
Piano tuning personally attended to.
Pianos exchanged. Second hand instruments
Mid offer

fabUteodlv

Cor sale.

board.

Summer Board.
West

Baldwin,
PEQUAKET HOUSE
THE
Me., is
open for the hoard of families
few
and
of
at

now

others desirous
spending a
days or
est Baldwin is one of
weeks in the country.
the most picturesque and healthful places in
Maine, only HO miles from Portland on the
Mountain Division of the Maine Central. Board
from 83.50 to 85 a week. Pure spring water,
fresh milk and eggs and fresh vegetables are
specialties at the Pequaket House. Eor further
particulars address OLIVER MITRCH, West
juloeodBw*
Baldwin, Me.

are

Good Country Board.

men

in the United States. Liberal terms to
good canvassers. Previous experience not necessary. Correspondence invited. THE PROVIDENT AID SOCIETY, Office 93 Exchange
street. Portland. Me.
6-8

KJLJL1A1SJLB
-OF-

TO LET.

and 27 Commercial Street.
mar7dtf

of

some small
apples and located
and

_11-tf

Floor space with
licat and
power. Apply to GIANT ELEC-

Buildings

in good rewater, abundance of
fruit.
This place is
would make a nice home
pleasantly
or a delightful summer residence;
fine schools
and churches within a few minutes’ walk, and
short distance to Maine Central and Grand
Trunk Railroad depots. Will be sold cheap to
close the estate.
Enquire of ANDREW C.
CHANDLER, near above residence, ,1. M.
Thompson, Esq., Register of Deeds, Portland, or
L. J. STROUT, Administrator, Limington, Me.
I-tf

pair, good cellar, plenty

imnnw

ance

6-2

SALE—25 horse power horizontal boiler, locomotive pattern, tested hundred
pounds, cold water pressure; now in city and

riio

Me.

GARDINER, 185 Middle St. 7-1

SALE—We have on hand about 500
pairs men's canvas base ball lace shoe*
with leather soles; these are regular $1 shoes
but we are closing them out for 60 cents a pair
this is a genuine bargain.
H. P. MCCARTHY,
395 and 457 Fore
6-1

75 Wilmot street,
Chestnut street. $12;

LET—OAKDALE. down stairs rent of
7 rooms with bath room and pantry, $15;
upstairs rent of eight rooms, $14; upstairs rent
of 6 rooms, $10; new houses, Sebago. perfect
drainage. D. R. FROHOCK, 23 William St.

TO

alwav*
electric

cars, running every 15 minutes; best location
in Deering. Two six thousand feet, $150 each;
one sixty-two hundred feet, $350; one
eighteen
thousand feet, $450. A. C. LIBBY & CO., 42 Vi
Exchange street.
7-1

9-1

rooms
St. Lawrence street, $12;
rent 6 rooms and bath all in order,
O. BEAN & CO., 40 Exchange street.

TRIC MOTOR

CASCO BAY HOUSE, Chas.

A CARD.
The dread of forfeiture has been
the greatest drawback against life
insurance. The absolute removal of
this possibility is one of the prime
causes of the UNION MUTUAL’S

pro
tion of tin

Maine,

—Sealed proposals
dredging at mouth oi
Saco River, Maine, will he received at this office
until 3 p. m. on Wednesday, July 13,1892, and
then publicly opened.
Specifications, blank
forms, anil all available information will be
furnished On application to this office.

BOOK BP JOB PplHTER,

glassful dos

the liver t«

OF

REMOVAt
Office, 537

ENGINEER

No. 37 PLUM

pOR

TO

US.Street, Portland.
for

woSirnmoriT

stimulates

—

__7-1

Dr.

Excels all others. If you want the
strongest, purest, and best, insist on
having Williams’. It is unequalled in
wholesomeness and flavor. One bottle
of extract makes 5 gallons.
Ask for it.

SALE—2 story house and stable locaA
ted No. 58 Oxford St., house containing
10 finished rooms arranged for two
families;
all in first class repair, lot 45x95, will rent well
tile year round, a good investment. Inquire of
A. C. I.IBIiY, 42 yt> Exchange St.
7-1

12-1

rooms

Lowest,

INCORPORATED, 1845.—MARINE RISKS ONI.Y.

The unequalled success of Allcock’s Po
Rons Plasters as an external remedy has in
duced unscrupulous parties to oiler imitations
which they endeavor to sell on the reputatioi
of Allcock’s. It is absurdity to speak o
them in the same category as the genuine po
rous plaster.
Their pretensions are unfounded
their vaunted merit unsupported by facts, tlicii
alleged superiority to or equality with All
cock's a false pretense.
The ablest medical practitioners and chem
ists and thousands of grateful patients unite ii
declaring Allcock’s Porous Plasters tin
best external remedy ever produced.
Beware of imitations, and do not be deceivec
by misrepresentation. Ask for Allcock’s, an<
let no solicitation or explanation induce you t< 1
accept a substitute.

a

half tillage,
and 10 tons

street.

choice upstairs tenement for
small American family in eastern part city.
Sebago water and modern conveniences. <1. w.
VERRILL, 191 Middle street.12-1

TO

SALE—At Spurwink, Cape Elizabeth,
farm of 80 acres, stock and tools, one
home farm cuts 30 tons of English
of salt hay, fine sea view. For
particulars inquire on the premises or address
EDWARD F. CABMAN.
7-1

FOR

SALE—Houses for sale. Prices, $500,
$1,100, $1,300, $1,400, $1,500
$1,700, $1,900, $2,000, $2,200, $2,500, $2,700.
$4,000. By J. C. WOODMAN, 105V4 Exchange

LET—A

LET—6 rooms
TO
48
$10; 5
lower rent 6
6

WORLD

and our screens will wear at least three times as long as cheaply made screens.
There is some
difference between a Portland made carriage and one made in the West, but there is a greater
difference between our screens and the cheaper grades that are sold at prices in advance oi
ours.
We make screens to order only and will send men to show samples, give estimates or
take measures.

EQUITABLE

11-1

sale—('heap; Horse, 11 years okl>
JL
weighs 950 pounds, good worker and extra good driver, will sell at a
great bargain if
sold at once, as I have no use for her. Call alp
131 Oxford street. City.
8-1

rear

THE

BURROWES’ IMPROVED WIRE WINDOW AND DOOR SCREENS are made Irom
stock which has been in preparation from one to three years. Every part of the work is done
carefully and systematically (in large rooms thoroughly equipped with machinery) by experienced screen makers. Vi e have already this year screened more than one hundred miles ol
line residences.

Our Prices Are tlie

on

street, south Portland, in good repair, with
large stable, and lot 50x100; price $1600. Inquire of A. C. LIBBY, 42Va Exchange street.

FOR$1,000,

TO EET.

street,_
LARGEST

_ll-i

ford

and

care

LET—A
tenement of five room, cen$10 per month; also
for $o; also for sale, houses in all parts of
the city by J. C. WOODMAN, 105 Vi Exchange

THE

three horses.
185 Middle

FOR

HELP.

good
TO trally located,
price

ARE

valuable

one

street._

1**U

one

Schaumburg,

in small wine

SMOKE AW

in
large house preferred.
Chestnut street.

furnished; August, September and October $75.
BROWN, sign of gold boot.ll-l

Ayer’s Ague Cure is warranted specific for al
malarial diseases and biliary derangements.

night.

rjQTICB.

ing

in
pastry cook-

first class cook

or

BROWN’S

FACTORIES

a

—

SAXE—One and one-half story house,
IjfORcontaining
nine rooms, situated
Stan-

a

a
a

11-3

SCREEN

G. W. VERRILL, 101 middle

to

by
WANTED—Situation
beach
mountain house;

COTTAGE TO LET
Orchard
Beach, six rooms, lour sleeping rooms,
kitchen
and dining room properly
furnished;

OUR

Apply

street.__12-1

10 rooms, steam heated, stable for
Perms easy. N. S. GAltDINElt,

_

41 have heard,” said Gus de Smith to Most
“that the fellow who stole your
money and ran off with it has been killed ir
Colorado. He has certainly gone to hades,
You ought to be glad.”
“1 vould be much more glad ven I got mj
money pack,” responded Mose. “It don’t do
me good veil dot tarn rascal goes to dot hot
place, ven I have to pay his travelling exphensei
outen by own bocket.”—Texas Siftings.

SAXE—A superior family horse, gentle,
FOR
sound, willing, not afraid of cars, weighs
1100.

cash, to address the undersigned,
be pleased to call on them. Address
W„ PKESS OFFICE.9-1
pose of for
who would

LOST—Sunday
Promenade,

:

FOR

a

St,

LOST AND FOUND.

Stylish Footwear.

:

SAXE—a well built summer cottage
with carriage house and stable all in perfect order, situated at Pond Cove, Cape Elizabeth, lias shore frontage, 4 miles from Portland, house lias 7 rooms and an abundance of
excellent water, one acre of land; price $1,550
cost nearly double that amount.
Photograph
of above can be seen at office of BENJAMIN
SHAW, 5iya Exchange St._
12-1

SAXE

by
experienced
WANTED—Positions
nurse, and
housekeeper who is able to

—

4, reference required and given.

Union Station,
Jy2_

SAXE.

Low,
property at
who have defaulted FOR
Oakdale, commanding location,
mile
WANTED—Parties
western mortgages they would lik to disfrom city hall, Portland, via ■‘electrics-’; house

ATTENTION—Any dealer having a tierce of molasses, Bregaro
Porto
Iiico number 13—80 gallons, 21 gallons outs
on hand, please drop a card to A. B. C.
Argus
office and they may hear something to their advantage.
7-1

Congress street, corner of Oak; as we
manufacture onr goods, and can therefore give
trunks reDaircd; open
you bottom prices;
evenings.
6-1

LADIES’

IMITATORS AND IMPOSTORS.

PA5NTS.

WANTED—The

WANTED—With capital in
Partner
well-established business.
Address L.,

Notice

PKOVINCK'rOWN, mass.

5 M ss, 8AKITA8Y

public to know thatJ. G.
CUKKIEK, bell hanger, is at 137 Clark
street.
Speaking tubes and bells of every description put into hotels,- private houses and
steamboats at short notice; all work warranted;
orders by mail attended to.9-1

horse owners—Bring
your horse and get four steel shoes for
$1.25; iron shoes for light horses, $1.00; sideweights and toe weights, $1.50; interfering,
over-reaching and lame horses cured or no pay;
call and get satisfaction. E. MORRILL, Preble
and Oxford Sts.
8-1
to

or

New and Stylish Bluclier Oxfords.
UVEEHNT’S
P. L. Bals, all widths, sizes and half sizes, price

9-3

_

or

H. LORD'S Famous 50c Tea is finding
its way into a large number of homes on
account of its true merits. If you have not tried
it call at 272 CONGRESS ST., lor a free
12-1
sample. Best Roller Flour $5.

persons in want of trunks
WANTED—All
bags to call at E. D. REYNOLDS’, 556
and 558

New Style Bluclier Front Eace.

and

do not materially heat the kitchen, we guarantee to boil three quarts of water in eight minutes. and to heat three eight-pound flat irons
hissing hot in the same time on our §8 stove,
which is at least three times as much work as
can be done on any kerosene oil stove sold for
the same money. There is no coal, soot, ashes,

Boilei- Makers and Moulders
Wanted. Apply at PORTLAND

and

LADIES’

of Povtlovwl

vicinity, have thoroughly investigated the
improved VAPOR STOVES of 1892. With the
high state of perfection which they have now
attained, we have no hesitation in stating that
we believe them superior m all respects to any
known method of summer cooking, and have
accordingly bought and placed on sale in our
respective stores a line of them varying in price
from 84 to §28. We shall be pleased to show
anyone who wishes to investigate their advantages, which in brief are as follows: Their
power is equal to a coal range, and while they

,iyi ldtf

PICTURES!

LADIES’

A WIFE
TTo +1-,

TEBBECli & TOSS COMPANV,

PICTURES! Those In want of a
good picture, lor a small amount of money,
would do well to call on us.
Pictures framed
to order; moulding for sale; picture wire and
moulding hooks. E. D. REYNOLDS, Cor. Oak

Wire Screens

WISDOM.

The SCHLOT-

GROCERS

LADIES’

Russet Boots and Oxfords.

Dili? Cierlt.

in

Stylish Oxfords in many styles and shades.

CIIILDnEKT’S,

[Frjm

Taking

CO.,

FACTORY,

Sign of Gold. Boot

Slippers,

WANTED—Anyone

mill, grist
keep pipe

’XKTj&JSirFESD.
A

Our patent spiral spring attachment is without a
rival, as its
method of application renders the adjustment of the screens
perand
and
has
easy,
experience
fectly simple
fully proven that in
and
retention
of
it
durability
spring power
leads all others.
Measures taken and estimates furnished for orders of
any size

large

FOR

that has a friend that
has the liquor habit can get a medicine
that will entirely kill the appetite for
anything
that is intoxicating; it is entirely harmless and
can be given without the
knowledge of the
patient;it is the greatest nerve tonic on earth.
Addres Mrs. with stamp, BOX 4, Willard. Me.

saw

OsstPatentedSlidisigW ireW indowScreens andScraeiiDoors

Rev.

WIT AND

established trade good for §1500 yearly; $]otj
to $200 required (protected from risk) address
“G. L.” Press ofiice.
30-2

Russet Boots and Oxfords.

CUMBERLAND CENTRE.

Washington

235

business; goods have unlimited demand; no
travelling or soliciting, office work exclusively,

MANUFACTURERS OF THE

to hear the chimes in the vil-

Cumberland.

STKONG,

percent. JOHN .1.

PorflSn{I?%&ine,

SUMMER

B.

WANTED—A

^

mszrn Co

precision by the ladies, and the remarkable display of wit by the gentlemen, the
party drew rein at King George Tavern,
where with reluctance they turned their
faces homeward, where they arrived in

With the fact in view that with the practical |
housekeeper the question of domestic economy is
always aa important one, we invite attention to
hand of Father Time.
the famous

smart reliable man to handle
State of Maine, for the best campaign
novelty ever invented; tremendous seller; loti

of

93 HANOVER ST.,
m*17__

season

I___ll-l

as

IKT

lage tower toll the hour of midnight.
The superb scenery and the glorious
moonlight gave an impression that could
not be obliterated oven by the repressing

WANTED-Reliable business man to take
position as Treasurer in an established
; business; capital required $5,000 to §10,000;
!a salary of §3,000 per annum will be
paid the
to the right party. Address
I
A., Press Ofiice
!

fair business tact
WANTED—Gentleman
general sales agent for manufacturing

along the Pequawket trail. After listening to some tine selections by the orchestra, which consisted of one cornet, and

due

HELP.

vi

West Baldwin.

vocal solos that were rendered with much

MALE

St., room 14, Boston.

don, Portland; Mrs. Warriner, Portland,
and Fred N. Hooper and family. Late
arrivals, Hon. J. N. Winslow and wife,

To the Editor of the Press :
Among the many who availed themselves of the favorable weather of the 8th
inst. was a party of jovial boarders from
Portland, mingled with the ever hospitiable people of West Baldwin, who gave
themselves of the pleasure that would be
derived from a moonlight ride. After
taking possession of a hay rack and starting at 9 o’clock from Maplewood Hall,
the spirited horses wended their way

WANTED.

LET—Pleasant rooms at 71 Free St
Good boarding house near. MISS L. Ii

J)AY.14-1 f

Call and see our new and beautiful styles just introduced
at the Lamsou Studio, opposite the Falmouth Hotel.
The
elegant and tasteful “Paris Panel,” the Ivorytype, Acmea
new
tints,
style closely resembling Photos in natural colors
and greatly admired by all who have seen them.

B.
Esq.; Hon. N. P. Stone and
family, Syracuse, New York; Hon. T. L.
Manson, Cambridge, Mass.; Newell Ly,
ons and wife, Portland; Mrs. S. E.
Brag-

S.

IIO

LAMSON,
Photographer.

Maine,

Wm. Marks and wife and Mr. Willis
Cheuery, Portland.
For want of room nearly 100 people
have been turned away for the summer.

ROOMS.

Portrait

The Raymond Spring House Full of

at

miscellaneous.

_

T Poland. Me; famous Poland water; beaurl tiful pine groves and dry healthful locality; just the spot for restaml recuperation:
near post office; 84 to 57 Per week.
Address
J. L. KIMBALL.
iy7dlw
A

New 1'urK. Chicago & St. Louis 16
dolstptd.71

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL

Ohio & Miss.
Ont. & Western.

Stocks and Bonds—Money Easy Sterling
Exchange Quiet and Easier-Government
Dull

Bonds
and

and

Firm—Bailroads

18%
33%

Pacific Mail. 33%
Pullman Palace.193
Reading. 5w%
Rock Island. 7'JVa
St. Louis & San Fran. 76
St. Paul. 82%
doofd.126%
St. Paul & Omaha. 48 Vi
uopfd.lie
Sugar common. 96%
Sugar prefd. 96%
Texas Pacific, new.
7%
Union Pacific. 38%
U. S. Express. 60
Wabash, St. Louis & Pacific
10Vi
do pfd. 24%
Western Union. 93%
St. Paul. Minn. & Mann.113
Richmond <s West Point.
67/s

Quotations of Staple Products in the
Leading Markets.

193

69*4
78s4
76
81%
125%
47%
lie
96

95%
7%
37 Vs
1014
2414
9314

Generally Steady—Stocks Closed Dull

but Steady.

113
6%
42 va

do Dfd.—

New York, yesterday, money was easy,
ranging from tV4@2Vs per cent.; last loan 1 Va
per cent, closing 1V4 per cent. Prime mercantile paper was quoted at iHaoVa per cent. Sterling Exchange was quiet and easier with actual
business in bankers’ bills at 4 87 for 60-day
bills and 4 8SV* for demand; posted rates at
4 88@4 89y3. Commercial bills were 4 86V3@
4 88. Government bonds were dull and firm.
Kailroads were dull and generally steady.
At

nuainocc

!u tlm

otnol.'

n,„rl,,.t

DUBiuu

The
stocks

following
n

do

nftnr

Ontario.39
Quicksilver. 4
do pfd.20 00
Mexican...
Boston Produce Market

BOSTON, July 11. 1892.—The following
Pork—Long

Provisions,-Produce, etc.:
Grain.

Si

...

(

—

z w

v aicuc-icv.

uTlilSl#*

3 00®3 751
Sugar.
4%
15@l71b I Standard Gran13® I4ei Ex-oual’ty fine
.....
Turkeys.... 17® 19cl granulated... 411-16
'.Extra G. 4%
Apples,
Seed.
No 1 Bussetts.
IRedTop. ..1 75@1 85
1 Timothy.. .1 66@1 70
ating.
7 @8ciClover-12 @16
vapWlb..
do

Kan
ns...
Fowls

Butter.

Lemons.

.4 00@5 00 Creamery.20@21
Palermo
Messina_3 76@4 75 GiltEdge Vr’mt,19.U20
Choice....
18@20
Oranges.
Valencia—
Good.....17@19
Florida_3 00@6 001 Store.14@16
Cheese.
Sicily.4 50@5 60l
'N. Y.lfct’ry.10 @10%
•Eggs.
Eastern ext... .16@18|Vermont. .10 @10%
Held.
iSage.10%@11
1
Limed.
....

Grain Quotations.
NEW YOEK PEODUCE EXCHANGE.
CORBECTEDBY PULLEN, CROCKER & CO.
Saturday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

Julv.
841/2
84Va

Opening..
Highest.

Aug.

84%
83%

8a
84

Lowest...

Closing.

84%

841/8

CORN.

July.

Sent
54%
54%
54%

55Va
55%
651/4
55%

Opening.
Highest.......

Lowest.
Closing.

54V4

Monday’s quotations..
WHEAT.

Julv.
83%
83 '/a
83 V3

Aug.
83%
83%
82%
83%

Julv.
54%
651/8
64%
55%

Sept.

Opening..
Highest.
Lowest.

83%

Closing.

CORN.

Opening.

Highest...........

Lowest.

Closing...

63%

541/8
63 %
54%

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE.
Saturday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

Sent.
76%
76%

July.

Opening...
Closing.............

77
77

CORN.

Julv.

Sept,
49%
49%

49%
Opening.
Closing. 48%
Monday’s quotations.
WHEAT.

Sept.

July.
763/4
76%

Opening.

Closing.

76
76

CORN.

Sept.
47%

Julv.
Opening.. 48%
48 Va
Closing..

48

..

New York Stock and

Money Market.

(By Telegraph-).
NEW YORK. July 11. 1892.
The following are to-day s closing quotations
securities:
of Government
.Till v

f).

.Tnlv 11.

New 4’s reg....116%
New 4’s coup.116%
United States 2s reg.100
Central Pacific lsts.106
Denver & R. G. 1st.117
104%
Erie 2ds...
Kansas Pacific Consols.109%
Oregon Nav. lsts.310
Kansas Pacific lsts.106%.
Closing quotations of stocks:

116%

3 47
Adams Express..
American Express.13 8

147
118
30

Central Pacific. £9
Cites. & Ohio. 24
Chicago & Alton.1 °0
Chicago & Alton preferred-i6r>
Chicago. Burlington & tjuiiicy.lpl
Delaware & Hudson Canal Co. 133
West..155
Delaware. Lae K aw an a
Denver & Kio Or ancle. 16
Erie. 26Va
Erie preferred. 64:
Illinois Central.301
Lake Erie & West. 23%
Lake Shore.132%
Nash. 73%
Louis
Michigan Central.104%
10%
Minn. & St. Louis..
Minn. & St. Louis pfcl. 28
Missouri Pacific. 58
\ e w .1 ersey Central.136
Northern Pacific common. 20
Northern Pacific pfu. 55%
N orthwestern.13 6

Northwestern pfd.144
New York Central.. ..110

cuts 00 00®16 00:

short

cuts at

00@16 26; backs at 16 25@00 00; lean lends
00; pork tongues 17 00; butt pork

00 00@17
11 60.

at

PORTLAND, July 11,1892.
Flour quiet and unchanged. Grain weaker.
advanced by the packers
been
Cotton seed has
%c ^ lb, owing to the rise in hog products.
Cheese easier.
The following are to-day’s quotations of Grain,

'v9

are

to-dav’s quotations of Provisions. Produce, etc.
00

Portland Wholesale Market.

fiiuua.

87

116%
100

Hams at 12c; small do 1214c; pressed hams
liy2c.
Lard—Choice at 7%c p lb 111 tierces and tubs;
10-lb pails in cs 8V4C.
Hogs—Choice city dressed 6% c ip lb; country
do 614c.
Butter—Western extra creamery at 21@—c:
fancy higher: firsts and extra firsts at 18@20c;
extralnntationcreamrv 17@18 e; factory cnoice
15® 16c ;Normern creamery, choice at 22@—c;
New York ana Vermont dairy, good to cnoice
18@2Qc; Eastern creamery, good to choice at
20.®21c. The above quotations are receivers,
prices for strictly wholesale lots.
Cheese—Northern choice full creams, new at
8%@9c; fair to good at 6(0)8140; Western
choice, new, at 0(§)8t4c; tair to gooa at 6@8c;
sage 8@10c.
Eggs—Eastern extras 17c: Vt and N H extras
at 17c; Mich, extra at 16c; Western firsts at
16V2@16c; seconds at 15e.
Poultry—Northern fresli-killed spring chickens at 25e; fowls 15® 16c; Western iced fowls
at 12@1214c; chicken's at 18®20c;live fowls at
10@llc.
Beans—New York, hand-sicked pea, at|l 90®
1 95; marrow pea 1 86; choice screen pea at
1 50@1 76; hand-pickea medium at i 80 ;choice
yellow eyes, 1 80@1 86; California pea beans
2 30@2 40; hand-nicked. 2 50ffi:2 60.
Seed—Timothy, 1 60,®1 75: Western red top
1 50@$2: clover,12@13c;Hungarian,l 15®1 30.
Hay—Choice. 320@00 00; some fancy higher;
fair to to good 18 00®$19 00: Eastern fine, 318
@319: poor to ordinary. $16@317.
Potatoes—New Potatoes at —@2 00 ^ bbl.
fair to good at 1 50@1 75.
Apples—No 1 Russets at 00@3 60; No 2s at
3 00@4 00.
_

Chicago Cattle Market.
(By Telegraph)
CHICAGO. July 11. 1892.—The Cattle market
—Receipts 20,000; shipments 6,000; steady;
choice to prime steers 4 75@5 66; others 3 85g
A
ourmovu 1
On
ctnnl/ovc O ("C'S’Q ne
cows

2 7633 80.

Hogs—receipts

29,000; shipments 13,000;

active and 5@10c higher; rough and common
at 6 10®5 50 ;mixed and packers-al 5 60@5 66;
prime heavy and butchers’ weights 6 8035 90;
light'at 5 70@6 96.
Sheep—receipts 8,000 shipments 8000; active
and steady to stronger; natives 3 6p®7 00 ;Texans at 4 30®4 50; Westerns 4 75; Iambs 4 00
37 UO.

Domestic Marktes.

(By Telegraph.)
NEWYORK, July 11. 1892.—The Flourmark-

et—receipts 22,651 packages; exports 2670 bbls
and 10,780 sacks; heavy and dull; sales 20,200
bbls.
Flour quotations—low extras at 2 20(33 16;
city mills extra 4 25®4 40: city mills patents
4 40@4 75; winter wheat low grades at 2 20®
3 15; fair to fancy at 3 20@4 45 jpatents at 3 85
@4 76; Minnesota clear 3 10®3 85; straights
do at 3 50@4 40; do patents 3 85®4 75; do rve
mixtures 3 10@8 65; superfine at 1 80®2 40;
line at 1 65@2 15.
Suothern flour is weak
and dull at 3 20@4 65. Rye Flour weak and
dull. Commeal dull at 2 85®3 16. Wheat—re-

ceipts 227.400 bush;exports278,748 bush;sales
114,000 bush; dull and lower; No 2 Red 86%
@86c store! and elev, 87V4@88Vie afloat; 86ys
:®8714c fob; No 3 Red at 83%®84c; No 1
Northern at 84ys@85%c; No 1 hard at 88Vs3

88%c; No 2 Northern at 77%@78c; No 2 Clit
cago at 84ya@84% ; No 2 Mil at 88V4C; No 3
Spring 77% c. Rye dull, lower and heavy:Western at 7fi®81e. Corn—receipts 64,026 bush;
exports 40,435busli; sales 77,000 bush; lower
and dull; No 2 at 655:556,c elev, 5 5 V2® 5 6 Vac
afloat. Oats—receipts 190,105bush;exports 21,325 bush; sales 88.000 bush: moderately active
and lower; No3at34V2C; do White at 30V2C;
No 2 at 35@36%c; do White at36V4c: Mixed
Western at 33@36Viic; White do and White
State at 35®43c; No 2 Chicago at 365.36 l c.
Coffee—Rio dull and steady; No 7 at 13c. Sugar-raw dull and steady; refined dull, steady;
No 6 at 3 15-16@4 l-16c; No 7 at 3%@4c;No 8
at 3 13-16(33 15-16C: No 9 at 3%®3Vsc; No 10
at 3 11-16@3 13-16c;No 11 at 3%®3%c:No 12
at] 3 5-16@3 7-16c; No 13 at .3 6-16@3 7-1 Cc:
off Aat4@4!4; Mould A4%@45tc; standard
A at 4%@4yjc; Confectioners’ A at 4% @4%c;
cut loaf at 6@6y8C; crushed at 5@5Vic: powdered at 4%5%c.; granulated at 4s/s@4%c:
Petroleum steady and
Cubes at 4%@4%c.
dull; united at 53c. Provisions—Pork active,
firm aud unchanged; Beef dull; beef hams are
quiet; tierced beef dull; cut meats quiet and
firm -.middles firmer ;I.ard higher and firm; Western steam closed 7 47; city steam 6 60@6 75;
refined quiet; Continen 6 70®7 75; S A 8 00®
8 20. Butter is quiet and about steady; State
dairy at 12®19V4c; do|erm at 19@21c;Western
dairy 14@16c ;do crm at 16@21; do factory 13®
Cheese is quiet and
16c; Elgin at 20V @2 Jc.
steady; State at 7@8«/fcc; fancy colored 8%: do
White at 8 Vi; part skims at2Vi@5%.
©Freights to Liverpool quiet and steady; grain
per steam 2% d.
CHICAGO, July 11.1892.—The Flour market
is easier; holders shade prices to increase sales.
Wheat slow ana weak; No 2 Spring at 76%@
76Wc; No 2 Red at 77Vi®78c. Corn weak and
Lower;No 2 at 48 Vi.Oats weak and lower—No 2

at 29%@30c. Rye, No 2 at 70c. Barley, No 2
at 60c. No 1 Flaxseed at 1 01 Va. Provisions
closed higher—mess pork at 11 76@ll 80. Lard
at 7 15®7 17W. Short rib sides at7 46@7 60.
Dry salt meats—shoulders at 6 60@7 00; short
clear sides at 7 66@7 60.
Receipts—Flour. 12.000 bbls; wheat. 66.000
bush; corn. 142.000 bush: oats. 353.000 Dush;
rye. 3,000 bush; barlev, 3,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 19.000 bbls:wneat.314.000
bush; corn, 260,000 bush; oats 396.000 bush;
rye, 1,000 bush; barley, 7,000 bush.

ST. LOUIS. June 11, 1892.—The Flour marquiet and unchanged. Wheat closed »/»c
lower; No 2 Red at 76c. Corn closed lc lower;
No 2 at 45c. Oats closed %®lc lower; No 2 at
29c, Rye.—Provisions higher and ftrm;Porkat
12 25. Lard at 7 00. Dry salt meats—loose
shoulders at 6 50; longs and ribs 7 75;shorts at
8 00; boxed lots 16c more. Bacon—shoulders at
ket is

« fiuVo

lnntrs

and rihs

at

fi ftfv'SR fi2Vo

shorts

105

8 75.

117

Sugar cured Hams 11 50@12 50.
Receipts—Flour. 6,000 bbls; wheat. 49.000
bush; coin 17.000 bush: oats, 8,000 bush;
rye, 0,000; barlev. 00,000 bush.
Shipments—Flour. 4,000 bbls; wheat, 49.000
busli;i;corn, 17,000 bush; oats, 8,000 bush;
rye. 00,000 bush; barley, 0,000 bush.
DETROIT. Jlv 11.1892.—Wheat—No 1 White
at 80 V? ; No 2 Red at 80c; weak. Corn—No 2
at 49c. Oats—No 2 White at 36y2c; No 2 Mixed
at 32 vs c. Rye nominal—No 2 at 76.
Receipts—Flour, —bbls: wheat. 14,000 bush;
corn, 3,000 busn; oats, 0,000 bush.

104%
109%
310

106%

28%
150
165

100%
135
155
16

25%
64

101%
23%
132
70

104%

10%

27

57%
.130
3 9%
5o

115%
144

100%

Cotton Markets.

(By Telegraph.)
July 11. 1892—The Cotton
sales
and steady;
718
is quiet
bales; good ordinary uplands at 5c; do Gulf at
at
stained
4y2c;
middling
ordinary
6%c; good
uplands at 7s/sc: do Gull at 7% c; do stained at
NEW
market

YORK.

15-lGc.
NEW ORLEANS. July 11.1892.—The Cotton
market ts firm; middling 7 l-16c.
CHARLESTON. July 11, 1892.—The Cotton
market is quiet; middling 7c.
SAVANNAH. July. 11. -1892.—The Cotton
market is firm; middling 7c.
mobile.July li. 1892,-The Cotton market
is nominal; middling 7c.

6

Iii

96 ll-16d
jor monev and 96 ll-16d tor the account.
LIVERPOOL. Julv 11. 1892.—The Cotton
market is steady: middling 3 16-16d: sales 8,000 bales: speculation and export 1000 b .ies.
LIVERPOOL. July 11. 1892.—Quotations—
Winter wheat at 6s 7d@6s 7Vjd; Spring wheat
at 6s 7da 6s 71/a(t. Mixed American corn at
4s 7Vad.
Cheese 44s Od for white.

What is

i

'

OCEAN STEAMER MOVEMENTS.
TIMK
9
9
9
9
9
9
12
13
13
13
13
13
13

FOR

FROM

Servia.New York..Liyerpool.u..Jly
Arizona.New York.. Liverpool..uJly
Marcia.New York.. Rio Janeiro July
Federation
.New York. Rio Janeiro July
Mongolian... .Montreal. Liverpool. .July
Yucutan.New York. Hav&Mex July
Spree.New York. .Bremen
.July
New York.. Rio Janeiro July
Vigilancia
Rotterdam_New York. .AmsterdamJuly
Labrador.Montreal.. .Liverpool. .July
Venezula.New York. .Laguayra. .July
City New York New York. .Liverpool..July
Britanic.New York. .Liverpool. .July
..

■

....

Castoria is Dr. Samuel Pitcher’s prescription for Infants
and Children. It contains neither Opium, Morphine nor
other Narcotic substance. It is a harmless substitute
for

MINIATURE ALMANAC.JULY 12.
Sun rises .4 191™,,, watel I- 0 00
12 30
Sun sets.7 21 Jllsn
1
(.. OftOin
Length of days. .16 02 H
lt.tide
cine
Moon rises. 9 341 “elgnt
i.. 9 ft 1 in

MAEINE

Shortland,

NB,
New

SAILED—Barque S R Lyman; schsAW Ellis
M Thurlow.
FROM

OUR

CORRESPONDENTS.

BOOTHBAY HABORR, July 10 —Ar, schs
Pemaquid, Wheeler, Boston: Lady Antrim, McClintock. and Freddie A Higgins, Blake, do;
Lizzie Maud, Sparling, fishing.
Sailed, schs Gen Grant, Rockland for Boston;
Lulu, Millbridge for do; Webster Bernard, for
Boston; D S Siner,-.
RED BEACH, July 8—Ar, schs C W Dexter,
Johnson, Calais for Boston, leaking.
Sailed, sch Navassa, Hatfield, Windsor, NS.
July 9—Ar, sch Brenton, Hatfield, fm Wind-

Castoria prevents vomiting Sour Curd,
Diarrhoea and Wind Colic. Castoria relieves

Castoria.

Castoria.

,/

“Castoria Is an excellent medicine for children. Mothers have repeatedly told me of its
good effect upon their children.”
Da. G. C. Osgood,
Lowell, Mass.

Castoria Is so well adapted to children that
I recommend it as superior to any prescription
known to me.”
H. A. Archer, M. D.,
111 So. Oxford St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Castoria is the best remedy for children of
which I am acquainted. I hope the day is not
far distant when mother's will consider the real
interest of their children, and use Castoria instead of the various quack nostrums which are
destroying their loved ones, by forcing opium,
morphine, soothing syrup and other hurtful
agents down their throats, thereby sending
them to premature graves.”
Da. J. F. Kincheloe,
Conway, Ark. I

Our physicians in the children’s departspoken highly of their experience in their outside practice with Castoria,
and although we only have among our
medical supplies what is known as regular
products, yet we are free to confess that the
merits of Castoria has won us to look with *
favor upon it.”
United Hospital and Dispensary,
Boston. Mass.
Allen C. Smith, Pres.,
ment have

The Centaur Company, T7 Murray Street, New York City.

Morse.

Passed Hell Gate 10th, schs Catawamteak,
New York for Rockland; Aldine, do for Boston;

Lucy.

New York for-.

BOSTON— Ar 10th, schs Lucy Hammond,
Flynn, Weekawken; Ella Fressey, Gray, Rondont; Sarah, Smith, Hondout; Robert Byron,
Thurston, do; Gold Hunter, Smith. Baugor;
Itaska. Wilson, Millbridge; Olive Elizabeth,
Powers, Bangor; Rattler, Hunt, from Eastport;
Highland Queen, Dobbin. Macliias; Hyena,
Snow. Calais; Mt Vernon, Freetliy, Baugor;
DP, Strout. Millbridge; Antelope, Welhnau,
Rockport; Clara Leavitt, Lombord, Port JohnGeo P Davenport,
son ; Mentor. Oliver, Bath;
Steele, Addison; Kenduskeag, Mills, Calais;
Annie M Preble, Columbia Falls; Harvester,
Roberts. Vinalhaven.
Ar 11th, sells Grace Davis, Newbury, Hoboken ; Hattie E King, Collins, Hodgdon; Francis
B Baird. Cole, Weeliawken; Charlie & Willie,
Weed, Raritan.
Cld ltli, sch Elbridge Souther, Seavey, for
D0ID61’3rr3n

Cld 10th, sch Mary F Smith, Burns, Friend-

ship.

Sid 10th. schs Chas H Wolston, Minstrel, and
Winslow Morse.
PENSACOLA—Cld 9th, soli Mattie B Russell,
Collins, New York.
FEBNANDINA—Ar 8th, sch C E Flint, from
New York.
DABIEN—Ar 8th, sch Mary L Crosby, from
New York.
SAVANNAH—Ar 8th, sch Mary E Morse,
Kennebec.
Ar 9th. sch Jennie S Hall. Boston.
CHARLESTON—Sid 3.0th, sch Alice Archer,
Gibbs. New London.
BICHMOND—Sid 8th, sch Edward Lameyer,
New Bedford.
NEWPORT NEWS-Ar 8th, brig Harry Smith

Washington.

Sid 7th. sch C A Campbell, for Boston.
GEORGETOWN. DC—Cld 9th, sch S G HasNew York.
CAPE HENRY—Passed out 8th, sch Augustus Welt, from Baltimore for Bath.
BALTIMOBE—Ar 0th, schs Elizabeth S Lee,
Kennebec; Storm Petrel, Sullivan.
Ar 10th. sch Aloha, Scolfield. Isiesboro.
PHILADELPHIA-Ar 9th, schs Laura L
Sprague, New York; S C Try on, and Benjamin
B Church. Kennebec; Wm Mason, do.
Ar lOtli. schs Horatio L Baker. Crowell, Kennebec; Wm Mason, Ellis, do; II W Middleton,
Smith, do; Richd L Chute, Griflin, and Tola,
Wilson, do.
Ar 11th, barque John Swan, from Cienfuegos.
NEW HAVEN—Ar lOtli, sch James Barrett,
Kennebec.
PROVIDENCE=Ar 9th, schs Nellie F Sawyer, Willard, and David Torrey, Drinkwater,
Portland; Wm Rice, Rockland; M L Newton,
Bed Beach; Abbie S Walker, St John, NB.
FALL RIVER—Sid 9th, sch T W Allen, for
New York.
NEWFORT-Sld 9th, sch Hannah F Kimball,
New York.
NEWPORT-Ar 10th, sch J P Wyman, Hodgdon, Philadelphia.

kell, Richardson,

Ctrl

onli

Moxoill

_

NEW BEDFORD—Ar 8th, sch Ida Hudson,
Rockland.
Ar 9th, sch Mattie Holmes, Bangor,
Ar 10th, sch Wm H Card, Sullivan.
Sld loth, schs Madagascar, and Corvo.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 8th, schs Addie,
from Clark’s Island for New York; Ringleader,
Thomaston for do, (and sld.)
Ar 10th, schs Angola, and A K Bentley, from
Franklin for New York; Geo E Prescott, Vinalhaven for do; Eben Fisher,Milibridge for Philadelphia; Joe, Hoboken for Haverhill; Captain
John, Bangor for do.
Sld 10th, schs Ellen Maria, Nellie Doe. Westerloo, Sami Hart, Irene E Meservey, Ulrica R
Smith. Ida L Ray, W H Card, Princeton, May
Day, War Steed, Joe, A K Bently, and Eben
Fisher.
NOBSKA—Passed east lOih, schs D J Sawger, New York for Boston; John H May, do for
Saco; Sarah C Ropes, do for Bangor; Augustus
Welt. Baltimore for Bath.
HYANNIS—Ar 10th, sch Mountain Laurel,
Bangor for New York.
PLYMOUTH-Ar 9th, sch Victory, South
Amboy.
MARBLEHEAD—Ar 9th, sch Native Ameri-

MAINE CENTRAL R. R.
For

John,
Harbor,
Mountains.. Quebec, Montreal

Bangor,

White

Bar

St.

and

on

Sundays at

6.40 p.

m.

Lewiston via Brunswick, 6.40 a. m., *1.00,
5.05' and $11.20 p. m.
Rockland and Knox, and Lincoln Stations,
6.40 a. m., 1.20 autf $11.20 p. m.
Brunswick, Bath, Gardiner, Hallowell and
Augusta, 6.40 a. in., *1.00, 1.20, 5.05, and
$11.20p. m., and for Brunswick, Gardiner
and Augusta at 1T3.2Q a.m.
Farmington, Phillips, and Rahgeley via
Lewiston, 8.30 a. ill., 1.15 p. m.; via Brunswick, 6.40 a. m.. 1.00 p. m.
Monmouth, Winthrop, Readfield and Oakland, 8.30 a. m., 1.15 and 5.10 p. m., and for
Winthrop and Oakland at 11.10 a. m.
Wafaerville via Lewist&i, 8.30, 11.10 a. m.,
1.15.5.10 p. in.; via Augusta, 6.40 a. in.,
*1.00, 1.20, $11.20 p. m., and 111.20 a. m.
Skowhegan via Lewiston, 1.15 p. m.; via
Augusta, 6.40 a. m.« 1.20, $11,20 p. m.
Belfast, 1.20 and 11.20 p. m.
Dover and Foxcrof$, viftDextey, 11.20, a. m.,
iA.00, 1.20, 11.20 p. m,
BangorNia Lewiston. 11.10 a. m., 1.15 p. m.;
via Augusta, *1.00,,$‘,20 and $11-20 p. m„
1T1.20 a m., and Sundays only at 7.20 a. m.
Bangor & Piscataquis R. R. via Dexter, at
11.10 a. fn., 1.00 and 11:20 p. m.; via' Oldtown at 11.10 a. m., 11,20 p. m.
Ellsworth and Bar Harbor, 11.10 a. m., *1.00
and $11.20 p. m,and 1F1.20 a. m.
Yanceboro, St. John, Halifax and Provinces
11.10 a, mv, *1.00,1.20 and $11.20 p. m.
Houlton, Woodstock, St. Stephen and North
Aroostook, 1.20 aind 11.20 p; m.; St. Andrews, 11.10 a.m., iril.20.-p. m. The 11.20 p.
ni. train Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays
/
connects at Rockland 'with

1\UA> A

Jtt.

el UA JUS

for Rar Harbor, Machiasport and intermediate landings.
*Euns daily, Sundays included. {Night express with sleeping cars attached, runs every
night, Sundays included, but not to Skowhegan
morning, or to Belfast, Dexter or beMonday
yond Bangor, excepting Bar Harbor, on
Sunday mornings.
SRuus dally, Sundays included, through to Bar Harbor.
White Mountains and Quebec Line.
For Cumberland Mill-. Sebago Lake, Bridgton, Fryeburg, North Conway, Glen, Bartlett, and Fabyans, 8.45 a. m., 1.06 and
6.16
p. m.; and for Cumberland Mills and
Sebago bake at 2.50 p. m; St. Jolinsbury,
Newport and Montreal. 8.45 a. m.. 6.15 p.
'm.; Jefferson and Lancaster, 8.46 a. m.
and 1.05 p.m. For North Stratford, Colebrook and Quebec at 1.05 p. m.
The 8.45 a. m. train connects for all points in
Northern New Hampshire. Vermont. Chicago
and the West. and with the Canadian Pacino
Transcontinental train for Vancouver and PaThe 6.15 p. m. train
cific Coast points.
runs daily, Sundays included, and has through
sleeper for Montreal, where connections are
made with trains via "Soo” Line for Minneapolis aud St. Paul.
ARRIVALS IN

Philadelphia.

Foreign Ports.
Sld fm Nanaimo 3d inst, ship Louis Walsh
San Francisco.
Ar at Tlacotalpan June 29, schs Mavaslieen,
Addie E Snow, and Maud Briggs, fm Vera Cruz,

to load for New Von*.
At Port de Paix July

2d, sch Wm

F

Green,

Clark, for Boston 5th.
Sld fm Cienfuegos June 30, sch Charlotte T
Sibley, Burkett, Delaware Breakwater; July 1,
Clarence H Veuner, Baker, New York.
Sld fm Sagua July 7, sch Louis V Place, Dins-

more.Philadelphia.
At Bermuda July 9, sch Jas W Bigelow, Bird,
from Bangor, ar 6th. disg.
Cld at St John, NB, ifth inst, sch Minnie C
Taylor, Quinlan, City Island.
Spoken.

July 2, off Long Cay, barque Yidette, from
Manzamlla for New York.

je27dtl

37, 1892.
via G. T. Railway, daily 8 40

a.

and Lewiston, 8.30 a. m.: An.
gusta, Bath, &c., 8.35; Montreal, St. Johnsbury, Fabyans aud Bridgton, 8 a. m.; St.
John, Bangor, etc., 11.45 a. m.; Farmington,
Skowhegan and Lewiston, 11.50 a. m.; Bar
Harbor and Bangor Express, *12.05 p. in.;
St. Jolinsbury, Lancaster. Fabvans and Bridg4.45
tou, 12.15 p. ill.; Sebago Lake
Bath,
p. m.;
Waterville,
Augusta and
5.25
Yaukee
Rockland,
p. m.; Flying

Rangeley, Farmington,Skowhegan,

Waterville aud Lewiston, 5.45 p. in.; Montreal, Quebec, Lancaster, Fabyans, Bridgton,
8.15 p. m.; Night Pullman, *1.40 a. m. aud
Bar Harbor Night Express, *3.20 a. m.
•Sundays Included.
PAYSON TUCKER,
Vice Pres, and General Manager.
F. E. BOOTIIY, Gen’l. Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, June 24.1892.
dtf.

Mondays only

m.

5.00

a. m.

CONNECTIONS Daily-From IV.
Minot for Hebron Academy; Buekfieid for W.
Sumner and Turner; Canton for Peru, Dixfieldand Mexico; also for Hretlun's Mills,
Livermore.
I.. L. LINCOLN. Supt.
1625
dtf

—BETWEEN—
New

STEAMERS.

York, Philadelphia, Baltimore and
Washington

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP COMPANY

—VIA—

CENTRAL RAILROAD OF NEW JERSEY,
PHILADELPHIA & READING R. R.,
BALTIMORE & OHIO R. R.

California, Japan, China,

All trains vestibuled from end to end, lighted bj
gas. Unequaled dining ear service.

From New York, pier foot of Canal street,
North River, for San Francisco Via The Isth-

May 22,1892.
from foot of Liberty street,

time table

Leave New York
North River,

For Philadelphia at 4.00„ 7.45, 9.00. 10.00,
11.30 with dining car, a. m„ 1.30, 2.15, 3.30
with dining car 4.00,6.00,6.00, 7.30,8.45 p.m.
12.16 night.
Sundays-9.00, 10.30, 11.30
with dining car a. m. 1.3u, 3.30 with dining
car 5.00, 6.00, p. m.. 12.15 night
For Baltimore and Washington daily at 9.00,
11.30 with dining ear a. m. j 1.30, 3.30, dining
car 5.00 p. m., 12.15 night
Additional train week days for Baltimore at

—

LINE FOR

—

on

America and Mexico,
mus

For Japan and China,
NEWPORT sails Monday, July 11, noon
From San Francisco, 1st and Brannon Sts.
CHINA, sails Saturday, July 9. 3 p.m.
For Freight, Passage, or general information
to or address the General Eastern Agents.
K. A. ADAMS «fc CO.,
115 State Street, Cor. Broad St., Boston.
dtf
jeio

apply

nighl

Tickets via this line are on sale at principal
Bailroad offices throughout New York and Nev
Boston
dec22

office, 211 Washington street.

Grand Trunk
On

Railway

dtf

of Canada.

and
After SUNDAY,
June
Trains will leave as follows:

26th,

DEPARTURES.
For Auburn and Lewiston, 7.10 and 8.40 a.
6.15 and 8.15 p. m. For Gorm.. 11.10.
liam and. Island Pond. 8.40 a. m.. 1.25 and
8.15 p.
m.
For Montreal and Chicago
8.40 a.m., and 8.15 p. m. For Quebec, 8.40
a. m. and $.15 p. in.
For Buckiield and
Canton, 8.40 a. in. and 1.25 p. m.
ARRIVALS.
From Lewiston and Auburn. 7.35, 8.25 and
11.45 a. ra., 3.10, 5.40 and 5.50 p. m. From
Island Pond and Gorham, 7.35, 11.45
From Chicago and
a. m.. and 5.40 d. m.

Montreal,17.35

a.

m., and 6.40 p.

m.

7.36 a. m., and 6.40 p. m.
he 8.16 p. in. train runs only to Island
Saturdays: to Montreal and West every

?uebec,

From

Pond
other

day. Sundays included.
TICKET

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT.
Daily, Including Sundays.
THE

PORTLAND

Lowest fares from Portland, \ armouth Junction and Danville .function as follows: To Chi$20 and $16.00; St. Paul. $31.60 and
$25.76; San Francisco. California, $90 and
$56.75. These rates are subject to change.
L. J. SFAKGEANT, General Manager.

Portland & Worcester Line.
PORTLAND & ROCHESTER R. R.
STATION FOOT OFPREBLE STREET.
On and after Monday, June27,1892, Passen*
trains will Leave Portland:
Worcester, Clinton, Ayer Junction,
Nashua, Windham and Epping at 7.30 a.
m. and 12.30 p. m.
For Manchester, Concord, and points North
at 7.30 a. m. and 12.30 p. m.
For Rochester, Springvale, Alfred, Waterboro and Saco River at 7.30 a. m., 12.30 and

'or
fer

a.

AND

m.,

STEAMERS,

TREM3NT

yond.
Through tickets for Providence,

Lowell

Worcester, New York, &c.
Returning. leave India Wharf. Boston, every
evening at 7 o’clock.
J. F. L1SCOMB,
J. B. COYLE,
General Agent
Manager.
dti
sepl6

—

Steamship
FOR

Co.

—

Eastport, Calais, St. John, N.6., Halifax, N.S.
and all parts of New Brunswick, Nova Scotia, Prince Edwards Island, and Cape Breton.
The favorite route to Campobello and
St. Andrews, N.'B.

jun27dtf_

5.30 r>. m. Sunday 6.00 p. m.
For Gorham at 7.3d and 10.30
3.30, 6.30, 6.20 and 11.15 p. m.

PALATIAL

Alternatly leave Franklin Wharf. Portland,
every evening at 7 o’clock; arriving In season
for connection with earlies trains for points be-

Depot foot of

cago

p.

NEW AND

International

OFFICE.

and
India Street.

Exchange Street,

50

Summer Arrangement.
On and after July 4 and until further notice, the steamers of this line leave Railroad
Wharf. Portland. Wednesday and Saturday at
5.00 p. m., for Eastport and St. John, with
above connections; Returning, leave St. John
and Eastport Tuesday and Friday.
Througn tickets issued and baggage checked
to destination, ay Freight received up to 4.00
p. m.
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Union Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other
information at Company’s Office, Railroad
Wharf, foot of State street.
J. B. COYLE, Gen’l Manager.
dtf
je20

12 30,

Sunday 6.00

/

For Westbrook, Cumberland Mills, West
brook Junction and Woodford’s at 7.30,
9.00 and 10.30 a. m., 12.30, 2.00, 3.30, 6.30,
m.

Strength!

Vitality!

HHHTHTSElFt
Or SELF-PRESERVATION. A

new and only
Gold Medal PRIZE ESSAY on NERVOUS and
ERRORS
of
PHYSICAL -DEBILITY,
YOUTH, EXHAUSTED VITALITY, PREand
all
DISEASK3
DECLINE,
MATURE
and WEAKNESSES of MAN. 800 pages, cloth,
Only *1.00
gilt; 125 invaluable prescriptions.
by mall, double sealed. Descriptive ProBpcctns with endorsements PHnni orkin
K,
cf tho Press and voluntary
\
testimonials of the cured. ■ l't,L I nUW,
or
mail.
by
Consultation In person
Expert treatment. INVIOLABLE SECRECY and CERTAIN CURE. Address Dr. W. J{. Parker. or
The Peabody Medical Institute, No. 4 Dullluch St.,

gtriu

BoBton,
The Peabody Medical Institute has many imitators, hut no equal. Herald.
The Science of Life, or belt.Preservation, is a

AROUND THE WORLD $610.
to
JAPAN and return,
@428.50. ALASKA and return,
@223. 50. Apply to CANADIAN
PACIFIC RAILWAY, m Washington
Boston

St., Boston.
jeJ4

_tuht&S3mo.

Mass.

—

CALIFORNIA, TEXAS AND MEXICO,

Semi-Monthly Parties, personally conducted
treasure more valuable than gold. Rend It now,
combining comfort, low rates, quick time, Putt
every WEAK and NERVOUS man, and Ica-n to
man sleeping cars. Call on or address E. K,
bo STRONGiftdicuf Review. (CnpyriehcnL)
CURRIER, New England Agent Southern Pa,
elite Co., 192 Washington St, Boston, Mass.
ii
doescod&wl
-oddm
juia

From

Philadelphia every Tuesday and Friday.

From Long Wharf, Boston, 3 p. m. From
Pine Street Wharf, Philadelphia, at 3 p. m. Insurance one-half the rate of sailing vessel.
Freights for the West by the Penn. R. R., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of

commission.
Round Trip *18.00.
Passage *10.OO.
Meals and room included.
For freight or passage apply to F. P. WING,
Agent, 7o Long Wharf, Boston.
E. B. SAMPSON, Treasurer and General
Manager, so State St., Fiske Building, Boston.
Mass.
nct22ilr

Portland & Bootlibay Steamboat Co.
Summer Arrangements. On and after Mon-

Delightful

Weekly lilne.

Steamers Manhattan

or

Cottage City

leave Franklin Wharf on Mondays, Wednesdays
and Saturdays at 6 p. m., affording a splendid
dav trip on Long Island Sound. Returning,
leave Pier 38, East River, New York, on Mon
days, Wednesdays and Saturdays at 4 p. m.
Fare $5.00: Round trip, $8.00.
J. B. COYLE, Manager.
J. F. LISCOMB, General Agent.
my25dtf

Allan

Line

Koyai Mail Steamships.

BETWEEN LIVERPOOL, QUEBEC AND MONTREAL
From

j

Liverpool I Steamships
23 June
.Mongolian
30
| Sardinian
7 July
| .Nuinidian,

I
From
From
Montreal | Quebec.
9 July |
10 July
16
23
30

|

17
24
31

|
1 Parisian,
[
»S. S. Mongolian and Numidian will only carry
passengers on the voyage to Liverpool.
Cabin §45 to $80 according to steamer and
location of stateroom,
Second cabin $30.
14

Bay.

Cliebeague islands, Harpswell, 9.00,10.15

a.

m.; 2.00, 6.00 p. m
Bailey’s and Orr’s Islauds,
9.90 a. m.; 2.00. 6.00 p. in.
Return lor Portland.—Leave Orr’s Island,
(i.oo.io.loa.m. 4.90 p. m. Bailey's Island,
б. 10.10.45 a. ill.; 3.45 p. m.
Harpswell, 6.25,
13.35 a. m.: 2.00, 4.25 p. m.
Littlefield’s. 6.50
a. ill.; 2.25. 4.55 p. ill.
.leaks’, Great Cilebeague and Hlipe Island. 7.0oa.m.; 12.05.2.40,
5.05 p. in. Waldo’. Little Cliebeague. 7.20 a. m.
12.20, 2.50. 4.45, 5.20 p. ill. Long Island, 7.40
a. 111.; 12.30. 3.10. 5.00, 5.35, *10.00 p, ill.
Ar-

rive Portland, H.15
10.30

p.

a.

in.; 1.00, 3.40, 5.50, 6.00,

m.

Sunday Time Table.—Leave Portland for
Long Island. 10.00 a. m.; 2.00, 7.30 p. m.
Harpswell and intermediate landings. 10.00
a. in., 2.oo p. m. Betnrn leave Harpswell 11.45
a. 111., 3.50 p.m.;
Long Island, 12.35, 5.00,

*10.00 p. ill. Arrive Portland, 1.00, 5.30 10.30
p. in.
*<)rat, close of Casino Theatre, Long Island.
Sailing trips 22 miles down the bay, 9.00,10.15
a. m.; 2.00 p. m. Tickets only 50 cents.
Round
trip tickets, Portland to Long Island with adm sion into Casino Theatre 25 cents. Sundays to
Harpswell and return 35 cents. Other Landings 25 cents.

j5'4

__dtf

CASCO BAY STEAMBOAT GO.,
Custom House Wharf, Portland, Me.
oummer

Steerage $20.
°*

STATE LINE {Servloe A1jan
New York

T>liie steum-

and Glasgow, via Londonderry,
every fortnight. Cabin $40 and upwards. Return $75 and upwards.

Glasgow to Boston direct via Derry and
Galway. Prepaid steerage $19; .intermediate
$30. Apply to T. P. MeGOWAN Portland or
H. &. A. ALLAN, Boston,

m

Arrangement

o,

isaz.

WEEK DAYS.
For Forest City Lauding, Peaks Island,
5.45. 6.40, 8.00, 9.00, 10.00, *10.30, ll.OUa’vn.,
12.00 m., 12.30, *1.46, 2.15, 3.00, *3.45.4.30,
P.00, 5.45, 6.10, *7.00, 7.30, *8.00, 9.15 p, m,
Return 0.20, 7.20, 8.30, 9.80, 10.30, *11.00,
11.30 a.m., 12.20, J.00. *2.15, 2.45 3.30, *4.15.
5.00, 5.30. 6.05, 6.30, *7.00. *7.30, 8.20, *8.50,
10.15 p. ni., or at close of entertainment.
For Cushing’s Island,
6.40, 8.00, 9.00,
*10.30. 11.00 a.in., 12.30, 2.15, 3.00, 4.30, 6.10,
*7.00. *8.00, 9.15 p.m. Return 7.00, 8.15, 9.15,
*10.45. 11.20 a.m., 12.45, 2.55, 3.40, 4.45, 6.40,
*7.20, 8.30, 9.30 p. 111.
For Trefethen’s, Evei’green, Little and
Great Diamond and Long Island, 5.30, 6.00,
7.00, 8.00. 9.00, 10.30 a. m., 12.00 111., 2.00,
*3.15, 4.20, 5.45,16.10, 7.30, *9.30 p. m.
For Marriner’s Landing, Long Island,
9.00, 10.30 a. in., 2.00, *3.15, 5.45 p. m.
RETURN.
Leave Trefet-lien’g, 6.20, 7.00, 8.00. 9.10,
10.20, 11.50 a. m., 1.05, 3.20, *4.35, 5.25, 6.35,
7.00, 8.35, *10.80 p. m.
Leave Evergreen, 6.15, 6.55, 7.65, 9.05,
10.15.11.45 a. in., 1.00, 3.15, *4.30, 5.20, 0.40,
8.30. *10.25 p. ill.
Leave Little Diamond,
6.30, 7.10, 8.10,
9.20.10.30 a. in.. 12.00 m., 1.15, 3.30, *4.45,
5.35, 6.50. 8.45, *10.40 p. m.
Leave Great Diamond, 6.25, 7.05, 8.05,
9.15, 10.25,11.56 a. m., 1.10, 3.25, *4.40, 6.30,
6.45, 8.40, *10.35 p. m.
Leave Ponce’s Landing, Long Island, 6.05,
6.40. 7.45. 8.50. 9.50. 11.20 a. in., 12.50, 2.50,
*4.05. 5.10, 6.35, 8.20, *10.15 p. ill.
Leave Marriner’s

10.00, 11.30

Landing, Long Island,

ill., 3.00, *4.15, 6.45 p. ill.
SUNDAYS.
For Forest City Landing, Peaks Island,
8.00, 9.00. 10.00, *10.30. 11.00 a. m.; 12.15,
2.15, *3.15, 8.45, 4.45, 6.10. 7.30 p. m.
For Cushings Island, 8.00, 9.00, 11.00, a.
m.; 12.15. 2.15. 3.45, 4.45, 6.10, 7.30 p. m.
For Trefethen’s. Evergreen Little and
Great Diamond and Long Island, 7.00, 8.00,
9.30. 10.30 a. ill.; 12.15, 2.00, *3.15, 4.20, 6.15,
$GJL0, *7.30 p. m.
For Ponce’s Landing, Long Island only,
*1.30 p ill.
For Marrlner's Landing, Long Island,
9.30.10.30 a. m.; 2.00. *8.15, 4.20, 5.15 p. Hi.
*Not run in stormy or foggy weather.
$Does not run to Long Island.
C. W. T. GORING.
General Manager.
jyodtf
a.

FREEPORT STEAMBOAT CO.
Time Table For 1893.

PHANTOM
and after MonSTEAMER
day June 20 will leave Freeport, at 6.30
2.05
Wolf's Point
on

a.

6.40 a. m.: 2.10.
p.m.
p m. Great Clielieague 7.05 a. ni.; 2.40 p. m.
Littlejohn’s Island 7.10 a. in.: 2.45 p. in.
Cousins’ Island 7.15 a. in.; 2.50p.m. Falmouth Fore Side 7.40 a.m.; 3.10 p. in.
Arrive at Portland 8.30 a. ill.; 3.50 p. in.
RETURNING—Leave Portland Pier 9.25 a.
m.; 5.00 p. ni. Falmouth Fore side 10.00 a. ni.;
Cousins’ Island 10.25 a. in.; 6.00
5.30 p. in.
p. m. 1 .ittlejolms' Island 10.30 a. m. 6.05 j>. m.
ill.

;

Chebeague

10.40

m.; 6.10 p.

a.

in.

Wolfs

Point 11.05 a. ni.; 6.46 p. m.
Arrive at Freeport 11.10 a. m.; 6.50 p. ill.
Fare to South Freeport, including a drive of
five miles, making an Excursion of 38 miles for
$1 the round trip.
Passengers taking the 0.25 a. m. boat for
Freeport will arrive in time for trains going
East. Passengers coming West by all a. m.
trains can liave a delightful ride and sail by

taking

Tri

Sail 22 Miles Down Casco

Commencing July 4th steamers Cliebeague and
Merryuoneag will leave Portland Pier for Long
lsNllil. 9.110. In.15 a. in.; 2.0(1. 4.00, 6.00, 7.30
Little Cliebeague, 9.00, 10.15 a. in.:
p. in.
2.00, 4.00, 6.00 p. m.
Hope and Great

Great

m.

For Forest Avenue (Deerinc), 6.20 p. m.
The 12.30 p. m. train from Portland connects
“Hoosac Tunnel
at Ayer Junction with
Route” for the West and at Union Station,
Worcester, for Providence and New York,
via ‘‘Providence Line,” for Norwich and
New York, via “Norwich Line” with Boston
& Albany R. R. for the West, and with the
New York All Rail Via “Springfield.”
Trains arrive at Portland from Worcester
at 1.30 p. m.; from Rochester at 8.30 a. m.,
1.30'ana 5.50 p. m.; from Gorham at 6.40,
8.30 and 11.46 a. m.t 1.30, 4.45, 5.50 and 7.3o
p. m. Sunday 9.30 p. m.
For through Tickets to all points West and
South, apply to S. E. CORDWELL, Ticket
Agent, Portland, Me.
3. W. PETERS, Supt.
C. J. WIGGIN, Gen’l Ticket Agent
oct5
_dtf.

From Boston every Wednesday and Saturday.

of Panama.

trains.

England.

DIRECT STEAMSHIP LINE.

ISAIAH DANIELS, General Manager.

Central and South

6.00 p. m.

Parlor "cars on~ day trains-"Sleepers

PORTLAND-

From Waterville

5.35 p.m.;

LINE.

Finest and Safest Trains in the World

and the West.

On
and after
June 20, 1892, passenger
trains leave Portland as follows:
For Danville Junction, Auburn and Lewiston, 8.80, and 11.10 a. m., 1.15, 5.10 p. in.,

BLUE

ROYAL

the

PORTSMOUTH—Sld 9th, sch Anna J Trainfor Philadelphia and Kennebec.
PORTSMOUTH—Sld 10th, sch W Saulsbury,
sch Ebenezer Haggett,

{{Western Division from Dover.
ByCounects at Scarboro Crossing with
train for Boston via Eastern Division.
Through tickets to all points South and West
for sale at Union Station,
JOHN W. SANBORN. Acting Gen. Man.. Boston
W. F. BERRY, Gen’l Traffic Manager., Boston.
D. J. FLANDERS, G. P. and T. A.. Boston.
D. W. SANBORN, Genl, Supt., Boston.

3.20 p.
STAGE

RAILROADS.

or.

BANGOR—Cld 8th,

days only.

RETURNING—Leave Canton daily 8.35 a.m.,

can. Calais.

Bangor.

Crossing
1^-12.25, 4.30 p. ni.
For Portsmouth and way stations. 4.30 n. m.
tConnects with Rail Lines £or New York,
South and West.
tConnects with Sound Lines for New York.
•Western Division from North Berwick .Sun-

In Effect June

RAILROADS.

BOSTON AND PHILADELPHIA^

day, May 9, Stmr. Enterprise will leave East
Bootlibay every Monday at 7.16 a. m. for Portland, touching at So. Bristol, ‘Heron Island,
Bootlibay Harbor and ‘Squirrel Island. Every
Tuesday leave Franklin Wharf, Portland at 8
a. m. for Bound Pond,
touching at ‘Squirrel
Island Bootlibay Harbor and ‘Heron Island,
Every Wednesday leave Bound Pond at <>.30 a.
in. for Portland, touching at *Heron Island,
Bootlibay Harbor and ‘Sqilirre Island. Every
EASTERN DIVISION.
Thursday leave Portland at 8 a. m. for Pema.
quid, touching at ‘Squirrel Island, Boothba#
From Union Statton.For Cape Elizabeth, !
Harbor; ‘Heron Island, So. Bristol and East
Scarboro Crossing, S^-8.45 a. ni.; AmesBootlibay. Every Friday leave Pemaquid at il
bury, 3,30, 9.00 a. m.. 12.30. 6.00 ix in.;
а. ni. for Portland
touching tit So. Bristol. East
Biddeford, Portsmouth, Newlmryport. SaBootlibay, ‘Heron Island, Bootlibay Harbof
lem, Lynn, Boston, (t2.15 +3.30 a, ill. daily), ami‘Squirrel Island.
Every Saturday leave
$9.00 a.m., ($12.30 p. m. daily) 6.00 p. m.
Portland at S a. m. for East Bootlibay, touching
Boston fcr Portland, 7.30 a. m.. (*9.00 a. m.
Island, Bootlibay Harbor ‘Horon
at‘Squirrel
daily) 12.30 p. m., l§7.00, 9.45 p. ni. daily.;
Island and So. Bristol, »Steame ltouches from
.lime 16 to
15. No freight received after
FROM COMMERCIAL STREET STATION. 7.45 a. in. onSept.
day of sailing.
1.11 BACE. Manager.
AI.FK
niyloUlf
For Cape Elizabeth and Scarboro

Leave Portland
m. 1.20 p. m.

Memoranda.

Domestic Ports.
NEW YORK—Ar 10th, schs Annie Lord, fm
Grace
Bangor;
Webster,Kennebec; BLEaton,
Calais; Ella F Crowell, Thomaston; Morris &
Cliff, Rockland; N H Skinner, Kennebec; Nellie E Woodbury, Sullivan.
Also ar loth, schs Cornelia Abbott, Philadelphia for Saco; Harold L Berry, Kimball, Bath;
Chas A Hunt, Wright, Hallowell; Commerce,
Nash, Rockland; Emma B Shaw, Taylor, Sullivan ; Ella F Crowell, Thomas, Thomaston; B L
Eaton, Grearsou, Pawtucket.

WESTERN DIVISION.
Trains leave Portland (Union Station) for
Scarboro Beach. Pine Point, 7.30. 10.15 a.
m., 1.45. 3.30, 6.15. 6.15, 8.30 d. in.; Old Orchard Beach, 7.30. 8.45, 10.15 a. ni., 1*2.20.
1.45,3.30,5.15, 6.05.6.15, 8.30 p. ni. Saco,
7.30.
8.45, 10.15 a. rn..
12.20,
1.45,
8.30
3.30,
Bidde
5.15, 6.05,
p. in.;
10.15 a. m.
ford, 7.30, 8.45,
12.20, 1.45,
3.30, 5.15, 8.30 p. m; Kenncbunk, 7.30. 8.40
a. m., 12.20, 3.30. 5.15. 6.05 8.30 p. in.; Wells
Beach, 7.30, 8.45 a. m„ 3.30, 5.15 p. m.;
Great Falls, 7.30, 8.45 a. m., 12.20,3.30,5.15ft).
m; North Berwick Kennebpnkport, Dover,
7.30, 8.45 a. m., 12.20, 3.30. 5.15, 6.05 p. in.;
South New Market Junction, Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell,
Boston, 17.30.
18.45 a. ni., jl 2.20. 3.30 p. m., +6.05 p. m.;
Rochester. Farmington, Alton Bay. Wolfboro. 8.45 a. m., 12.20, 3.30 p. m.;
Wolfboro, Center Harbor, Weirs, (via Alton Bay
and Steamer Mt. Washington), 8,45 a, m.,
12.20 .p. in.; Worcester,
(via Great Falls
and Rochester), 7.30 a. m.: Manchester and
Concord, (via Lawrence), 8.45 a. in., 12.20 p.
in., (via So. Newmarket Junction), 7.30 a. m.

Portland & Rumtord Falls Railway.

NS.
Sch C W Dexter hauled in alongside the wharf
caulked and stopped leak, and will proceed.
sor.

Sch Toronto. Milliken, from Franklin for Pawtucket, with granite, sprnng aleak off Chatham
She anchored near the beach
night of 9th.
leaking 3,000 strokes per hour, but proceeded
next morning for Vineyard Haven.
Chatham, July 10 —Sch Mountain Laurel,
while proceeding short hauled over the shoals
last nigat night, grounded in a bad position on
the Handkerchief. She was assisted off by
wreckers and taken into Hyannis at an expense
of §200.

R.

Effect June 26, 1892.

Boston for Portland, 7.30, 8.00, 8.30 a. m.,
1.00, 4.00 p. m.
Sunday Trains from Union Station, for
Scarboro Beach, Pine Point, Old Orchard
Beach, Saco. Biddeford, 9.00, 10.30 a. in..
2.00, 3.30. 4:15. 5.30. 0.20 and
12.55,
and 7.15 p. m.;
Kennebunk, Wells Beach,
Great Falls, Hover, 12.65, 4.15, 5.30 p. ill.;
Exeter, Haverhill, Lawrence, Lowell, Boston, 12.55, 5.30 p. ill.

teething troubles, cures constipation and flatulency.
Castoria assimilates the food, regulates the stomach
and bowels, giving healthy and natural sleep. Castoria is the Children’s Panacea—the Mother’s Friend.

Arrived.

and L

STEAMERS.

H HA

feverishness.
cures

MONDAY, July 11.

ft
Cleared.
Sch Ada G
McIntyre, St John,
and New York—Gallagher & Co.
Sch A W Ellis, Ryder, Rockland and
York Peter S Nickerson.

and Castor Oil.

Its guarantee is thirty years’ use by
Millions of Mothers. Castoria destroys Worms and allays

ZSriiAVS

Sch Grace Andrews. Andrews, Baltimore—
coal to Randall & McAllister.
Sch Damietta & Joanna.Wallace, New York—
clay to Portland Stoneware Co.
Sch Frank Herbert, Spi-ague, New York for
Tremout.
Sch K S Barnes, Boston for Bangor.
Sch Utopia. Bay Chaleur. with R R ties.
Sch Jennie Howard, Hatch. Bangor for Boston
Sch Lydia K Grant, Merriman, Harpswell.

Paregoric, Drops, Soothing Syrups,

It is Pleasant.

PORT OP PORTLAND.

are to-day’s closing quotations 01 mining stocks:
Col. Coal.....T.. 36
Hocking Coal.14
Homcstake.....
14 00

PORTLAND. Julv 9.
Receipts by Maine Central R. R.—For Portand. 112 cars miscellaneous merchandise; for
connecting roads'137 cars.

....

pfd...

Mining Stocks.
(By Telegraph.)
NEW YORK. July 11. 1892.—The following

Receipts.

Corn, car lots.. .61(3)62
low grades.$4%@4% Corn, Dag lots. .63@64
X Spring &
Meat, bag lots. .60(3/61
XX Spring *4%@4% Oats,crlots... .43@44
! Oats, bag lots.. 45@47
Patent Sprng
Wheat. .5 26@5 501 Cotton See dMich. str’ght
! car lots. 26 60(326 00
roller.... $4% @5 001 bag lots.. ?26@27 00
clear do.. $4%@4%: Sacked Br’D
StLouis st’gt
! oarots.
$18@19 00
rooler.35(35 12% l bag lots.. 310320 oo
I
do..
clear
$4%@4% Middlings.. $10322 00
Wnt’r wheat
i bag! ots.. S20@23 00
Provisions.
patents... 5 25@5 50!
Fish.
iPork. Bks.17 00S17 t>0
I
16 00®16 50
a
r
clear...
Cod—L
ge
Shore_5 50®57 61 short ctsl7 00@17 26
25
do..
3
Small
76@4
Beef,extra
.2 75@4 001 mess... 8 00(3 8 25
Pollock
Haddock... 2 00@2 501 plate... 9 00® 9 50
Hake.176@2 00| ex-plate.10 O0@10 50
Herring, box
] Lard, tubs. 6%@ 8
Scaled....
ll@15c| tierces... 6%@ 8
:
Mackerel, bl
palls.... 6%@11
Shore ls..$
! pure leaf.lo%@il
Shore 2s.. S
IHams....l2 @12%
Med. 3s...l0 00@$12] docov’rd.13 @13%
Oil.
Largess.. 14 00@$16 i
Produce.
i Kerosene. Porfland ret. pet... 0
Cpe Cran’s. busn..
Pea Beans. .2 00@2 05! Ligonia.6
Ger. mea... 2 00@2 10! Centennial.6
Yellow fiyes.l 76@2 OOi Pratt’s Astral.. 8
Cal. Pea... .2 40(32 551 Devoe's brilliant 8
Raisins,
New Potat’s 2 5032 57!
sweets
{5)4 001 Muscatel.... 1 50@2 00
Caebage.bbl
@2 oOiLondon lay’r2 0033 50
Onions—Ber/Onpura Iay’r.8 @9%

of

RAILROADS.

Boston & Maine R.

..

to-day’s quotations

New York

Retail Grocers' Sugar Rates.
market—cut loaf 5%c ;confectloners’
7c; pulverized, 6c; powdered, 6c; granulated,
5c; coffee crushed, 3% c; yellow, 3c.

Flour.

Boston:

Beta

Maine Central R..

Portland

Superfine

were

luai

Atchison. Topeka & Stanta Fe E. 36'A
C. B. & Q.IOO14
Mexican Central. 151/4
Union Pacific
371/2
Boston <4 Maine E.182 V2
do pfd.
Bell Telephone.203
New York and New England it.
36

12 o’clock-. There w as a slight appreciation in
quotations without development of any feature
among Railroad stocks.
Cordage advanced
again sharply .rising from 117% to 119%,while
preferred stock remained stationery. No other
feature of any kind was seen, the market closing dull and steady at about opening figures.
Transatactions at the Stock Exchange aggregated 128,800 shares.

Railroad

Liiuv-n

mar-

Foreign Markets.
(By Telegraph.)
LONDON. July 11, 1892—Consols

60

..

Dull

MEMPHIS. July 11, 1892.—The Cotton
ket is steady; middlings 7c.

16
71
20

20

2.05 u.
m.

carriages

our
m. boat,

Freeport Village

at

for

arriving in Portland at 3.50

u.

NEW EXCURSION ROUTE
By STEAMER PHANTOM,
Will leave Portland Pier for Mere Point anil
landings, week days, at 0.26 a. m.
Returning leave Mere Point for all landings
at 1.30 p. ill.
Will leave Mere Point Tuesdays.Wednesdays,
Fridays and Saturdays at 6.50 a. m. for all landings.
Returning leave Portland Mondays,

ail

Tuesdays. Thursdays. Fridays

at 5 p.

in.

and

for Mere Point.

_juaodtf_H.

B.

Saturdays

SOULE, Manager.

DIAMOND ISLAND, YARMOUTH &
FALMOUTH FORESIDE ROUTE.
Time Table 1802.
June 0,
Isis
COMMENC1!^j
and

steamers Alice and
leave Portland Pier for Yurinouth,
8.25 a. in.. 2.20
5.00 p. m.
For Falmouth Foreside, 8.25, 11.00 a. m

and 2.20, 5.00, (5.15.
For Diamond Island, 6.50, 7.46, 10.00,
11.00,12.15 a. m. 2.lo, 4.00,6.15 6.15 p. m.
RETURN.
Leave
Yarmouth for Portland and inter
mediate landings, 7.00. 0.45, a. m. and 3.40
p.

m.

Leave FalmouthTown Landing, 5.50,
10.16 a. 111.; 1.00. 4.16.
Leave Diamond Island, 6.30, 7.20,
10.30 a. m.; 1.25. 2. 45, 4.45, 5.30 p. m.

7.30,

8.16,
Royal River House carriages from Yarmouth-

ville will connect with steamers at Yarmouth
B. M. SEABURY', Gen’l Manager.
Foreside.

Jutdt*

THE

DIED IN CHURCH.

PRESS.

Col. Blunt of the

NEW

ADVERTISEMENTS

TODAY.

THE WAITING ROOM TORN DOWN.

United States Engineers,

But Casco

Put It

Lt. .Col. Charles E.
Blunt, United
States Engineer Corps, met with a tragic death at Trinity church, Boston, Sunday morning. Col. Blunt was for years
a resident of Portland, succeeding Gen.
Duane in charge of the first and second
lighthouse districts and the defences of

harbor, March 1, 1879, and residing here with his family until succeeded by Major Smith in 1886.
Colonel
Blunt and family—which consisted of an
invalid wife and daughter—resided in
the house on State street, now owned by
Hon. Joseph A. Locke.
The circumPortland

New Wants, To Let, For Sale. Lost, Found,
and simillar advertisements will be found under
the appropraite headings on page 6.

NEW

Up Again.

SANFORD’S

Tlie Casco Bay Steamboat Company
the lessees of the wharf at Trefethen’s
Landing, Peaks Island. They leased it
of Mr. William Trefothen. The company say the lease includes not only the
maintenance of the property but its improvement according to the needs of the
summer traffic.
The company concluded
are

required

the needs of the summer traffic

the erection of

a

waiting

for pas-

room

sengers and place for packages at the
end of the wharf.
They have been
erecting this building and it was about

completed Sunday night.
Sometime Sunday night the building
read here with interest.
was pulled down and parts of it were
For additional Local News see As the organist was playing the last seen floating about the dock Monday
notes of the music preceding the sermon morning.
Fifth
of the pastor a medium-sized gentletapt. rreretnen, tne owner or tne
man, fine looking in appearance, with a wharf, had protested against the erection
POLITICAL NOTES.
military hearing, entered the church of the building, on the ground that it
and was following an usher down the would obscure the view from his house,
“Ij. W. S.” Says He Believes Laws are
centre aisle, when he was noticed by a and because it obstructed his
passage to
Made To Be Enforced.
member of the congregation to stagger, a raft, to which he had retained the right
The gentle- of way.
Sheriff Cram has received the follow- and appeared to be falling.
man arose from his seat to prevent him
Mr. Goding, manager of the steamboat
ing letter from “L. W. S.,” the wellfrom falling. As he did so the stranger
known contributor to the Argus:
company, says the waiting room will be
tottered, threw his hands above his re-erected, and it was being rebuilt yes779 Fulton Street, Brooklyn, l
July 2,1892. |
head and fell. The usher had by this terday.
It is reported that Mr. TreLeander E. Cram:
My dear sir,—I am glad that you arc re-nomi- time observed the strange actions of the
fethen is equally determined there shall
nated and hope you will be re-elected. Were I man and had
hurried to his side.
The be no waiting room on the wharf. Proba citizen of Cumberland I should give you a
lift and should lift with all the little streugtli I other man had also reached him.
As ably the case will find its way into the
possess.
the stranger fell he was caught in the courts.
I do not hope for your election on personal
grounds for I have not the pleasure of your ac- arms of the usher, who with the aid of
quaintance; nor on party grounds for 1 detest
PERSONAL.
the one of which you are a member; but be- the other gentleman, carried him to the
stances of the death of Col. Blunt will be

Page.

Cinger
WATER and
9 climate

1

are

the cause of many stomach
and bowel ills which afflict

severely at

us so

To

this

season.

GOODS FOR THE SEASON

guard against them, noth-

ing in medicine is so safe
and agreeable, so speedy and

you have been faithful to vour oath of office. Enforcement of law by public officers and
obedience to law by private citizens must be

door.

They thought the man had only fainted and hoped the air would bring him

maintained.

Respectfully,

L. W. Small.

JOTTINGS.

Lodge, I. O. O. F., installed its
officers last evening.
Yesterday was a veritable summer’s
day. The mercury indicated 82 deMaine

phone
teen

Company are
brick foundry at their

works.
There

mackerel

of Mo.

He did so.

Fif-

Dr.
Lovett
dead when he got
and

large school of small
off Great Chebeague Sat-

the man never uttered a sound or

seen

his eyes before he died. The
when he reached the chapel, said that he

opened
physician,

Ii. C. Webster has been
of

physician.
minutes elapsed

was a

urday.
man

from

The man was
there. In the meantime water, smelling
salts and other means with which consciousness could be restored had been
used. All efforts proved fruitless, and

The Winslow Stoneware
a new

for a

came.

grees.

erecting

arose

their seats and went to the door to see
if they could be of any assistance. They
found the man unconscious, foaming at
the mouth and apparently in a dying
condition. He was lifted tenderly and
removed to the chapel where he was
placed on a cushioned couch.
A bystander hurried to the
Hotel
Brunswick and asked the clerk to tele-

The Republicans of Deering are beginning to talk about a legislative candidate.
C. A. Woodbury, Esq., and Alderman
Joseph H. Hutchins aro understood to
be in the field.
bKIEF

Several of the witnesses

to.

appointed lioseengine Mo. I, and Frank Williams
5 replacing Winch and Barry

was

not

needed, and recommended that

notified at
once.
The suggestion was carried out,
and Undertaker Smith was also informed
that his attendance was desired.
Both
arrived within a half hour.
The unknwn gentleman’s clothes were
carefully searched for some means of
identifying him.
Nothing whatever
could be found that would inform those
who had cared for him who he was. The
only thine in his pocKet, except his
the

transferred to the Chemical.

Canton Kidgely, at its regular meeting
last evening, voted to make its, annual
pilgrimage to Burlington, Vt., on the
29th, 30th and 31st of August.
The fishing schooner Cutlass sprung a
leak off the Cape Sunday night, and repaired yesterday at Lewis, Chase &
Whitten’s wharf at South Portland.
Mrs. Mary Hodsdon fell at her residence on Main street, Westbrook, Saturday night, badly wrenching her shoulder. Mrs.
Hodsdon is 83 years of

medical

examiner

be

Hampton boat owners of the Cape
are talking of another race before loffg.
Some are not quite satisfied with one
race and propose to get up a purse of $2C

purse, worthy of notice was a badge with
the letters “Engineer Corps” on it.
A messenger was sent to the principal
hotels to ascertain if a gentleman with
such military title was registered. None
was found to be.
Some one suggested
that Lieut. Col. Samuel Mansfield of the
Engineer Corps be sent for,thinking possibly he might know the man. The sug-

for another.

gestion

A very lively fight came off at Park
Hill, Westbrook, last Saturday night.
Clubs and knives were freely used. Augustus Laconte was badly cut about the

came

age.
The

family at the home for Ageci
Women acknowledge with thanks the
receipt of tickets from the Casco Baj
Steamboat Company, through the courtesy of the Fresh Air Committee.
Mr. Frederick Fox has
decided in favor of the Barker lot or
Main street. Westbrook, for the site oi
the Walker free library, provided he car
obtain a right of way over the Edwards

property.
The American Cadet Band has beet
engaged by the city to furnish six con
Allen and
occur

at once.

Promenade,

For

;

Deering Parks. The next wil
Friday afternoon at 3:30 al

next

Deering Park.
A cablegram from Miss Alice Allen ii
London, England, to her father in Port
land, was sent yesterday morning and tin
received

was

sent at once to the Yendome

Hotel, where his wife and daughter
were stopping.
There were no intimate
friends of the family at the hotel and the

It is said that

Western

Col. Mansfield

well

Word

The

the

acted upon.

Yes, he knew the man
acquainted with him, and said
he was stopping at the Vendome. This
information was gladly received.
was

face and head.

certs at

was

hours. I ;
would have been three hours but the dis
patch laid in Mr. Allen's office an hou:

sad news had to be broken to the two
members of the family by an employe of
the hotel. It was done.
The shock to
the wife was a terrible one and completeThe daughter, a
ly prostrated her.
young lady of about 23 years, is an invalid, and the news to her, coming suddenly as it did, had an alarming effect on
her. Both mother and daughter, without relatives or near friends, were stricken down with
Their condition
grief.
was such that a physician had to be
called in. He stayed there the greater
part of the afternoon, and made several
calls during the night.
Although the
ladies are very ill, no serious result is ex-

pected.
The only

son, Capt. S. E. Blunt of the
United States Army, and stationed at
the Springfield Arsenal, was notified at
before he received it.
once, and he arrived in the city at 10.30
He visited the undertaker’s
The Maine Central Engineering corpi o’clock.
rooms and completed the identification
have sent an
to
the Deerinj : of his father. Arrangements were made
agent
authorities in regard to the sewerage
to have the body removed to New York
yesterday, where he resided. Coi. Blunt
For a long time the railroad authoritie:
was GO years old.
have been troubled because ail the gutte:
Col.Blunt and family arrived in Boston
sewers in the streets on the upper side o
June 26, ana were to stop about six
weeks.
the track empty into the railroad sewe:
and cause considerable trouble.
answer

within four

■

Irwin

Sailing of tlio Eastern Yacht Club.
The Eastern Yacht Club sailed yester
day morning for Bar Harbor. The]
make a fine appearance as they left tin
harbor.

is able to attend services

Mr. Grimmer has assumed

the direc-

tion of the music at the Seashore

House,

Old Orchard.
Mr. Kyser is director of musio at the
Connecticut House, Watch Hill, E. I.,
for the summer.

Mayor Ingraham, Mr. Henry Deering
and 42 others of this city were registered
at the Lawson House, Harpswell, Sunday.
Hon. Edwin B. Smith, formerly of
Maine, now of New York city, has been
a guest at 26 Deering street for a few
days.

Walter Woodman and wife and
Miss Sarah Cutler left Saturday on the
yacht Dorothy Q., for a trip eastward as
far as Bar Harbor.
Mrs. Jennie King Morrison has joined
a ladies’ double quartette in Boston and
received a flattering offer to sing in a
fashionable Washington church.
Dr.

The trustees

of

Fryeburg Academy

have elected Dr. S. C. Gordon and Judge
Henry C. Peabody of Portland and Dennis JI. Cole of Fryeburg to fill vacancies
on the board.
ine names or

win, late city

Mr.

civil

william

engineer

A.

Good-

of

Portland,
and of Mr. Samuel Garland of Gorham,
who has had a long experience on the
Rome, Watertown & Ogdensburg and
New York Central roads, are mentioned
for railroad commissioner.
Rumored Steamboat

Line.

There are rumors of another new
steamboat line along the Maine coast. Its
points are Boston to Portland, Portland
to Rockland, and Rockland to MachiasMr. John T. Lothrop, formerly
port.
agent of the steamer Lucy P. Miller, was
in Rockland last week, looking for a
wharf privilege.
It is said that the
wharves have all been obtained in the
other places, and the boat to be used
will be a propeller of good capacity and
very smart.

and wholeSANFORD’S
GINGER.

100 Bates’ White Honey Comb Bed Spreads, full size,

regular goods,

Containing among

its ingredients the purmedicinal French brandy and the best
of imported ginger, it is vastly superior to
est

of

the

cheap, worthless,

and often dangerous
Ask for SAN-

atouly 65 CENTS EACH.

FORD'S GINGER and look for owl trademark on the wrapper. Sold everywhere.

lOO Lancaster Toilet Bed Spreads,

goods,

patterns,

be

to

fair.

Central Labor Union.

At the meeting of the Central Labor
Union last night, the committee on music were instructed to engage the American Cadet Band for Labor Day.
The Labor Day committee reported
everything progressing well.
A committee was appointed to wait on

Murphy

Brothers

non-union

in

regard

to

selling

made cigars at the base ball

grounds.
The next meeting will occur on ^Ionday evening next, when the election of
officers will take place.
Spring Casino.
“Pinafore” had a first rate presentation at the Granite Spring Casino last

evening.
Sunders,

Messrs.

Packard,

Miss Palacio

Cluzette,

and the other

members of the company gave great
pleasure. The, specialtie's introduced
were excellent.
A band concert will be
given at 2 and 7 p. m. daily. Remember
the Merryconeag leaves Portland Pier in
time for the performance and horse cars
await the last boat.

parade

great deal. The process ion will
through the principal streets at 10

point of fact it is the
freedom from poisonous and

In

the

ex-

cellence in flavor which gives
to Dr. Price’s Delicious Flavoring Extracts of Vanilla,
etc., their
wide popularity and increasing sale.

Orange, Lemon,

The retail grocers are learning
that quality rather than price

is necessary to retain the
confidence of customers and
make a successful business.

For

and also

vertisement.

Sunday trips,
fare

pass
a. m.

as

per ad-

reduced to
twenty cents and tickets on tHe Peak’s
Island and Peoples’ Ferry trips will be
taken by the Casco Bay line on the S.50
and 10.13 p. m. trips.
is

The Atkinson Building.
The contract for doing the mason
work on the Atkinson building, comer
of Lisbon and Pine streets,
Lewiston,
was awarded Monday to W. A. Libby &
Co., of Lewiston, and the carpenter work
to J. W. Burrows of Portland-

in that

day,

it is

central, conveniently
located, easily accessible
from all railway stations,
and steamboat

landings,

large

to

enough

shopping
fortable

annoying

make

in it easy, comand free from
confusion and

unnecessary delays;
it is

over

more-

essentially

Mr. J. O. Anderson
Of Scottdale, Pa., a veteran of the 11th Penn.
Vols., says, as a result of war service he

Suffered

Every Minute

From liver and kidney troubles, catarrh in the
head, rheumatism and distress in his stomach.
Everything he ate seemed like lead. Sleep
was restless, and in the morning he seemed
more

tired than when he went to bed. He says:

Hood’s Sarsaparilla

and Hood’s Pills did me more good than everything else put together. All my disagreeable
symptoms have gone.” Be sure to get Hood’s.
HOOD'8 PILL8 are the best after-dinner
Pills. They assist digestion and cure headache.

“

“

“
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10-4
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ed,

at

at

at

prizes.

with useful

it is

inter-

things,

to

everything

is

as

instances

similar
in any

goods
city in

low

lower)

are

(in
as

sold for

NO TROUBLE TO

free

a

dainty

Japanese cup of
ing Russian Tea.

refresh-

serve

we

Make the

store

ob-

jective point

when you
come in town, leave
parcels and wraps here, write
letters and use the other

conveniences

have

we

orovided.

OWEN, MOORE & CO.

DAYS.
For Peaks Island, 6.00, 7.00, 8.00, 9.30,
10.30 a. m.; 1.15,2.16,3.30,4.45,6.15, 7.15 p.m.
Return for Portland.
Leave Peaks, 6.20,
7.30, 8.20, 9.50, 11.00 a. m.; 1.45, 2.35, 3.50.
6.35.
15.15,
7.45 p. m.
tOr at close of entertainment.
SUNDAYS.
For Peaks, 9.00, 10.00 a. m.; 1.00, 2.15,
6.15
3.30, 5.00,
p. in.
Return for Portland. Leave Peaks 9.20,
10.20 a. m.; 1.00, 2.35,4.60, 6.30, 6.35 p. in.

PARES:
Adults.s .20

Children.10
12 Ride Commutation Tickets to Peaks... 1.00
B0 Ride Commutation Tickets to Peaks... 3.00
Twenty cent tickets on the Peaks Island and
Portland Ferry will be taken on Casco Bay
Boats

on

the 8.50 and 10.15 p. m. up trips.
J. a. MILLIKKN, Cell. Agent.

jly!2dtf

SAYINGS BANK BOOK

LOST,

W* have been notified in writing, as required
”
by Revised Statutes, Chapter 47, Section
112, by George O. Stetson. Auburn, Maine,
that his Deposit Book No. 44,890 is lost and
that he desires a duplicate book issued to him.
MAINE SAVINGS BANK'.
by Alpheus G. Rogers, Treas.
Portland, Me., July lltli, 1892.

Jyl2

dlt

All

those

dlaw3wTu

who

Eastman Bros.
& Bancroft’

Yellow Tag

The Shoe stores of this City wi-1
be closed all day today. Annual
Picnic.
Barges leave Preble
House fit 8 o’clock sharp.
jyia ,it

12,

BY F. 0.

Fifty Gents

on

SALES.

Auctioneers.

BAILEY^CO.,

FURNITURE, &c.
shall sel
July 12, at 10 m.,
TUESDAY,
general line of furniture, etc, at
House No. 170 Cumberland Street.
a.

we

a

jyii2t_

BY F. 0. BAILEY & CO.,

AUCTIONEERS.

Day Groceries, Store Fixtures, k.
--

BANKRUPT STOCK

REMNANTS AND ODD LOTS
--~—

torn:

NOTICE.

AUCTION

TUESDAY,JULY

wish to

Republican Campaign Drum
Corps, are requested to meet this
evening, at 8 o'clock, at Congress
Rink, on Iflunjoy Hill.
HARRY HASKELL, Captain.
cut
jiyia_

-»

July 13th, at 2 o’clock p. m.,
WEDNESDAY,
at store No. 75 Fore street,
of Newcorner

bury, we shall sell the stock consisting of teas,
tobacco, cigars, spices, extracts, canned goods,
together with a general line of groceries; store
fixtures consist of refrigerator, marble slab,
scales, show cases, desk, stove, etc.
jylltd

F. O.
an

STREET.

Republican Dnimmers, Attention

SHOW GOODS-

the United

States. To all visitors to
the Basement this week

CONGRESS

542

and

as

BICKFORD

&

-Aiar>-

for

everybody and
the less attractive
because the price for

some

sa«

only 5 CENTS EACH.

department—always entertaining—is particularnow, filled

$1.

Formerly Farrington Bros.,

only 8 CENTS EACH.

basement

The

cts. to

Striotly One Price i

than at any other
time of the year and contain a wider variety of

souvenirs, presents

50

We respectfully solicit your trade.

now

suitable

Outing Shirts,

FARRINGTON

only |2 1-2 CENTS EACH.

for

articles

summer

Full line White and Colored Blanket*

the toilet,
needlework novelties and
outing goods are fuller

esting

$2.
Straw Hats 50

only |8 CENTS EACH.

50 dozen All Linen Barnsley Huck Towels, size 14 by

inches,

and

Negligee

100 dozeu All Linen Barnsley Huck Towels, size 18 by 86

inches,

were

Cts. to

lOO dozen tine All Linen Huck Towels, size 10 bar 80

inches,

cold

Odd thin Coats, $1 to $g.
Thin Vests, 50 cts. to $1.50.

lOO dozen Birds’ Eye Linen Huck Towels, size 20 by 42
at

though they
the

day.

only 25 CENTS EACH.

Inches,

Cloth*

Serge Suits, $10, $15, $18.
More than likely you can find your
size in the light Homespun pile to*

50 dozen extra quality Turkish Bath Towels, full bleachat

thin

croakers.
We did the best we could to ma%®
them comfortable, although
sizes
were somewhat broken.

NOTE.

fancy goods, bric-a-brac,

so

ing yesterday
disgusted with

as

r.'1T”Lockwood 9-4 Bleached Sheeting measures FULL 80
INCHES W'IDE ; two and one-half yards in length makes
one sheet; cost of cloth for one sheet 45 cents.

The sections devoted to

ly

Customers demanded

choice

80 cents each
66
66
gg

“

10-4

supply depot for the class
of merchandise sought for
by travellers.

articles

Bleached Sheets,
quality
“
44
«

9-4
Pillow Stir
44
44
44
‘4
66
5-4 44
Lockwood 9-4 Unbleached Sheeting, only
“
“
“

a

WEEK

Peak’s Island.

The

a

TIME TABLE.
Commencing July 10,1892, will leave Portas follows:
(Unavoidable delays excepted),

The Mary W. Libby makes hourly trips
to Peak’s Island and return from Port-

land,

for

land Pier

will be one of the most attractive
in this vicinity and that means

a

city

-FROM-

ever seen

What Is It?

the

only SI.00 EACH.

*4

“

to

Portland Pier, near Custom House, for
Peaks Island Only,

Their street

44

10-4

“

Peaks Island and Portland Ferry

Brothers’ Circus.

novelties.

arenio

advan-

at

ex*™ t*«e

_

tourists, summer
visitors and strangers in

Granite

menagerie, a trained animal exhibition,
hippodrome races, and a startling numher of

STORE like this
one of ours offers

peculiar
tage

full size, regular

Full line all better grades Toilet Spreads.

Portland, July 12, 1892.

A

only 75 CENTS EACH.

lOO Marseilles Toilet Bed Spreads, extra size,

The Weather Today

likely

at

lOO Crochet Toilet Bed Spreads, full size, regular
goods*
*
*
•(only 88 CENTS EACH.

T&F&w mrm8thp

is

only 50 C E NTS E AC H.

lOO Lewiston Toilet Bed Spreads, full size, regular goods,

gingers urged as substitutes.

ju28

at

riTv-

The Steamer Kite is under
orders to sail to-day, from St.
Johns, Newfoundland, for the
Arctic regions.
Its mission is to relieve Lieut.
Peary and his party. Grave
apprehensions for the safety of
the expedition are already entertained. It is believed to have
met the fate encountered by so
many polar explorers. It is long
since the party has been heard of.

WE OFFER TODAY AND ONTIL SOLD

some, as

none

Irwin Brothers’ great circus will exhibit in Portland next Saturday, July
16th.
They claim a mammoth double

1

spurious ingredients,

Bishop Healy

after his late illness.

«i

effective, so pure

__

cause

advertisements.

Bay Steamboat Company Will

Expires from Apoplexy.

AMUSEMENTS.
Portland base ball grounds.
Granite spring casino. Long island.
Coming soon—Irwin Bros.
FINANCIAL.
Stocks; W. H. Albertson & Co.
FIFTH PAGE.
Rines Brothers.
W. L. Wilson & Co.
EIGHTH PAGE.
Farrington & Bicklord.
Owen. Moore A Co.
Savings bank book lost.
X. John Little & Co.
Eastman Bros. & Bancroft.
P.epublican drummers, attention.
Peaks Island Portland ferry.
Notice; shoe stores.

NEW advertisements,

the Dollar, and in Many Instances Less.

You will find Remnants of Silks, Velvets, Woolen and
Cotton Dress Coods, Ginghams,
Outing Flannels,
Prints, Skirtings, Window Draperies,
Bleached Cottons, Unbleached Cottons, Table
Linens,
Crashes, Towels, Napkins, &c.
We call your attention to about 50 Fancy Parasols at $2 apiece,
marked down from $3.50 $4 and $5.
lOOO yards White Embroidered Muslin Dress Flouncings at 29c per
yard, reduced from 50c and 75c.
One lot Children’s and Infants’ Eace Bonnets and Caps at half

price.
pieces Hathaway’s Eadies’ Cotton Underwear at 25 per cent
below regular prices.
Also one lot Corset Covers at 25c apiece, reduced from 50c.
150 Eadies’ Summer Jackets at half price, colors navy, black, and
light shades.
One lot Children’s Gauze Undervests at 12 l-2c apiece, reduced
350

BAILEY &

CO.,

Auctioneers and Commission Merchants
Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
F. O BAILEY.
marl4

C.

W.ALLEN.
dtf

MERRY’S
Straw Hats!
Negligee Shirts,
Negligee

Ties.

Everything New in Furnishing
Goods.

from 25c.
lOO dozen Eadies’ Handkerchiefs at 12 l-2c and 25c apiece, reduced one-lmlf.
50 dozen Men’s White Initialed Hemstitched Handkerchiefs at
12 l-2c apiece, worth 25c.
One lot Eadies’ Eeather Belts at 5c apiece, reduced from 25c.
150 dozen Colored Sewing Silk at 6c a spool, best quality. Leonard’s and Cutter’s.
Hundreds of things in small wares at a great reduction from rew-

prices.
One lot Men’s Might Shirts at 45c apiece, reduced from 75c.
25 dozen Men’s Suspenders at 15c per pair, reduced from 25c.
ular

One lot

“

“

“

25c

“

»

*

50Ci

Bargains in Men’s Underwear.
Bargains in Men’s Collars and Cuffs.
Bargains in Men’s Outing Shirts.
Bargains in Men’s Neckwear.

Store Open at 8 o’clock Sharp.

Extra Help Will Be in Attendance.

237 and 239 MIDDLE STREET.

X. JOHN

LITTLE

Si

CO.

jrj^-Rem ember

break your
*—u

our fine Laundry; we don't
collars and cuffs: sent Tuesday.

Saturday.

irSeodU

